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Abstract
This thesis addresses the design of Sigma-Delta A/D converters over 20 bits. The main
limitation in the design of Σ∆ ADCs is the validation of the circuits before production.
As transistor-level simulators are too slow, models are required to validate the circuits.
The main contribution of this thesis is a software to simulate switched capacitors Σ∆
converters. The simulator distinguish itself by a direct description of the components
- amplifiers, switches and capacitors - unlike existing high-level simulators, that use
functional blocks: integration, subtraction, etc.
Modeling on the components level offers manifold benefits. The validation of the
circuit is improved, as the model of the circuit is close to the final version: the sequence
of the phases is identical, the common-mode is taken into account and the transfer
functions for the signal and for the reference do not suffer from any approximation
related to the architecture of the converter.
The new features provided by the simulator speed up the design of Σ∆modulators.
The implementation with switched capacitors is taken into account from the early
design phases. It makes possible to compare the effects of components imperfections
in several architectures and implementations in order to select a suited topology.
Moreover, the sensitive capacitive parasitic couplings are easily identifiable to guide
the layout, and the layout can finally be validated, simulating an extracted view in the
high-level simulator.
As the acquisition of an electrical signal through an acquisition chain is not limited by
the sole Σ∆ modulator, a fully digital solution - optimal filtering - is investigated to
improve the resolution. Pre-amplification of the signal is also studied to optimize the
power consumption and the noise level.
The theoretical contributions of this thesis are approved with the design of an inte-
grated circuit including a front-end, an incremental Σ∆modulator and digital filters.
The converter exhibits a resolution of 20 bits with a sample rate of 64 Sps. The power
consumption is lower than 400µW.
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Résumé
Cette thèse traite du développement de convertisseurs A/D Sigma-Delta atteignant
des résolutions supérieures à 20 bits. La principale limitation dans la conception des
ADC Σ∆ provient de la validation du circuit avant l’intégration. Les simulateurs de
bas-niveau étant inadaptés car trop lents, il est nécessaire de valider ces circuits avec
des modèles.
Le principal apport de cette thèse est un simulateur de convertisseurs Σ∆ à capacités
commutées. L’aspect novateur du simulateur est une représentation directe des com-
posants - amplificateurs, interrupteurs et capacités - contrairement aux simulateurs
de haut-niveau existants où des blocs fonctionnels sont utilisés : intégration, soustrac-
tion, etc.
Les intérêts d’une telle modélisation sont multiples ; la validation est améliorée, car la
représentation du circuit est proche de sa version finale : le séquençage des phases est
identique, le mode-commun est pris en compte et les fonctions de transfert pour le
signal et le bruit ne souffrent d’aucune approximation liée à l’architecture du conver-
tisseur.
La conception de modulateurs Σ∆ est accélérée avec les nouvelles fonctionnalités
offertes par le simulateur. Une sélection de l’implémentation avec des capacités com-
mutées est prise en charge, dès les premières phases de design. Différentes architec-
tures et implémentation peuvent ensuite être comparées vis-à-vis des imperfections
des composants. Finalement, les couplages parasites sensibles peuvent être identifiés
aisément afin de guider le layout, et le layout validé en simulant une vue extraite
directement dans le simulateur de haut-niveau.
Comme l’acquisition d’un signal électrique à travers une chaîne d’acquisition com-
plète ne se limite pas au seul modulateur Σ∆, une solution purement digitale - le
filtrage optimal - est investiguée afin d’augmenter la résolution. La pré-amplification
du signal est aussi étudiée pour optimiser la consommation et le niveau de bruit.
Les contributions théoriques de cette thèse sont approuvées avec la réalisation d’un
circuit intégré incluant un front-end, un modulateur Σ∆ incrémental et les filtres
digitaux. Le convertisseur atteint une résolution de 20 bits lorsqu’il acquiert 64 échan-
tillons par seconde. La puissance dissipée est inférieure à 400µW.
v
Mots-clefs - Convertisseur Analogique-Numérique ; Modulation Sigma-Delta, Capacités-
Commutées ; Ultra-haute résolution ; Modélisation ; Simulateur de haut-niveau ; Conver-
tisseur Incrémental ; Filtre optimal ; SoC.
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1 Introduction
This thesis is dedicated to the analysis, modeling and optimization of discrete-time
analog-to-digital converters implemented with switched capacitors.
The quality of an A/D converter can be estimated with a limited set of factors, starting
with the resolution. The notion of resolution may be confusing. On one hand, there is
the number of bits on the digital output and, on the other hand, the noise level and
the linearity of the converter. As it is possible to artificially increase the width of the
digital output bus, the effective resolution is preferred in this thesis. The Effective
Number Of Bits (ENOB) is taking into account the noise level of the converter.
The second main characteristic of an ADC is the sampling frequency. In most of the
data acquisition devices, the user is free to exchange time for precision, i.e. select
between a high resolution and a slow sampling rate or a lower resolution with a faster
refresh rate.
The power consumption is the third main characteristic of the quality of an ADC. Its
importance is occasionally underestimated as it is often invisible for the end user,
which can neither measure nor optimize the power consumption of most electronic
devices. The power consumption is nevertheless a key characteristic of a converter,
as it is possible to enhance the resolution or the frequency increasing the power
consumption.
Apart the three previously cited criteria, other ones influence the design. They are
either dependent on fabrication costs - process, silicon area, trimming, production
yield; or related to external environmental constraints - temperature range, input
impedance... All these parameters strongly depend on the end use for which the ADC
is sized. It is thus inconvenient to use these parameters to measure and compare the
performances of data converters.
It is convenient to aggregate the three main quality factors in: resolution (ENOB or
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SNR) and energy per conversion, common measure of the frequency and of the power
consumption.
The elaboration of a common figure of merit including the power P and the sampling
frequency fs is subject to controversy. Two FOM are nevertheless widely spread. The
first one is:
FOM1 = P
2E NOB fs
(1.1)
Historically the oldest one, it is not suited for converters in which the thermal noise
dominates (i.e. N SD ∝ kT /C or N SD ∝ 4kT R), as for each extra bit the power
consumption is increased by a factor 4.
The second figure of merit, mainly used to compare high-resolution converters is:
FOM2 = P
22E NOB fs
(1.2)
Obviously, the best way to agree with both definitions would be to compare only
converters with identical resolutions.
The resolution of oversampling data converters is limited by three main factors:
• The quantization noise: Determined by the order of the converter. There is no
direct relationship between the quantization noise and the sampling frequency
or the power consumption.
• The thermal and the flicker noises: The thermal noise is proportional to the
power consumption (or to the frequency if an averaging is possible). The noise
power of 1/f noise sources is inversely proportional to the current consumption
and to the gate area of active transistors. As the spectrum of the 1/f noise is not
white, circuit techniques are commonly implemented to reduce its level in the
signal baseband.
• Circuit imperfections: Non-ideal effects of the analog part of the converter.
Fundamentally, these effects are not directly related to the frequency or to the
power consumption.
While the first two limitations - quantization and thermal/flicker noises - are well
known and are easily estimable, it is more fastidious to take the last category into
account.
Reducing the non-ideal effects requires a special care and a very good knowledge of
the architectures and implementations of the converters. Most of the design effort
should thus be invested to guarantee a negligible degradation of the resolution and a
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minimal consumption overhead.
1.1 Problems and Imperfections
The designer of a Σ∆ modulator should be aware of the design issues limiting the
resolution of the converters. The non-ideal effects may be classified into two main
groups: first the ones related to the base components and then the ones related to the
architecture. The best-known limitations for the blocks are:
• Amplifiers: Offset, finite gain, non-linear gain, limited bandwidth and slew-rate.
• Switches: On-resistance, clock feedthrough.
• Quantizers: linearity, hysteresis.
• DACs: Mismatch, non-linearity.
Furthermore, the problems related to the signal dynamic range and to the closed loop
architecture of the Σ∆modulator have also to be taken into account:
• Saturation of the amplifiers.
• Excessive loop delay.
• Noise shaping and noise rejection.
• Loop stability.
• Insufficient common-mode rejection.
• Excessive signal amplitude (loss of charges through the power supplies).
In addition to problems related to the analog modulator, it is also necessary to check
the analog-digital interfaces to ensure that the control signal are driving in a correct
order the analog switches (in particular if the driving signals are passing through
level shifters, or if non-overlap conditions should be guaranteed). Parasitic couplings
between analog signals, and from digital to analog signals, have also to be taken into
account.
Most of the architectural problems are related to the implementation of the integrators
with switched capacitors. E.g., excessive signal amplitude at the output of amplifiers
can be reduced increasing the integration capacitors. Loop delay may also be adjusted
using appropriate switching phases.
1.2 Selected approach
The selected approach in this thesis to study, design and optimize high-resolution
converters is the following:
• Modeling: Two key elements are missing to fulfill the design toolset: an efficient
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validation of the implementation and a verification of the parasitic coupling in
a reasonable time. As the implementation of Σ∆modulators with switches and
capacitors is not integrated into existing high-level simulation tools, models
have to be developed and integrated into a dedicated simulator. The simulator
has to account for commonly known non-ideal effects to precisely evaluate the
quality of Σ∆ topologies.
• Comparative study based on a limited number of architectures. The aim of
the comparison is firstly to validate the models and the simulator with exist-
ing circuits and secondly to compare accurately several implementations with
switched capacitors.
• Design of a switched capacitors incremental converter following a top-down
methodology. The choices of implementation and the optimization of the blocks
are carried out with the developed simulator.
The modulator is the key component of any Σ∆ acquisition chain. However, it is
possible to improve the resolution with pre- and post-processing.
• Digital filters: Classic linear filters perform a weighted average of the output
stream of the modulator. The hypotheses on the quantization noise - considered
as white noise - lead to a suboptimal estimation of the input signal. The gradual
shift to submicron technologies reduces the costs (power consumption and
silicon area) of the digital, while improving the available features. Non-linear
filtering is studied to improve the decoding of the output of the modulator.
• Front-end: The best performances of data converters are obtained when the
range of the input signal is close to full-scale. In order to be compatible with a
large selection of sensors, pre-processing of the analog signal may be accom-
plished in a prior gain stage. The aim of the front-end is on one hand to amplify
the signal and, on the other hand, to provide an input impedance for sensors
with limited output current.
1.3 Thesis outline
The next chapter provides the necessary bases to understand Σ∆ modulators. The
linear model is introduced and the most common architectures are discussed. Differ-
ences and tradeoffs of the main categories of architectures are briefly stated.
Chapter 3 studies optimal filters. It shows that useful information on the input signal
is lost with linear filters and provides algorithms to enhance the resolution. Several
architectures are covered assuming various hypotheses on the input signal: constant
input, sweep input and constant with Gaussian noise.
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Chapter 4 compares implementations with switched capacitors. Ten types of input
connection achieving the same high-level functionality are analyzed. The main per-
formances - noise, power consumption - are compared, as well as the sensitivity to
non-ideal effects.
Chapter 5 modelsΣ∆ converters. The integrator is first modeled, including best known
limitations in switched capacitors topologies. Secondly, a linear model is expressed to
model the full modulator and account for capacitive parasitic coupling. In both cases,
special care is taken to minimize the required mathematical complexity.
Chapter 6 introduces a simulator. A comparative review of existing tools discusses
first the features of the simulator. An object-oriented software architecture is then
defined to be compatible with a large selection of Σ∆ ADC topologies. The scope of
operations of the simulator is finally exhibited through a comparative study of four
existing converters.
Chapter 7 discusses the design of a Σ∆ ADC in a top-down methodology. This design
example takes advantage of prior studies and of the simulator to define an architecture
suited for ultra-high resolution converters. Each critical design issue, identified with
the developed tools, is discussed.
Chapter 8 introduces a new architecture for a low-noise low-power front-end. A novel
common-mode control for instrumentation amplifiers is discussed. A detailed analy-
sis is then performed on an auto-zero amplifier with a fully differential cancellation
path to optimize the noise and power consumption performances.
Chapter 9 provides the results measured on the implemented ADC and discusses the
observed limitations.
Finally, chapter 10 concludes this thesis, highlights the main contributions and pro-
vides suggestions for future developments and improvements.
5

2 Basic concepts
This chapter briefly introduces the basic concepts of Σ∆ A/D conversion and reviews
the common architectures.
This chapter is not intended to cover in details all aspects of Σ∆modulation; instead,
it provides the information necessary to understand the next chapters.
2.1 Sampling and oversampling
Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of a Σ∆ A/D converter that includes an anti-aliasing
filter, a modulator and a digital filter.
Σ∆
input output
Anti-aliasing
filter
Analog 
modulator
Digital filter
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a Sigma-Delta A/D converter.
The anti-aliasing filters suppresses the signal spectral components over half of the
sampling frequency. One of the main benefits of the oversampling converters is the
relaxation of the requirements of this filter. Indeed, a sharp cut-off is not required,
and a first-order filtering is usually sufficient.
The modulator samples and quantizes the signal. In addition to these two operations
performed by any A/D converter, a Σ∆ modulator shifts most of the energy of the
quantization noise out of the signal baseband. This effect is named noise shaping.
The output of the modulator is a digital stream at the oversampling frequency with a
limited number of levels.
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The signal then enters in the digital filter. The aim of the filter is firstly to suppress the
high-frequency components of the modulated signal and then to under-sample the
signal to the Nyquist frequency.
The output of the converter is finally a representation of the input signal, coded in a
large number of bits, at the Nyquist rate.
2.2 Quantization error and noise shaping
Amplitude quantization of a signal is required in any A/D conversion. In a Σ∆modu-
lator, a flash converter with a limited number of levels (usually between 1 and 5 bits)
is used.
The transfer function of an ideal quantizer is shown in Fig. 2.2. In a multi-level
comparator, an input range is defined, beyond which the quantizer is saturated at
a constant value. If the quantizer is single-bit (comparator), the output is always
saturated and toggles as soon as the comparison threshold is crossed. The input range
is thus not defined in a comparator.
y
v1
v1maxv1min
e
v1
v1max
v1min
y
v1
e
v1
Figure 2.2: Transfer functions and quantization error of (left) multi- and (right) single-
bit quantizers.
The difference between the input signal of the quantizer v1[k] and its output y[k] is
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called quantization error, e[k].
y[k]= v1[k]+e[k] (2.1)
The linear representation of the first-order Σ∆ modulator is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Such a linear view allows deriving the transfer functions for the signal (STF) and for
the quantization noise (NTF).
z-1 .
1-z-1-
a1x
b1
v1 y
+
e
Figure 2.3: Linear representation of the first-order Σ∆modualtor.
The analysis of the linear representation of the first-order system with unit coefficients
leads to the following results:
ST F = y
x
= z−1
N T F = y
e
= 1− z−1
v1= z−1x− z−1e
(2.2)
The STF exhibits an all-pass response and the NTF provides a first-order high-pass
filtering.
2.3 Feedback and feedforward modulators
The most straightforward method to construct high order modulator is to cascade
several integrators in the forward path. However, the direct implementation, Fig. 2.4,
is unstable.
z-1 .
1-z-1-
a1x
b1
v1 z-1 .
1-z-1
yv2
+
e
a2
Figure 2.4: Second-order unstable modulator.
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Two structures are commonly used to stabilize the modulator. In the first one called a
Cascade of Integrator with distributed FeedBack (CIFB) [1, 2], each integrator receives
feedback from the quantizer. Alternatively, weighted feedforward can be added in a
Cascade of Integrators with weighted FeedForward summation (CIFF) [3, 4].
2.3.1 Feedback structure
The feedback topology is illustrated for a second-order modulator in Fig. 2.5.
z-1 .
1-z-1-
a1x
b1
v1
-
z-1 .
1-z-1
yv2
+
e
b2
a2
Figure 2.5: Second-order CIFB modulator.
The analysis of this topology with the coefficients a1=a2=b1, b2=2 leads to the follow-
ing results:
ST F = y
x
= z−2
N T F = y
e
= (1− z−1)2
v1= z−1 (1+ z−1)x− z−1 (1− z−1)e
v2= z−2x− z−1 (2− z−1)e
(2.3)
The STF is flat and the NTF is a second-order high-pass filter. The main disadvantage
of this configuration is that the signals at the output of the amplifiers, v1 and v2, are a
function of the input signal x. In this feedback structure, the design of the amplifiers
is difficult, firstly because a large output dynamic range is required and secondly
because the non-linearity of the amplifiers distorts the transfer function of the ADC.
The signal-dependent term in (2.3) may be suppressed injecting the signal at the
output of the amplifiers. The generalized version of the CIFB structure, sometimes
named CIFB with Input Feedforward is displayed in Fig. 2.6.
This structure with the coefficients a1=a2=a4=b1=1, a3=b2=2 leads to a flat STF and
ensures that the output of the integrators v1 and v2 are not correlated with the input
signal1. The NTF remains identical than in (2.3).
1Assuming that the quantization error is stochastic and thus not correlated with the input signal.
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z-1 .
1-z-1-
a1x
b1
v1
+
z-1 .
1-z-1
v2
+
b2
a2
a3
-
y
+
e
a4
Figure 2.6: Second-order CIFB modulator with input feedforward.
Besides the extra load on the input and the increased complexity of the circuit, one of
the main disadvantages of this structure is the delay-free path from the input, through
the quantizer, and back to the input of the modulator [5].
The independence of v1 relatively to the input signal may however be partially guar-
anteed in an architecture without any direct path from the input to the quantizer. An
example of implementation is shown in Fig. 2.7.
1  .
1-z-1-
1x
1
v1
+
z-1 .
1-z-1
yv2
+
e
1
1
1
-
Figure 2.7: Second-order CIFB modulator with input feedforward.
The transfer functions of the structure, Fig. 2.7, are:
ST F = y
x
= z−1 (2− z−1)
N T F = y
e
= (1− z−1)2
v1= (1− z−1)x− (1− z−1)e
v2= z−1 (2− z−1)x− z−1 (2− z−1)e
(2.4)
If the oversampling frequency is much larger than the input signal frequency, the
output of the amplifier v1 is only related to the quantization error. The output of
the second amplifier is still proportional to x, however, the design constraints on the
second amplifier are less restrictive.
The drawback of this implementation is the non-constant STF. In particular, the STF
exhibits a gain of 3 at half of the oversampling frequency. This amplification of out-of-
band frequencies is not critical for converters with large oversampling ratio, but adds
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more constraints on the anti-alias filter in ADCs with limited OSR.
2.3.2 Feedforward
The second common way of ensuring stability in high-order Σ∆modulators is to add
forward paths to the quantizer. The generic structure of CIFF with input feedforward
is illustrated in Fig. 2.8 for a second-order modulator.
z-1 .
1-z-1-
a1x
b1
v1 z-1 .
1-z-1
v2
+a2
a3
y
+
e
a4
Figure 2.8: Second-order CIFF modulator with input feedforward.
The coefficients2 a1=a2=b1=1, a3=2, a4=0 lead to the following results:
ST F = y
x
= z−1 (2− z−1)
N T F = y
e
= (1− z−1)2
v1= (1− z−1)x− (1− z−1)e
v2= z−2x− z−2e
(2.5)
The main characteristics, STF, NTF and output of the first integrator (v1) are identical
to the ones of the CIFB structure, Fig. 2.7. The output of the second integrator is
slightly less sensitive to the quantization error, but remains proportional to the input
signal
The previous analysis showed that the basic characteristics of the feedback and of
the feedforward structures are equivalent. The drawbacks of each topology emerge
during the implementation. A CIFF modulator requires an extra adder before the
quantization and loads more the output of the first amplifier. Both feedback paths
in the CIFB structure must be properly matched to avoid a mismatch between the
analog and the digital.
2Here as well, the a4 coefficient is zero to avoid a direct path from the input to the quantizer
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2.4 Cascaded modulators
Single-stage modulators shift the quantization noise out of the signal base-band.
Another technique to lower the quantization noise is to measure and subtract it. In
cascaded, or MASH, topologies, each modulator (stage) measures the quantization
noise of the previous stage. The bit-streams are then combined in the digital logic in
order to cancel the quantization noise of all stages, excepting the last one.
A third-order cascaded ADC is shown in Fig. 2.9. This converter is named MASH 1-1-1
as each stage is a first order modulator.
z-1 .
1-z-1-
a1x
b1
v1 y1
+
e1
z
-1
.
1-z-1-b2
v2 y2
+
e2
-
a2
z-1 .
1-z-1-b3
v3 y3
+
e3
-
a3
Figure 2.9: MASH 1-1-1 modulator.
Cascaded ADCs made of first- or second-order modulators are stable by construction.
Moreover, for identical order and OSR, the quantization noise is lower than in single-
loop topologies. The drawback of the cascaded architecture is the good matching
required between the analog and digital circuits [6]. Particularly, for high-resolution
ADCs, an excellent matching of the capacitors, a long enough settling time as well as a
huge DC gain of the amplifiers are needed.
MASH converters are better suited for modulators with limited OSR. They are thus
mainly used in fast ADCs with limited resolution [7].
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2.5 Sigma-Delta or Incremental converters
The difference between Σ∆ converters and incremental converters is the reset of the
integrators before each conversion in incremental modulators.
In incremental ADCs, the successive samples are not correlated. These data converters
are thus suited for multiplexed inputs, when the input signal is delivered by distinct
sensors. The second advantage of these converters is the suppression of the idle tones,
visible in Σ∆ ADCs for static inputs3.
The generation of the clocks is however more complicated as extra phases for the
resets have to be created. Moreover, the sampling of the signal is not uniformly spread
over time as no sample is acquired during the reset phases.
The analog implementation of Σ∆ and incremental converters is almost identical.
Digital filters are on the other side fundamentally different. In Σ∆ converters, a sinc
filter is applied. The order of the filter is equal to the order of the modulator plus one.
E.g. in a second-order modulator with an OSR of 4, the filter is:
Hs(z)=
(
1+ z−1+ z−2+ z−3)3
= 1+3z−1+6z−2+10z−3+12z−4+12z−5+10z−6+6z−7+3z−8+ z−9
(2.6)
In incremental converters, the filtering philosophy is different. After each cycle of
the modulator, the output of the last integrator r es[k] is estimated, and a portion
of the reference is added or subtracted. After OSR cycles, the residue within the last
integrator is a weighted sum of the input and of the reference:
r es[OSR]=
OSR−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k) (x[k]−bi t [k]) (2.7)
In a classic approach4, the probability distribution of the residue is considered to be
symmetrical and with a zero mean. The normalized input x is thus directly estimated
with the weighted sum of the bit-steam. E.g. in a second-order modulator with an
OSR of 4, the coefficients are:
Hs(z)= 1+2z−1+3z−2+4z−3 (2.8)
The comparison of both filters (2.6) and (2.8) shows that the order of the digital filter
is higher in Σ∆ converters. In incremental ADCs, the weighting of the coefficients is
3The effect is the most important in Σ∆ converters when the constant input is close to mid- or
full-scale.
4In opposition to the optimal filtering, discussed in a subsequent chapter
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asymmetric, but does not overlap with previous samples.
Incremental converters are mostly used in instrumentation, for high-resolution but
low frequency applications [8, 9].
2.6 Single/Multi-bit quantization
Single bit architectures use simple comparators to estimate the output of the integra-
tors. Multi-bit topologies quantize on more than two levels.
Historically, single-bit quantizers were used in a wide majority of converters [10, 11].
These architectures were popular as they are simple - only a comparator and a DAC
element are needed - and as the size of the digital (DAC management), expensive in
old CMOS processes, was limited.
Multi-bit topologies are nowadays widely spread [12, 13, 14]. As multi-bit quantizers
further reduce the quantization noise, the order of the modulator may be lower.
Moreover, the quantization with several levels stabilizes high-order loops.
The main advantage of multi-bit DACs is the reduction of the power consumption, in
particular if the input capacitors are shared between the signal and the reference5.
The mismatch of the DAC capacitors is restrictive. Dynamic matching techniques
help improving the resolution, but the linearity of multi-bit converters is lower than
in single-bit architectures.
The selection between a single- and a multi-bit topology is a crucial decision as two
key parameters - the resolution and the power consumption - are involved. High-
performance, medium- to high-resolution converters (14-18 bits) are mainly im-
plemented with multi-bit quantizers [15, 16]. Single-bit architectures are the most
frequently used in ultra-high resolution (> 18 bits) converters. [17, 18]
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, basic concepts ofΣ∆modulation were firstly introduced - quantization,
linear model and noise shaping. An overview of the different architectures was then
provided to the reader to get a first knowledge of the advantages and drawbacks of
each topology.
5The implementation with switched capacitors is detailed in chapter 4.
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3 Optimal decoding
In the previous chapter, various architectural techniques based on the linear model
of the modulator were introduced to reduce the quantization noise. This chapter is
dedicated to the study of non-linear filters to improve the estimation of the input
signal.
If the ADC is a sole Σ∆modulator (without any extra quantization of the residue), all
the quantization noise is located in the last integrator, after the last modulator cycle.
After the last analog measurement of the residue it is no more possible to obtain extra
information (apart from increasing the OSR), and the digital filters have to decode the
digital output fluxes to determine the input.
Classic linear filters do consider the residue on the last integrator only as noise and
thus assume a mid-range value to minimize the error (see sections 3.2 and 7.4). Practi-
cally, if the thermal noise is not strongly dominating, the residue is not uniform and is
related to the measured digital fluxes. As a portion of the ‘quantization noise’ is held
in the digital outputs, it is possible to improve the filtering quality to estimate at best
the input signal value. A filtering considered as optimal decodes the outputs of the
quantizers at best, without considering the final quantization error as a uniformly
spread white noise.
The development of optimal filters for Σ∆ A-to-D converters is not a trivial task, due
to the nonlinear nature of such modulators. Therefore, there is no generic optimal
decoding algorithm compatible with various topologies and a large input diversity.
Previous work addressed thus mainly the design of optimal filters for specific topolo-
gies. Most of them focus of first-order modulator with a constant input [19, 20, 21],
with or without additional Gaussian noise on the input [22, 23]. The simple-loop
second-order architecture was also analysed and an optimal filter derived [24].
The first section of this chapter presents the design of an optimal filter for a single
order modulator with a constant input. This known case is detailed to get to know
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optimal filtering and to introduce a design methodology for such filters. The work
on the cascade second-order modulator is then presented [25]. Various input signal
are then studied in the following sections. An algorithm for optimal decoding with a
sweep input is first designed [26] while the last part assumes a extra Gaussian noise
on the input.
This work focuses on incremental Σ∆ converters, with a reset of the integrators be-
fore each data conversion. Some other work dealt with the optimal decoding of the
standard Σ∆modulator [27]. The choice of incremental converters is motivated firstly
by the development of such a converter (chapter 7) and secondly by the eased filter
design: if the initial value is known at the beginning of a conversion, the decoding
algorithms are simplified and the results do not suffer from an extra uncertainty.
3.1 First order
Before starting the design of the optimal filter, a first very simple example is detailed
to understand the interest of the optimal decoding compared to classic counter filters.
In the case of a single bit modulator with a constant normalized input x between 0
and 1, the first output bit is equal to 0 if the input is between 0 and 0.5 and is set to 1 if
x is between 0.5 and 1.
The value of the second bit is also set by the input x. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the code 00
is obtained if x is between 0 and 0.25, 01 if x ∈]0.25;0.5[, 10 if x ∈]0.5;0.75[ and 11 if
x ∈]0.75;1[.
The decoding of the fluxes 01 and 10 by the counter filter shows clearly a loss of
information. The counter filter assigns a unique output value xˆ=0.5 for all x between
0.25 and 0.75, while it is known, after the first bit, if x is higher or lower than 0.5.
The aim of optimal filtering is not to loose information located in the history of the
output flux and to determine the admissible input range of all output fluxes. The
estimates xˆ of the input x of this simple example are also shown in Fig. 3.1.
It is possible to describe any sigma-delta modulator with a system of recursive equa-
tions, including the initial conditions: one equation for each integrator and one
comparison function for each quantizer.
The first-order incremental modulator with a constant input, Fig. 3.2, is described
using the following system:
y(0) = x,
y(k) = x+ y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1),
bi t0(k) =
{
1 if y(k)≥ 1/2,
0 if y(k)< 1/2.
(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the counter and optimal filters for an OSR of two bits.
-
H(z) y(k)x bit0(k)
Figure 3.2: First order modulator.
It is first important to show that, if the modulator is not saturated (i.e. x ∈]0;1[), the
output of the integrator y[k+1] is bounded between -0.5 and 1.5:
i) y(k) ∈ ]-0.5;0.5[
=> bi t0(k)= 0,
=> y(k)−bi t0(k) ∈ ]-0.5;0.5[,
=> y(k+1) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[ ∀x ∈ ]0;1[.
(3.2)
ii) y(k) ∈ ]0.5;1.5[
=> bi t0(k)= 1,
=> y(k)−bi t0(k) ∈ ]-0.5;0.5[,
=> y(k+1) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[ ∀x ∈ ]0;1[.
(3.3)
And thus y(k) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[ ∀k.
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Another term, used in later mathematical developments, is also bounded:
as y(k)−bi t0(k) ∈ ]-0.5;0.5[,
=>y(k)−bi t0(k)+0.5 ∈ ]0;1[,
=>y(k)−bi t0(k)+0.5= [y(k)−bi t0(k)+0.5]%1, (3.4)
where % is the modulus operator. [a]%b is a modulus b. In particular [a]%1 is the
decimal part of a.
To find a non-recursive equation for bi t0(k) it is possible to proceed as follow:
As y(k) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[,
bi t0(k)= r ound {y(k)} ,
= r ound {x+ y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1)} ,
= r ound {x+ [y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1)+0.5]−0.5} ,
= r ound {x+ [y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1)+0.5]%1−0.5} ,
= r ound
{
x+
[
kx−
k−1∑
i=0
bi t0(i )+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{
x+
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
.
(3.5)
Starting with this first non recursive equation, it is possible to develop alternative
notations, to have a better view on the involved terms:
bi t0(k)= r ound
{
x+
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= x+
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1−
[
x+
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1
]
%1,
= x+
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1−
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1.
(3.6)
bi t0(k)= x+
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1−
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1,
= kx−kx+ 1
2
− 1
2
+x−
(
−
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1
)
−
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1,
= (k+1)x+ 1
2
−
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1−
(
kx+ 1
2
−
[
kx+ 1
2
]
%1
)
,
= r ound {(k+1)x}− r ound {kx} .
(3.7)
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3.1.1 Optimal filter – thresholds
In a simple configuration, first-order with a constant input, the first goal of the optimal
decoding is to determine the possible input range corresponding to a given output
flux. Starting with a full covering of the input dynamic, it is possible to reduce the
possible input range with each new bit of the digital output stream.
The particular values of the input x for which the state of the comparator changes are
named thresholds. Knowing the value of the thresholds allows to narrow the possible
input set, knowing at each iteration the output bit bi t0[k].
From (3.7) it is possible to calculate the inputs levels xth corresponding to the bound-
aries between two output codes.
a) kx+0.5=m , m ∈ {1,2, ...,k}
xth(k,m) =
m−0.5
k
b) kx+0.5= n , n ∈ {1,2, ...,k+1}
xth(k,n) =
n−0.5
k+1
(3.8)
The state of the comparator is modified only if each threshold is unique. A threshold
is double is a solution of (3.8-a) is also a solution of (3.8-b):
m−0.5
k
= n−0.5
k+1
(2m−1)(k+1)= (2n−1)(k).
(3.9)
The equation (3.9) has no solution as the left part is always odd while the right term is
always even.
The Fig. 3.3 is a graphical representation of the thresholds for the first-order modulator.
The thresholds for the first 16 bits are displayed. Each column is divided in light and
dark areas, according to the value of bi t0[k].
For a given output code, it is possible to find the corresponding input range with the
following algorithm:
• a) For the first output bit, initialize the two boundaries for x: xmi n = 0, xmax = 1.
• b) Determine the thresholds for the current bit.
• c) If there is any threshold between the current boundaries, update xmi n and
xmax .
• d) Back to point b) with the next bit.
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Figure 3.3: Thresholds for the 16 first bits of the first order modulator.
To update the input space, (item c), it is firstly necessary to determine if the threshold
xth(k,n) crosses the input space. The intersection occurs if the following condition is
fulfilled:(
xmax −xth(k,n)
)(
xmi n −xth(k,n)
)< 0 (3.10)
If the threshold xth(k,n) splits the set of solutions in two parts, an update is required.
According to the value of bi t0(k), the new admitted input space will be either from
xth(k,n) to xmax or from xmi n to xth(k,n).
An example of the update of the input range is provided in Fig. 3.4. The lower bound
xmi n and upper bound xmax for an input signal x are closer than the one obtained
with a classic filter (counter). In this example, the optimal decoder locates the input
between 0.22727 and 0.23333 while the classic filter provides a value between 0.21875
and 0.28125.
Once the space of all possible inputs is defined, the estimation of the best input in
this set has to be computed. A common method is to minimize the squared error on
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Figure 3.4: Example of an update of the input space. After each bit, the possible input
space (blue) is compared to the bit[k] thresholds (red boxes) and updated accordingly
the whole surface (RMS criterion). The result for a continuous one-dimension range
is simply the algebraic mean:
xˆ = xmi n +xmax
2
(3.11)
The equation (3.11) assumes a uniform probability distribution of the input x on the
whole range between 0 and 1.
The transfer function of the first-order modulator for an output code with a length
nbi t s = 4 is displayed in Fig. 3.5. The transfer function using the counter filter is also
displayed to compare.
Practical considerations: The aforementioned algorithm is based on the comparison
of thresholds contained between two extreme values, given by the saturation of the
modulator; in a normalized case, 0 and 1. Besides the necessity of storing decimal
values, some operations (3.10) require a computation of differences between two
floating-point numbers. Theses differences can be very small, especially for high over
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Figure 3.5: Transfer function using counter filter (dash-dot line) and optimal filter
(solid line) for nbi t s = 4.
sampling ratios (OSR). A floating point computing unit is thus required, as well as a
good numerical precision for the value of each threshold.
These last factors being expensive in computing time and registers, it is advantageous
to work with integer numbers. Each threshold described in (3.23), as well as the two
initial limits 0 and 1, are fractional numbers. Therefore, they can be substituted by
two integers nu and de. The thresholds are fractional numbers because k, n and p
are integers.
xth =
nu
de
(3.12)
The problematic computation of the differences (3.10) can also be substituted by an
comparison of two integers. The condition to update the input space becomes, for a
threshold i :
(numaxdei −nui demax) (numi ndei −nui demi n)< 0 (3.13)
The estimate of the final value of the input xˆ (3.11) can also be expressed with a
fraction. This last result is of lesser importance as the final numerical precision is
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restricted by the width of the converter digital output bus.
FOM: In order to be able to evaluate the quality of this algorithm, it is necessary to
define a figure of merit, which will be, in this case, a mean resolution (3.14). It is
necessary to compute a mean resolution as, unlike the counter filter, the resolution is
not constant. An RMS criterion is applied:
FOM= ENOB=−log2
(√
12
∑
i nt
er r 2i nt
)
(3.14)
where er ri nt is the mean error of each interval i nt .
er ri nt =
√∫ i ntmax
i ntmi n
(x− xˆi nt )2 d x (3.15)
The normalization factor 12 is added to guarantee that this computation of the ENOB,
applied on the classic linear filter provides a resolution of 1/nbi t s for a code of length
nbi t s.
The evolution of the resolution with the OSR is shown in Fig. 3.6. The resolution of
the counter filter is also displayed.
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Figure 3.6: Mean resolution using counter filter (dotted line) and optimal filter (solid
line). The dashed lines are referenced to the upper logarithmic scale.
To generate this result, all the thresholds have been computed for each OSR, using a
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dedicated C++ code. After the computation of the equivalent resolution, Matlab® was
used for plotting.
3.2 Second-order – MASH 1-1
As the study of the optimal filtering of the single-loop second-order modulator is
already covered by another work [24], this section only covers the cascade MASH 1-1
structure.
A MASH 1-1 modulator is made of two first-order loops, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The aim
of the second loop is to estimate the quantization error of the first one.
-
1
1-z-1
y0(k)x bit0(k)
-
y1(k) bit1(k)
-
err0(k)
D
D
1
1-z-1
Figure 3.7: Block diagram of a MASH11 Σ∆modulator with a constant input.
The design of the optimal filter for the MASH 1-1 follows the same approach than
for the first-order Σ∆ ADC, starting with the recursive equations of the modulator,
defining then the thresholds and finally estimating the input value. The system of
recursive equations for the MASH 1-1 modulator is:
y0(0) = x,
y0(k) = x+ y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1),
bi t0(k) =
{
1 if y0(k)≥ 1/2,
0 if y0(k)< 1/2,
er r (k) = bi t0(k)− y0(k)+1/2,
y1(k) = er r (k)+ y(k−1)−bi t1(k−1),
bi t1(k) =
{
1 if y1(k)≥ 1/2,
0 if y1(k)< 1/2.
(3.16)
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As well as y0[k]−bi t0[k] is between -0.5 and 0.5, y1[k]−bi t1[k] is also bounded
between -0.5 and 0.5. This is true because the error er r [k] is bounded between 0 and
1 for all k.
It is possible to developp the system (3.16) to express bi t1(k) with a non-recursive
notation:
As y1(k) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[,
bi t1(k)= r ound {y1(k)} ,
= r ound {er r (k)+ y1(k−1)−bi t1(k−1)} ,
= r ound {y0(k)−bi t0(k)+0.5
+y1(k−1)−bi t1(k−1)+0.5−0.5} ,
= r ound {[y0(k)−bi t0(k)+0.5]%1
+[y1(k−1)−bi t1(k−1)+0.5]%1−0.5} ,
= r ound
{[
(k+1)x−
k∑
i=0
bi t0(i )+ 1
2
]
%1
+
[
k−1∑
i=0
(
y0(i )+ 1
2
−bi t0(i )−bi t1(i )
)
+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k−1∑
i=0
(
y0(i )+ 1
2
)
+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k−1∑
i=0
(
y0(i )
)+ k+1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1
+
[
k−1∑
i=0
(
(i +1)x−
i−1∑
j=0
bi t0( j −1)
)
+ k+1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k−1∑
i=0
(i +1)x+ k+1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
(3.17)
to have a better view of the important terms, this last expression for bi t1(k) can be
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written with the following alternative notations:
bi t1(k)= r ound
{[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
=
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1
−
[[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1
]
%1,
=
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1
−
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
+ k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1,
=
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1
−
[
(k+1)(k+2)
2
+ k
2
]
%1
(3.18)
bi t1(k)=
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1
−
[
(k+1)(k+2)
2
x+ k
2
]
%1,
=−
[
(k+1)(k+2)
2
x+ k+1
2
+ 1
2
]
%1
+
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1+
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1,
= (k+1)(k+2)
2
x+ k+1
2
+ 1
2
−
[
(k+1)(k+2)
2
x+ k+1
2
+ 1
2
]
%1
−
(
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
−
[
k(k+1)
2
x+ k+1
2
]
%1
)
−
(
(k+1)x+ 1
2
−
[
(k+1)x+ 1
2
]
%1
)
,
= r ound
{
(k+1)(k+2)
2
x+ k+1
2
}
− r ound
{
k(k+1)
2
x+ k
2
}
− r ound {(k+1)x}
(3.19)
As the first stage is a first order modulator, its output is identical to the one developed
in the last section (3.7):
bi t0(k)= r ound {(k+1)x}− r ound {kx} (3.20)
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Linear filter
Before designing the optimal filter, a succinct reminder of the classic filtering of
incremental ADCs with linear filters is provided here.
At the end of a conversion, the information of the value of the input x is mainly held
in the two output codes (bi t0/1), and, to a lesser extent, in the second stage integrator.
The residual quantization error is given by (3.21):
er r 1(k)= bi t1(k)− y1(k)+1/2. (3.21)
In a classic scheme, this error is considered as a quantization noise. The statistical
distribution of this error after the last cycle is thus assumed to be constant in the
allowed error range (between 0 and 1). When substituting this error by its mean value
(0.5), it is possible to compute an estimate of the input, performing a weighted sum of
the output bi t0 and bi t1. The relative coefficients of this sum are shown in fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Linear filter relative coefficients for the first (left) and second (right) stage
for an over-sampling ratio of nbi t s = 6.
Optimal filter
This section follows the same procedure than the one for the first order modulator.
The aim of the optimal decoder is, here as well, to determine the set of possible inputs,
corresponding to given output fluxes bi t0 and bi t1. In a Σ∆ incremental ADC with a
constant input, this set of inputs is contained in an 1D space bounded by two limits
xmi n and xmax (i.e. xmi n , resp. xmax , is the minimal, resp. maximal, value of the
constant input x for which the given output code is obtained).
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The algorithm is sequentially processing each bit of each stage to update the input
range.
The comparison between the first order and the second order topologies clearly shows
that, for a same input x, the outputs codes bi t0 are identical. It is thus possible to
perform the decoding in two steps:
• Decode the first stage as developed in section 3.1.
• Process the output flow of the second stage to update the two bounds provided
by the first stage.
The decoding procedure is summarized in fig. 3.9.
As the processing of the first stage was previously described and as the result, given
by the two limits xmi n and xmax after the processing of the first stage, can be used to
initialize the decoding of the second stage, the description of the optimal filter for the
MASH 1-1 modulator is more detailed for the second stage than for the first one.
Intersection?
For each bit in 1st stage output code
For each possible threshold
Yes
No
Initialization
Update 
input 
space
Intersection?
For each bit in 2nd stage output code
For each possible threshold
Yes
No Compute 
estimate 
of x
Update 
input 
space
Figure 3.9: Optimal filter decoding flow.
Initialization
The set of possible inputs is first initialized with the whole set of inputs which are not
saturating the modulator. In a normalized case, xmi n = 0 and xmax = 1.
Thresholds
As the thresholds and the processing of the first stage were already defined in the last
section, there is no need to rewrite them here. The new thresholds, introduced with
the second stage of the MASH 1-1 structure, are crossed when the decimal part of one
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of the three terms in the round functions of equation (3.19) is equal to one half.
a)
1
2
= [(k+1)xth]%1
b)
1
2
=
[
k(k+1)
2
xth +
k
2
]
%1
c)
1
2
=
[
(k+1)(k+2)
2
xth +
k+1
2
]
%1.
(3.22)
The thresholds are obtained, inverting the equations of (3.22):
a) xth =
2m−1
2k+2 , m ∈ {1,2, ...,k+1}
b) xth =

2n
k(k+1) , n ∈ {1,2, ...,k(k+1)/2−1} , odd k
2n−1
k(k+1) , n ∈ {1,2, ...,k(k+1)/2} , even k
c) xth =

2p−1
(k+1)(k+2) , p ∈ {1,2, ..., (k+1)(k+2)/2} , odd k
2p
(k+1)(k+2) , p ∈ {1,2, ..., (k+1)(k+2)/2−1} , even k
(3.23)
As done for the single stage structure, the existence of double thresholds has to be
checked. One has to check if a threshold of a) is a threshold of b), if a threshold of a) is
a threshold of c) and the same for b) and c). The next six equations are comparing the
threshold of a), b) and c) for odd and even k.
• odd k, i) solution of a is a solution of b:
2m−1
2k+2 =
2n
k(k+1)
(2m−1)k = 4n
no solution, left term is odd and right one is even.
(3.24)
• odd k, ii) solution of a is a solution of c:
2m−1
2k+2 =
2p−1
(k+1)(k+2)
(2m−1)(k+2)= 2(2p−1)
no solution, left term is odd and right one is even.
(3.25)
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• odd k, iii) solution of b is a solution of c:
2p−1
(k+1)(k+2) =
2n
k(k+1)
(2p−1)k = 2n(k+2)
no solution, left term is odd and right one is even.
(3.26)
• even k, i) solution of a is a solution of b:
2m−1
2k+2 =
2n−1
k(k+1)
(2m−1)k = 2(2n−1)
n =mk/2+1/2−k/4
solutions only if k ∈ {2,6,10, ...},
moreover, n ∈ {1,2, ...,k(k+1)/2} ,∀m ∈ {1,2, ...,k+1} .
(3.27)
• even k, ii) solution of a is a solution of c:
2m−1
2k+2 =
2p
(k+1)(k+2)
4p = (2m−1)(k+2)
p =mk/2+m+1/2−k/4
There is a solution only if k ∈ {2,6,10, ...},
moreover, p ∈ {1,2, ..., (k+1)(k+2)/2−} ,∀m ∈ {1,2, ...,k+1} .
(3.28)
• even k, iii) solution of b is a solution of c:
2n−1
k(k+1) =
2p
(k+1)(k+2)
2pk = (2n−1)(k+2)
pk/2= nk/2+n−k/4−1/2
solutions only if k ∈ {2,6,10, ...} .
(3.29)
We can see that the set of solutions for (3.28) is identical to the set of solutions for
(3.29). This mean that all bounds given by (3.22-a) are also bounds of (3.22-b) and
(3.22-c). In order not to have double solution, but only triple solution, one have to
prove that the set of solution for (3.29) is the same than the set of solution of (3.27).
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First, one can replace k by j : k = 4 j −2, j ∈ {1,2,3, ...}. From (3.29):
2n−1
k(k+1) =
2p
(k+1)(k+2)
⇒ (2n−1)(k+2)= 2pk
⇒ n(2 j −1)+n− j = p(2 j −1)
⇒ 2 j n = 2 j p−p+ j
⇒ n = p−p/2 j +1/2
solutions only if p ∈ { j ,3 j ,5 j , ..., (2k+1) j},
⇒ p = (2i −1) j , i ∈ {1,2, ...,k+1}
⇒ n = (2i −1) j − (2i −1)/2+1/2
= (2 j −1)i − j +1
= i k/2−k/4+1/2
which is exactly the set of solutions obtained in 3.27.
(3.30)
Finally, all the bounds are unique except the one given by (3.22-a) which are also
present in (3.22-b) and (3.22-c).
As the thresholds defined in (3.22-a) and (3.22-b) are subsets of the threshold of (3.22-
c), only the last equation is kept. The threshold xth(k,p) are obtained inverting (3.22-c).
The whole set of thresholds (3.31) related to the second stage is thus given, for the
position k of the stream bi t1, by:
xth(k,p) =

2p−1
(k+1)(k+2) , p ∈ {1,2, ..., (k+1)(k+2)/2} , odd k
2p
(k+1)(k+2) , p ∈ {1,2, ..., (k+1)(k+2)/2−1} , even k
(3.31)
Update of the input set and computation of the estimate xˆ
Once the new thresholds are computed, the input space is updated, similarly than in
the first order modulator, to determine the bounds xmi n and xmax . The estimate xˆ is,
here as well, the average of the two bounds (3.11).
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the transfer functions and the quantization errors of the
optimal and of the counter filters.
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Figure 3.10: Transfer function of the MASH 1-1 optimal filter (solid), and of the linear
filter (dash dots).
Specific practical considerations
In order to lighten the explanation and to ease the understanding of this paper, the
presented algorithm for the MASH 1-1 structure processes first all the bits from the
first stage, and then the bits from the second one. A better solution is to process
alternately the bits from the two stages, i.e. process the bits in the following order:
bi t0(0), bi t1(0), bi t0(1), bi t1(1), . . .
In this implementation, the whole stream given by the output bi t1 is not stored in
memory and the computation load is spread on the whole acquisition period.
ENOB and results
The computation of the equivalent resolution is, here as well, normalized with 12 to
guarantee a resolution of 1/nbi t s2 with the output of the linear filter (section 3.2).
ENOB=−log2
(p
12 MSEx
)
. (3.32)
MSEx = 1
Itot
√∫
Itot
(x− xˆx)2d x. (3.33)
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Figure 3.11: Quantization error using the MASH 1-1 optimal filter (top), and the linear
filter (bottom) for nbi t s = 8.
As the full interval Itot is a collection of smaller intervals Ii , the integral on Itot can be
split in a finite sum:
MSEx = 1
Itot
√∑
i
∫
Ii
(x− xˆi )2d x. (3.34)
The computation of each interval Ii can then be simplified, as xˆ is uniquely defined
for each i , where i ntmi n and i ntmax are the lower and upper bounds of the interval
Ii . ∫
Ii
(x− xˆi )2d x =
∫ i ntmax
i ntmi n
(
x− i ntmi n + i ntmax
2
)2
d x
= (i ntmax − i ntmi n)
3
12
.
(3.35)
In order to evaluate the quality of the provided optimal decoder, the mean resolution
(3.32) as a function of the OSR is shown in Fig. 3.12. The mean resolution of the linear
filter is also displayed to evaluate easily the resolution enhancement.
To conclude this section on optimal decoding of incremental modulators with a
constant inputs, one can notice that the obtained mean resolution is much better
than the one with linear filters. Even if the optimal decoding is harder to elaborate
than a simple linear filter, it is still implementable in an embedded technology, as it
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Figure 3.12: Mean resolution of the MASH 1-1 optimal filter (solid line), and of the
linear filter (dashed line).
is only computing integer numbers. The main disadvantage of the aforementioned
optimal filters is their poor robustness towards the fluctuations of the input signal. A
small variation of the input or an extra noise will probably produce a code considered
as invalid by the algorithm, that considers a strictly constant input.
3.3 Sweep input
An input signal varying linearly (Fig. 3.13) is describable using two parameters: its
mean value x and its slope α.
The slope α has no physical unit; it is computed dividing the variation of the nor-
malized signal amplitude by a discrete time unit. The particular values of x and α
displayed in the graphs of this section were added to illustrate the decoding.
If a first-order modulator is driven by a time-varying input (fig. 3.14), it is no longer
possible to use the previous optimal filters. Indeed, they operate perfectly only for
well-suited codes (i.e. the codes provided by ideal modulators, fed with constant
inputs).
The goal of this section is to develop an algorithm to determine a set of solutions
for each given output code. The procedure developed to design optimal filters for
constant inputs is reused, starting from the general equations defining the behavior
of the modulator.
The starting point is the block schematic of the modulator, fig 3.14, and its description
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Figure 3.13: Sweep input: mean value and slope.
-
H(z)+ y(k)x xin(k)





 −+
2
nbits1kα
bit0(k)
Figure 3.14: Block diagram of first-order Σ∆modulator with sweep input.
using a system of equations (3.36).
y(0) = xi n(0),
y(k) = xi n(k)+ y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1),
xi n(k) = x+α
(
k+ 1−nbi t s
2
)
,
bi t0(k) =
{
1 if y(k)≥ 1/2,
0 if y(k)< 1/2.
(3.36)
In order to decode properly the output, the assumption that the modulator is not
saturated is done, and that the input is bounded: xi n(k) ∈ ]0;1[ ∀k; thus:0< x < 1,
− 1−|2x−1|
nbi t s+1 <α<
1−|2x−1|
nbi t s+1 .
(3.37)
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Identically to the constant input case (3.3), y(k) is also bounded: y(k) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[ ∀k.
For a first-order modulator, it is also possible to get the non-recursive equations for
the system (3.36):
As y(k) ∈ ]-0.5;1.5[,
bi t0(k)= r ound {y(k)} ,
= r ound {xi n(k)+ y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1)} ,
= r ound {xi n(k)+ [y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1)+0.5]−0.5} ,
= r ound {xi n(k)+ [y(k−1)−bi t0(k−1)+0.5]%1−0.5} ,
= r ound
{
xi n(k)+
[
k−1∑
i=0
xi n(i )−
k−1∑
i=0
bi t0(i )+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{
xi n(k)+
[
kx+αk(k−nbi t s)
2
+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
= r ound
{
x+α
(
k+ 1−nbi t s
2
)
+
[
kx+αk(k−nbi t s)
2
+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
.
(3.38)
In order to lighten the notation, the following substitution is used:
z = x+α
(
−nbi t s
2
+ 1
2
)
⇔ x = z+α
(
nbi t s
2
− 1
2
)
(3.39)
thus, with alternative notations
bi t0(k)= r ound
{
z+αk+
[
kz+αk(k−1)
2
+ 1
2
]
%1− 1
2
}
,
bi t0(k)= z+αk+
[
kz+αk(k−1)
2
+ 1
2
]
%1
−
[
(k+1)z+αk(k+1)
2
+ 1
2
]
%1,
bi t0(k)= r ound
{
(k+1)z+αk(k+1)
2
}
− r ound
{
kz+αk(k−1)
2
}
,
bi t0(k)= r ound
{[
kz+α (k−1)k
2
+ 1
2
]
%1
−
[
(k+1)z+αk(k+1)
2
+ 1
2
]
%1+ 1
2
}
.
(3.40)
The thresholds are then computed, as it is possible to calculate the inputs levels
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corresponding to the boundaries between two output codes with (3.40).
a) kz+αk(k−1)
2
+ 1
2
=m , m ∈ {1,2, ...,k}
z = 2m−1
2k
−αk−1
2
b) (k+1)z+αk(k+1)
2
+ 1
2
= n , n ∈ {1,2, ...,k+1}
z = 2n−1
2k−2 −α
k
2
.
(3.41)
The existence of dual thresholds has to be checked∀x,m,n, i.e. if a solution of (3.41-a)
is also a solution of (3.41-b):
2m−1
2k
−αk−1
2
= n−0.5
k+1 . (3.42)
Equation (3.42) has no solution because the lines corresponding the left and right
solution in the αz plane never have the same slope1.
Previously, with a constant input, each input set, that corresponded to an output code,
could be represented by a bounded interval. In the case of a sweep input, the two
independent parameters x and α must be taken into account. The whole input set is
then described as a 2D plane with axes α and x.
3.3.1 Optimal decoder
The thresholds given by (3.41) are lines in this αx plane, as well as the limits of satura-
tion of the modulator. Each input set can thus be described by a polygon. Moreover,
from (3.41), a line j is entirely defined using its two parameters k j and n j .
Separation of the αx plane is illustrated in Fig. 3.15 for an output code with length
three.
Each polygon is usually described using a list of coordinate representing the sum-
mits. As here the representation of the lines constituting the polygon is simpler, it is
described by a set a lines.
The interest of describing any polygon with the equations of the sides, is that each
side or line is only function of two integers n and k2. The order of the lines in the
polygon is arbitrary chosen clockwise.
1The lines (thresholds) in the 2D plane are illustrated in Fig. 3.15.
2This statement is only valid in this particular case of decoding.
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Figure 3.15: Iterative process to generate a polygon using thresholds, nbi t s = 3. Top
left figure is the starting polygon, inside which the modulator is not saturated. Axes
are α (horizontal) and x (vertical). Input has a slope α= 0.05 and a normalized mean
x = 0.65 (star).
Remark: In 3.41, the boundaries between two output codes were represented using
two integer number, m and n. But, as each set of solution using m for a given bit
k is the same set using n for the previous bit k −1, the line in the αz plane can be
represented using only the n parameter.
The first step to decode the output bitstream is to determine the corresponding input
range, described by a polygon. The procedure is summarized in Fig. 3.16.
Initialization
Before reading the first bit of the output code, all the inputs that do not saturate
the modulator are accepted. The starting polygon is thus initialized with this set,
represented in Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.16: Optimal filtering procedure.
Condition to update the polygon
Firstly, it is necessary to define the intersection point (αi , j , xi , j ) of a line i with another
line j . The first coordinate of this point is:
αi j =
(2n j −1)(ki +1)− (2ni −1)(k j +1)
(ki +1)(k j +1)(k j −ki )
, (3.43)
The second coordinate xi , j (or zi , j ), is easily obtained combining (3.41) and (3.43).
zi j =
(2ni −1)k j (k j +1)− (2n j −1)ki (ki +1)
2(ki +1)(k j +1)(k j −ki )
, (3.44)
where ni and ki are the corresponding value of the parameters n and k from (3.41)
used to produce the line i .
Crossing of a line and a polygon: If the current threshold (line j ), crosses the i th seg-
ment of the polygon, the following condition is met:
(αi−1,i −αi , j )(αi ,i+1−αi , j )≤ 0. (3.45)
Note: As the differences αi−1,i −αi , j and αi ,i+1−αi , j can be very small when imple-
mented on a real system, it is more interesting to replace this comparison of fractional
numbers with an comparison of integers. It is possible because 2n−1 and k are integer
numbers.
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Polygon update
If the threshold j crosses the lines p and n of the polygon, the update is done according
to the k th value of the output code bi t0(k)
• either from p to n adding the line j at the end
• either from n to p adding the line j at the end
Note: It is possible to know if the line j crosses the polygon on one or more summits,
i.e. if the condition (3.45) is satisfied respectively three or four times. In this particular
case, an additional test is necessary to determine which polygon lines have to be kept.
Computation of the estimates xˆ and αˆ
The preceding points have determined the polygon including the full set of possible
solutions in the αx plane. To find the estimate (αˆ, xˆ), the mean square error MSE,
which is computed on the whole surface of the polygon Sp , is minimized.
MSEmi n =mi n
(
1
S
√∫
S
(x− xˆ)2+ (α− αˆ)2d xdα
)
(3.46)
As x and α are independent variables, the solution of the previous minimization is
also the solution of the following system:
d
d xˆ
∫
S
(x− xˆ)2+ (α− αˆ)2 d xdα= 0
d
dαˆ
∫
S
(x− xˆ)2+ (α− αˆ)2 d xdα= 0
(3.47)
and thus
xˆ =
∫
S x d xdα∫
S d xdα
αˆ=
∫
Sα d xdα∫
S d xdα
(3.48)
As a polygon can be represented by a finite number of lines, and as the j th line of the
polygon is defined by its two parameters i j and n j , the previous expressions can be
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developed as follow (using the notation N j = 2n j −1):
∫
S
d xdα=∑
j
∫ α j , j+1
α j−1, j
∫ nbi t s−i j
2 α+
N j
2i j
0
d xdα
=∑
j
∫ α j , j+1
α j−1, j
nbi t s− i j
2
α+ N j
2i j
dα
=∑
j
nbi t s− i j
4
(
α2α j , j+1 −α2α j−1, j
)
+ N j
2i j
(
αα j , j+1 −αα j−1, j
)
=∑
j
i j+1− i j
4
α2j , j+1−
1
2
(
N j+1
i j+1
− N j
i j
)
α j , j+1
=−1
4
∑
j
(
i j+1− i j
)
α2j , j+1
(3.49)
∫
S
x d xdα= 1
8
∑
j
∫ α j , j+1
α j−1, j
(
(nbi t s− i j )α+
N j
i j
)2
dα
= 1
24
∑
j
[
2
(
i 2j+1-i
2
j
)
−nbi t s (i j+1-i j )]α3j , j+1−3(N j+1-N j )α2j , j+1 (3.50)
∫
S
α d xdα= 1
2
∑
j
∫ α j , j+1
α j−1, j
(nbi t s− i j )α2+
N j
i j
α dα
=− 1
12
∑
j
(
i j+1− i j
)
α3j , j+1
(3.51)
Figure of merit
Since one of the key points of the quality of a comparator is its resolution, the impreci-
sion factor expressed as the MSE is first computed on the whole surface Stot , which is
the full set of possible input (fig. 3.15). As this surface is paved with polygons p, the
integral on Stot can be split into a finite sum (3.52).
MSEx = 1
Stot
√∫
Stot
(
x− xˆα,x
)2 d xdα
= 1
Stot
√∑
p
∫
Sp
(
x− xˆp
)2 d xdα (3.52)
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The computation of the error on each polygon p can then be simplified, as xˆp is
uniquely defined for each polygon. The error contribution of each polygon is:∫
Sp
(
x− xˆp
)2 d xdα=
∑
j
∫ α j , j+1
α j−1, j
∫ nbi t s−k j−1
2 α+
N j
2k j+2
0
(
x− xˆp
)2 d xdα. (3.53)
The mean resolution, expressed in bits can then be defined as:
FOM= ENOB=−l og2
(√
8
nbi t s+1 MSEx
)
(3.54)
The normalization factor
p
8/(nbi t s+1) was added to guarantee that this FOM ap-
plied with the counter filter gives a resolution of log2(nbi t s+1).
Results
To evaluate qualitatively the optimal decoder for sweep inputs, the mean resolution
(3.54) was computed for code lengths, corresponding to the oversampling ratio OSR,
from 3 to 156, Fig. 3.17 .
The mean resolution of the output of the optimal filter for a constant input is also
displayed. Therefore, overall performances of both cases can be compared.
The main improvement of this new algorithm is the larger range of possible input
signals. Moreover, a precise estimation of the slope of the signal is available.
The development of an optimal filter suitable for sweep input allowed an improvement
of the decoding filter algorithm for the first-order modulator. In addition to the
estimation of a more complex input signal, the algorithm for sweep inputs is more
robust as it covers a larger proportion of output codes.
3.4 Stochastic input
Even if the previous algorithms are relatively simple to implement, their main draw-
backs are their sensitivity to noise and their robustness (i.e. an incomplete coverage
of the whole set of the available output fluxes).
In this section, the optimal decoding of an incremental modulator with a noisy input
is addressed. The modulator is shown in Fig. 3.18.
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Figure 3.17: Mean resolution of the optimal filter with sweep input (solid line), and of
the counter filter (dashed line).
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Figure 3.18: First order modulator with a noisy input.
Preliminary remark: The goal of the optimal decoding is to lower the ‘quantization
noise’. If, in a given system, the thermal noise is greatly dominating the quantization
noise, reducing the quantization noise will not improve the resolution of the converter.
In this case, linear and optimal filters converge to comparable results [28], promoting
the cheaper implementation of classic filters.
The signals and specific notations used in this section are listed thereafter:
• x is the constant input.
• y(k) is the internal node at iteration k.
• bi t (k) is the k th output bit, also written~bk .
• er r (k) represents the noise, by convention added at the input of the modulator.
By definition, er r (k) is a stochastic signal, so er r (k) is not correlated with er r ( j ),
∀ j ,k.
• ϕ(s) is the probability density function of er r . If er r has a Gaussian distribution
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with a zero mean, it can be written er rσ(k), where σ is the standard deviation of
the probability density function.
• ~b is a vector containing the n first output bits of the modulator.
• P (A,B ,C ) represent the probability of an event A, function of parameters B and
C .
• The symbol ∩ in the probability function is the ’AND’ function. P (A∩B) is the
the probability to have A and B at the same time.
• The symbol | is the ’knowing that’ symbol. Especially if A and B are correlated,
P (A|B = r ) is the probability to have A knowing the value of B .
Starting with the first bit of the output flux or the modulator, the probability that the
bit is equal to zero for a constant input signal x and a noise distribution ϕ is:
P (bi t (0)= 0, x,ϕ)= P (y(0)< 0.5)
= P (x+er r (0)< 0.5)
= P (er r (0)< 0.5−x)
=
∫ 0.5−x
−∞
ϕ(u)du
(3.55)
If particular, for a Gaussian distribution
P (bi t (0)= 0, x,σ)= P (er rσ(0)< 0.5−x)
= 1
σ
p
2pi
∫ 0.5−x
−∞
e
−u2
2σ2 du.
(3.56)
Then for the two first bits:
P (~b=00, x,ϕ)= P (bi t (0)= 0∩bi t (1)= 0, x,ϕ)
= P (bi t (0)= 0∩bi t (1)= 0|bi t (0)= 0, x,ϕ)
= P (y(0)< 0.5∩ y(1)< 0.5|bi t (0)= 0, x,ϕ)
= P (x+er r (0)< 0.5∩2x+er r (0)+er r (1)< 0.5)
= P (er r (0)< 0.5−x∩er r (0)+er r (1)< 0.5−2x) .
(3.57)
The probabilities for the other three possibilities are given by:
P (~b=01, x,ϕ)= P (er r (0)< 0.5−x∩er r (0)+er r (1)> 0.5−2x) ,
P (~b=10, x,ϕ)= P (er r (0)> 0.5−x∩er r (0)+er r (1)< 1.5−2x) ,
P (~b=11, x,ϕ)= P (er r (0)> 0.5−x∩er r (0)+er r (1)> 1.5−2x) .
(3.58)
As er r (0) and er r (1) are not correlated, the last four results can be displayed in one
graph, Fig. 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Graphical representation of the probability domains (integration surfaces)
for the two-bits OSR. The input x is a parameter, shifting the blue lines. The axis u
and v represent the uncorrelated error er r (0) and er r (1).
The probabilities being given by the integral of the density function, it is now possible
to express them.
P (~b=00, x,ϕ)=
∫ 0.5−x
−∞
∫ 0.5−2x−u
−∞
ϕ(v)ϕ(u)d vdu,
P (~b=01, x,ϕ)=
∫ 0.5−x
−∞
∫ ∞
0.5−2x−u
ϕ(v)ϕ(u)d vdu,
P (~b=10, x,ϕ)=
∫ ∞
0.5−x
∫ 1.5−2x−u
−∞
ϕ(v)ϕ(u)d vdu,
P (~b=11, x,ϕ)=
∫ ∞
0.5−x
∫ ∞
1.5−2x−u
ϕ(v)ϕ(u)d vdu.
(3.59)
Using the same procedure, probabilities for an output code~b of length n are given by:
P (~b, x,ϕ)=
∫ tup1
tdo1
∫ tup2
tdo2
· · ·
∫ tupn
tdon
ϕ(sn) · · ·ϕ(s2)ϕ(s1) d sn · · ·d s2d s1. (3.60)
with, ∀i ∈ {1;2; ...;n},
tupi =

∞ if~bi = 1
0.5− i x+
i−1∑
k=1
(
~bk − sk
)
if~bi = 0
tdoi =

0.5− i x+
i−1∑
k=1
(
~bk − sk
)
if~bi = 1
−∞ if~bi = 0
(3.61)
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If the noise has a Gaussian distribution:
P (~b, x,σ)=
(
1
σ
p
2pi
)n ∫ tup1
tdo1
∫ tup2
tdo2
· · ·
∫ tupn
tdon
e
s21+s22+···+s2n
−2σ2 d sn · · ·d s2d s1. (3.62)
An example is shown in Fig. 3.20 for a three-bits code (i.e. 8 possible codes) and a
Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ= 0.05. The axes Fig. 3.20 are the input x
(horizontal axis) and the probability to obtain the output codes (vertical axis).
As a probability density function is assigned to each output code, it is possible to get
an estimate xˆ of the input x, if the output code~b and the noise distribution function
ϕ are known. The minimization of the mean square error is selected to compute xˆ.
d
d xˆ
∫ 1
0
P (~b, x,ϕ)(xˆ−x)2 d x = 0
⇒
∫ 1
0
P (~b, x,ϕ)
d
d xˆ
(xˆ−x)2 d x = 0
⇒
∫ 1
0
P (~b, x,ϕ)2(xˆ−x) d x = 0
⇒ xˆ(~b,ϕ)=
∫ 1
0 P (x,
~b,ϕ)x d x∫ 1
0 P (x,
~b,ϕ) d x
.
(3.63)
Robustness: If the probability distributionϕ is always positive inℜ, there is a non-zero
probability for each code to be generated.
If this condition is fulfilled, it is possible to compute an estimate xˆ with (3.63) for all
output codes~b. An example of probability functions for code with a length nbi t s = 3
is displayed in Fig. 3.20. A Gaussian noise distribution with a zero mean and a
normalized standard deviation σ= 0.05 is considered.
Generalized optimal decoding of a noiseless input: Comparing the precision and the
robustness of the counter filter and of the noiseless optimal filter, one can notice that
each filter has specific disadvantages.
• The counter filter has a complete coverage of all output codes, assigning a value
to every code, but the mean resolution is poor.
• The optimal filter for a noiseless input shows a good resolution, but cannot deal
with every output code. Particularly, if the OSR is 3 bits, it fails to decode the
outputs~b = 100 and~b = 011.
• The optimal filter for a noisy input requires a prior knowledge of the shape and
width of the dispersion.
If the case of the constant input is considered as a particular case of the noisy case (i.e.
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P(000) →
P(001) →
P(010) →
P(100) → ← P(011)
← P(101)
← P(110)
← P(111)
Figure 3.20: Probability functions for the 8 output codes of a three-bits output. The
considered noise function has a Gaussian shape and a deviation σ= 0.05.
with noise equal to zero), it is possible to get the same results than with the simple
optimal decoding (section 3.1).
The advantage of such an approach, with the noise power converging to 0, is the
possibility to get an estimate for all output codes. If the distribution is Gaussian, the
estimation of a noiseless signal x is given by (from (3.63)):
xˆ(~b)= lim
σ→0
∫ 1
0 P (x,
~b,σ)x d x∫ 1
0 P (x,
~b,σ) d x
(3.64)
Note: In the computation of a noiseless input (3.64), it may be possible to obtain
similar results whatever the dispersion function is, as long as this function is greater
than zero inℜ, continuous and monotonic (i.e. the probability of a larger perturbation
is smaller). Nevertheless, this assumption has not been proved mathematically. The
substitution of the Gaussian distribution by a more exotic probability density may
simplify the processing of the estimate xˆ. Indeed, the computation of xˆ with a Gaus-
sian has no analytical solution and requires a lot of numerical resources to compute
all the successive integrations of (3.62).
The plots Fig. 3.21 visually show the convergence of xˆ towards 0.5 for the codes~b = 100
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Figure 3.21: Probability functions of the code 100 for values of σ from 0.17 to 0.01. The
left plot corresponds to σ= 0.17 while the narrow one, around 0.5 was generated with
σ= 0.01.
and~b = 011 for a lower noise.
Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the three filters showing, as an example, the
decoding of the three first bits of a flux~b.
Table 3.1: Estimates of the three-bits codes. 1st order modulator and constant input.
Code Counter Opt. Dec. Gen. Opt. Dec.
111 1 11/12 11/12
110 2/3 19/24 19/24
101 2/3 5/8 5/8
011 2/3 ? 1/2
100 1/3 ? 1/2
010 1/3 3/8 3/8
001 1/3 5/24 5/24
000 0 1/12 1/12
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3.5 Conclusion
It has been shown that the optimal decoding is able to reduce the quantization error
of the sigma-delta converters, and this, for various architectures and various input
signals.
The goal of the filters is not to compensate the internal imperfection of the modulators.
Optimal filtering is thus sensitive to non-ideal effects. It has to be noticed that a
similar limitation exists with the linear filters, when the transfer function of the filter
is not anymore representative of the analog transfer function. For instance, MASH
converters are especially sensitive to the DC gain of the amplifiers and the multi-bits
converters suffer of the mismatch of the basic components of the DAC.
The selected approach of the optimal filers introduced in this chapter covered several
architectures, and was also focused on non-constant inputs. The use of a filter for a
sweep input delivers a better precision are moreover quantizes information on the
variation of the input signal. The main drawback of the algorithms for constant and
sweep inputs is their poor robustness. Indeed, these optimal filters fail to decode
unexpected bit-streams, e.g. induced by non-ideal components in the modulator.
The analysis of input signals with Gaussian noise generalized the initial filter to have a
full coverage of all output codes and thus provided a robust decoder. Nevertheless the
increase of the mathematical complexity excludes its integration on chip.
To conclude, this chapter demonstrated the existence of a digital alternative to reduce
the quantization error of Σ∆modulators. Unlike classic methods to reduce the quan-
tization noise (high-level, multi-bits, or hybrid modulators to quantize the residue
after a conversion) no extra analog component is necessary. The benefits of optimal
filters is however very limited if the thermal noise is much larger than the quantization
noise.
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4 ADC Input stage - A comparative
study
In nowadays literature, emphasis is often put on the selection of the architecture and
on the measured results. The implementation is sometimes mentioned, most of the
time without any explanation about the prior reasoning or any justification of the
choices made. While designing a converter, any designer has nevertheless to transform
the high-level view of the modulator into an implementation with amplifiers, switches
and capacitors.
The aim of this chapter is to provide a comparison of many implementations of a
very simple topology of an integrator: one input for the signal and one input for the
reference with an identical gain in a single-bit configuration. This simple integrator,
whose high-level schematic is shown in Fig. 4.1, is typically used as the first integrator
of ADCs.
-
z-1
1-z-1
input output
DAC
Figure 4.1: High-level representation of a first-order modulator.
A common basis has been defined to compare the architectures:
• After one cycle, the difference of charges on the integration capacitors should
be equal to C (Si g nal ±Re f er ence), depending on the value of the feedback
bit.
• The delay between the integration of the reference and the quantization of
the output should, whenever possible, be maximized. E.g., in the architecture
#2, Fig. 4.4, if the comparator is active at the end of phase 1, the reference is
integrated during phase 2.
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• The load of the amplifier is distributed at best between the two phases.
The control signals enabling the switches are displayed in each schematic. A summary
of all controls used in the architectures 1 to 9 is displayed in Fig. 4.2. The star in the
signal name indicates that the signal depends on the feedback bit. I.e. in a set of 4
switched named 2*, during phase 2, either the direct connection, either the crossed
connection is used. During phase 1, the four switches are left open.
The compact notation with chopper in the schematics is used only when the switches
configuration is direct or crossed exclusively (i.e. the configuration with the 4 switches
open is not used - apart from non-overlapping).
2
1
A = 1A2A
B = 1B2B
2A1B
2B1A
2A
2B
1A
1B
Sampling P1
Sampling P2
Figure 4.2: Control signals for the architectures #1 to #9.
In order not to overload the schematics, the delay between the signals has not been
indicated. The controls of the switched on the high-impedance nodes (i.e. between
the input capacitors and the amplifier) are always swapping firstly, and the source
sided switches secondly. The goal of this shift, common to all architectures, is to
reduce the injection of parasitic charges.
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Figure 4.3: Architecture #1.
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Figure 4.4: Architecture #2.
4.1 Two-phases architectures
The first architecture proposed, Fig. 4.3, is the most compact and probably the most
used [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] for high-resolution converters. The same input capacitors
are used to transfer the signal and the reference. The precision of the gain is very good,
but the gain is inevitably unitary. If the common-mode of the signal is different than
the one of the reference, charges are transferred from the signal to the reference.
The second architecture, Fig. 4.4, has two distinct paths for the signal and the reference
[35, 36, 37]. The gain can thus be adjusted, changing the value of the input capacitors.
A variant of this architecture, Fig. 4.5, gets rid of the common-mode currents between
the signal, reference and common-mode sources [38].
In the third topology, Fig. 4.6, the management of the feedback bit is done on the
high-impedance nodes instead of being done on the reference itself.
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Figure 4.5: Architecture #2b.
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Figure 4.6: Architecture #3.
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Figure 4.7: Architecture #4.
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The input capacitors for the reference are connected alternatively to the reference
source and to the amplifier of the integrator (i.e. the phases of pre-charge and of
charge transfer are clearly separated). In this configuration, the settling errors of the
reference and of the amplifier are not added. Practically, this topology is rarely used,
but, in this document, it details the transition between the architecture 2 and 4.
In the architecture #4, Fig. 4.7, the signal and the reference are crossed to perform
the charge transfer. The size of the input capacitors is thus divided by two to keep
an identical transfer function, common to all architectures. The main enhancement
compared to the architectures 2 and 3 is the diminution of the thermal noise on a
complete cycle.
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Figure 4.8: Architecture #5.
The fifth structure, Fig. 4.8, is a modified version of the topology #4 with lower dy-
namic power consumption. No charges are theoretically transferred between the end
of a charge transfer phase and the beginning of a pre-charge phase. The switches
connected to the common-mode are uniquely useful to control the common-mode of
the virtual ground of the amplifier.
The architecture 4 and 5 allowed a diminution of the thermal noise in architectures
with distinct path for the signal and for the reference, but with a sampling during both
phases. In certain cases, the signal may not be available during both phases, e.g. if
the integrator is preceded by a switched-capacitors system. The output of integrators
or front-ends using a two-phase operation mode is usually correct in only one phase.
The architecture 6, Fig. 4.9, stores the signal during one phase and performs the
charge transfer during the next cycle. In order to guarantee a charge transfer during
each cycle, two sets of capacitors are connected alternatively.
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Figure 4.9: Architecture #6.
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Figure 4.10: Architecture #7.
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4.2 Symmetrical architectures
The power consumption of the architectures is determined with multiple factors.
There is on one hand the dynamic power consumption, sum of all charges transferred
during one cycle and, on the other hand, the static power consumption of the am-
plifiers and sources. If the current sources are class-A structures, the static power
consumption of the blocks is determined with the maximal load they have to deliver
during one phase.
In order to distribute the load on the blocks, especially the amplifiers, double-sampling
structures may be used [39]. These topologies, Fig. 4.10 to 4.13 are not using two
phases per cycle, but are transferring both signal and reference during a unique phase
twice longer.
The major drawbacks of such structures are the short decision time left to the quan-
tizer to evaluate the output, the increase of the area and a notable risk of introducing
sensitive parasitic coupling degrading the resolution.
The architecture #7, implemented in [40], is the symmetrical version of the topology
#4. The hardware is identical than the one of the structure #6, but with different
controls and twice longer phases.
A first symmetrical version of the topology #5 is displayed in Fig. 4.11. This architecture
#8 is extremely compact. The input capacitors are connected between two choppers
to emulate resistors [40, 39]. For the reference, an almost identical structure is used.
The only difference being the connection of the high-impedance chopper, determined
according to the feedback bit.
Despite its apparent simplicity, this implementation requires a control of the virtual
ground of the amplifier. This extra circuit is not shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Architecture #8.
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Figure 4.12: Architecture #9.
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Figure 4.13: Architecture #10.
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The architecture #9, Fig. 4.12, is the symmetrical version of the #1, with a better
partitioning of the charges on the signal, the reference and the amplifier [41].
The tenth and last architecture in this comparison, Fig. 4.13, is a second symmetrical
implementation of the topology #5. Compared to the architecture number 8, this
structure implements a control of the common-mode of the virtual ground. The total
capacitance is however larger. The specific controls of this architecture are shown in
Fig. 4.14.
A = 1A2A
B = 1B2B
BiAii
BiiAi
i = AiBi
ii = AiiBii
Sampling P2
Bi
Bii
Ai
Aii
Figure 4.14: Specific control signals for the architecture #10.
4.3 Comparative study
The quality of the shown architectures, Fig. 4.3 to 4.13, is evaluated with the following
criteria. The comparison, summarized in table 4.1, allows an efficient selection of the
suited architecture, according to the specifications.
• Noise: The noise comparison of each topology is only focused on the thermal
noise on the input capacitors. The noise of the amplifier (thermal and 1/f)
strongly depends of the structure of the amplifier. The charge error on the input
capacitors is mainly related to the number of sampling, to the size of the input
capacitors and of the type of the input connection.
• Maximal load: The power consumption of the sources - input signal, reference,
common-mode and amplifier - is evaluated supposing class-A sources with
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constant power consumption. The comparison criterion is the mean current
delivered by the source during any phase: I =∆Q/T . The current I is computed
during the phase during which the charge to deliver ∆Q is the most important.
Remark on the common-mode source: Theoretically, if the integrator is perfectly
symmetrical around the common-mode source should not deliver any charge.
During each phase, the charges pass directly from one capacitor to another,
without loading the common-mode. The potential Vcm should thus remains
constant during the transient. Practically, the amplifier is not symmetrical.
While the value of the capacitors is almost constant, the on-resistance of the
switches and the output resistance of the amplifier strongly depend on the
applied voltage. During the transient, part of the charge is thus first absorbed
by the common-mode source and then injected back.
• Dynamic power consumption: Sum of all the charges transferred in capacitors
during one cycle of the integrator. While the previous item was dealing with the
static power consumption of the sources, this one is only looking at the dynamic
contribution.
• Common-mode current: Existence of a common-mode current between the
sources if their respective common mode is not identical. E.g. in the architecture
#1, between the input signal and the reference.
• Matching: Gain error related to the capacitive mismatch. The gain precision is
mainly due to the size and to the connection mode of the capacitors.
• Silicon area: Determined with the overall size of the input capacitors.
• Programmable gain: Indicates if the gain is easily selectable with programmable
capacitors.
• Sampling during one of the two phases: Some topologies are sampling the signal
and the reference during each phase, while other ones are only sampling during
one phase. Sampling during one phase may be required if the source is not
stable during both phases. Especially true if the source - front end or integrator -
is implemented with switched capacitors.
• Delay for the comparator / for the next stage: Indicates if a delay in the following
integrator or in the comparator is compatible with the topology. If not, the quan-
tization is done at the end of one phase and the reference is directly updated in
the next one.
• Sensitivity to parasitic capacitors: Risk of parasitic coupling degrading strongly
the linearity of the converter. The sensitivity was determined using a dedicated
simulator. Refer to chapters 6 and 7.
• Sensitivity to the charge injection: The asymmetric clock feedthrough is detailed
in chapter 5. The most sensitive architecture are the ones in which the switches
on the high-impedance side are opened while the signal is connected to the
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input capacitors.
• Overvoltage risk: Indicates if the high-impedance electrodes of the input ca-
pacitors may reach voltages beyond the power supplies during transients. The
risk is evaluated for amplitudes (signal and/or reference) over half of the power
supply voltage. If the risk exists, workaround have to be implemented in order
to ensure a correct charge transfer, see chapter 7.
The comparison is summarized in table 4.1. The criteria are divided in four groups.
The first one includes all the parameters related to the power consumption and to the
thermal noise of the integrator. The second group contains the size criteria, matching
and capacitive area. The third set regroups the features related to external constraints
while the last one lists the risky points of the topologies.
Architecture I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X
Noise , / / , , , , , , ,
Max. load on amplifier / , , , , , , , , ,
Max. load on signal / , , , , / , , , ,
Max. load on reference / , , , , / , , , ,
Max. load on Vcm / / / , , ,
Dynamic power cons. , / / / , / / , , ,
Common-mode current / , , , , , / ,
Matching , / / / / / , /
Cap. area , / / , , / / , / /
Programmable gain / , , , , , , , / ,
1 or 2 phases sampling , , , / / ,
Delay for next stages , , , , , , / / / /
Parasitic coupling , , / / / ? ? /
Clock feedthrough , , , / / / / / , /
Overvoltage risk / , , / / / / / / /
Table 4.1: Advantages and drawbacks of the selected implementations
4.4 Conclusion
This succinct comparison showed the existence of a large diversity for implementing
an integrator with switched-capacitors. The results synthesized in table 4.1 should
help the designer selecting an implementation according to the constraints imposed
on the modulator. Nevertheless, it is very important to validate the use of the selected
architecture in the full modulator with simulations.
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Modeling of a physical phenomenon is done, through an abstractive procedure, to
represent it mathematically. The main goal of a model is to predict a phenomenon,
whether it is an apple falling, tomorrow’s weather or, in the present case, a switched-
capacitors integrated circuit.
An important choice in the model is the abstraction level. Is it better to have a com-
plex model describing at best the reality or on the contrary an intuitive and easily
understandable simple model?
A key parameter to select the abstraction level is, in addition to the required precision,
the effort to use the model. The most abstract models are often used to predict a
phenomenon with hand calculations. With the advent of modern computing, the
most complex calculations are executed on computers. Therefore, the quantization of
the effort to provide changed to become a required number of operations and finally
a computation or simulating time.
The necessary time to predict the behavior of a circuit is related to two parameters:
• The abstraction level of the model. A complex model requires more effort to be
used than a simple one.
• The size of the circuit: A small circuit, with only a few nodes, is very easy to
simulate. Furthermore, the fragmentation of a large circuit in many smaller
entities allows a significant gain of time, as the required number of operations
to perform is rarely linear with the number of components.
This chapter deals with different approaches, modeling first a small circuit (an in-
tegrator) with a lot of details. Secondly, a simpler model, but containing the whole
modulator is presented. Both approaches are complementary and allow to apprehend
distinct effects in a reasonable time.
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This chapter is dedicated to the models of the switched-capacitors Σ∆ modulator.
Special care is taken on each model to reduce the number of operations required on
their application.
The models are implemented in a dedicated simulator, in the next chapter, with the
design of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools and their use in the conception of an
ADC.
5.1 Integrator
In an abstract view of aΣ∆modulator, Fig. 5.1, a few main components are discernible.
There is a subtractor, an integrator, a quantizer and a DAC.
-
input
DAC
output
Figure 5.1: High-level view of a first-order Σ∆modulator.
This block representation is used in many high-level simulators, the best known are
the ’Delta Sigma Toolbox’ [42], ’SIMSIDES’, [43], ’Daisy’ [44] and the ’SD Toolbox’ [45].
This high-level representation is easily understandable by the human, as each block
function is visually displayed.
Looking at a lower level, a switched-capacitors Σ∆modulator is made of capacitors,
switches, amplifiers, voltage references and quantizers, Fig. 5.2. The disposition of
the components is different: the integrator has several phases, has a dual input, and
integrate the signal and the reference (if the DAC is made of switched capacitors,
which is the most common case).
In a switched-capacitors model, the behavior of the modulator is no more defined
using high-level function as a subtraction or an integration. Equations such as charge
conservation are used, closer to the electrical nature of the circuit.
In this model, a complete integrator has several inputs, at least one for the signal, and
usually one for the reference. The main idea of the proposed modeling is to consider
a single model whatever the current state of the modulator is. Solving the current
state of an integrator is nothing else than evaluating the charge transfers between
input capacitors and integration capacitors, knowing the initial state of the integrator
(i.e. the charge in each capacitor). This decomposition is detailed in Fig. 5.3 for an
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+-
+ -
RE
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SI
GN
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L
DAC
output
Figure 5.2: Implementation of the integrator with switched capacitors in a fully-
differential topology.
integrator with two inputs sequentially connected.
This section is dedicated to the modeling of the integrator, Fig. 5.3b. Imperfections of
the amplifier, of the switches and of the capacitors are taken into account. To cover
all operation modes of the integrator1, individual (Fig. 5.3b) and multiple inputs (Fig.
5.3c) configurations are analyzed.
The addressed problem, in a discrete-time integrator, is to find the voltages at the
end of a conversion knowing the initial charges in the capacitors (at the beginning
of a conversion). In most cases, for a single-input integrator, four potential have to
be found, the virtual ground nodes Wi r tn and Wi r t p and the output voltages, Vout p
and Voutn . The basic equations of the charge transfer are the charge conservation
equations on the inputs of the amplifier:
Ci nup (Va −Wi r tn)+Cup (Vout p −Wi r tn)−Caup (Wi r tn)−Ccw (Wi r tn −Wi r t p )
=Qi nup(t=0)+Qup(t=0)−Qaup(t=0)−Qcw(t=0)
Ci ndo(Vb −Wi r t p )+Cdo(Voutn −Wi r t p )−Cado(Wi r t p )+Ccw (Wi r tn −Wi r t p )
=Qi ndo(t=0)+Qdo(t=0)−Qado(t=0)+Qcw(t=0)
(5.1)
The extra capacitors Caup , Cado and Ccw are the parasitic capacitors connected on
the virtual ground nodes, as shown in Fig. 5.5.
As the integrator is fully-differential, the output common-mode has to be set to a
1The pre-charge of the input capacitors, the reset of the integrator, and the integrator without input
capacitors are usually not detailed, as their modeling is easier than the charge transfer case.
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Cup
-
+
Cinup1
Voutp
Cindo1
+
-
Cdo
Voutn
Va1
Vb1
Wirtn
Wirtp
(b)
Cup
-
+ Voutp
+
-
Cdo
Voutn
Va2
Vb2
Wirtn
Cinup3
Cindo3
Cinup2
Cindo2
Va3
Vb3 Wirtp
(c)
Figure 5.3: Representation of a two-phases integrator (a) into two similar subcircuit
for phase 1 (b) and phase 2 (c).
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common-mode potential:
Vout p +Voutn = 2Vcm (5.2)
The last equation is for the amplifier in a negative feedback configuration. If the
amplifier is ideal, Wi r t p is equal to Wi r tn .
5.1.1 Ideal Integrator
The ideal integrator (i.e. with ideal components) is linear. It is thus possible to
compute the voltages at equilibrium using a matrix description: A~v =~b:

1 1 0 0
0 Cup Ccw −Ci nup −Cup −Caup −Ccw
Cdo 0 −Ci ndo −Cdo −Cado −Ccw Ccw
0 0 1 −1


Voutn
Vout p
Wi r t p
Wi r tn

=

2Vcm
ΣQup −VaCi nup
ΣQdo −VbCi ndo
0

(5.3)
The first equation of (5.3) is the control of the output common-mode, the 2nd and
3rd equations are the charge conservation equations for the two nodes of the virtual
ground. As the amplifier in the integrator is ideal, both inputs are equal (last equation).
The four unknown nodes Voutn , Vout p , Wi r t p and Wi r tn are computed according to
the capacitors in the circuit, the input voltages Va/b and the initial charges of the
integrator. The two terms ΣQup and ΣQdo contains the initial charges:
ΣQup =QCup +QCi nup −QC aup −QC cw
ΣQdo =QC do +QCi ndo −QC ado +QC cw
(5.4)
5.1.2 Amplifier - DC Gain and Offset
The considered non-ideal integrator is shown in Fig. 5.3b. The capacitors are linear
and the switches are substituted with wires. It is possible to include the parasitic
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capacitor of the input gates of the amplifier into the capacitors Ca . The amplifier has
a finite gain A0 and an input offset Vo f f . Its transfer function is:
Vout p =Vcm + A(Vi n)
2
=Vcm +
A0(Wi r t p −Wi r tn −Vo f f )
2
Voutn =Vcm − A(Vi n)
2
=Vcm −
A0(Wi r t p −Wi r tn −Vo f f )
2
(5.5)
The other equations for this circuit (charge conservation) are identical than the ones
for the ideal integrator (5.1).
If the integrator has many inputs connected at the same time, the equations (5.1) are
generalized:
∑
i
Ci nup,i (Va,i −Wi r tn)+Cup (Vout p −Wi r tn)−Caup,i (Wi r tn)−Ccw (Wi r tn −Wi r t p )
=ΣQup(t=0)∑
i
Ci ndo,i (Vb,i −Wi r t p )+Cdo(Voutn −Wi r t p )−Cado,i (Wi r t p )+Ccw (Wi r tn −Wi r t p )
=ΣQdo(t=0)
(5.6)
The equations (5.5) and (5.1) form a linear system with four equations. It is thus
possible to write this system using a matrix form: A~v =~b

1 1 0 0
0 Cup Ccw −Ci nup −Cup −Caup −Ccw
Cdo 0 −Ci ndo −Cdo −Cado −Ccw Ccw
1/A0 −1/A0 1 −1


Voutn
Vout p
Wi r t p
Wi r tn

=

2Vcm
Qi nup +Qup +Qaup −QCcw −VaCi nup
Qi ndo +Qdo +Qado +QCcw −VbCi ndo
Vo f f

(5.7)
As the matrix A only contains constant inputs (i.e. not related to the state, voltages
and charges of the modulator), it is possible to pre-compute the invert matrix A−1.
Thereby, during each modulator cycle, only the matrix product ~v = A−1~b is computed.
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Once the voltages Vout and Wi r t are computed, it is easy to get the charges Q of the
capacitors.
5.1.3 Amplifier - Voltage Saturation
Every amplifier has a maximal output range Vsat−, Vsat+, voltages beyond which it
cannot operate.
The considered model is simple: either the amplifier is not saturated, with output
voltages between Vsat− and Vsat+, or it is saturated and its outputs are equal to Vsat−
and Vsat+.
Vsat+
Ideal output
Vsat-
Saturated output
Vsat+Vsat-
Figure 5.4: Saturation transfer function. The saturated output cannot reach voltages
beyond the Vsat− and Vsat+ limits.
The implementation of the saturation is straightforward. The voltages that would be
obtained without saturation (section 5.1.1) are compared to the saturation thresholds.
If the amplifier is saturated, the output voltages are set to Vsat− and Vsat+ and the
voltage of the nodes of the virtual ground are recomputed with the charge conservation
equations (5.1).
For continuity reasons in the model, it is preferable that the potentials Vsat− and Vsat+
are centered around the output common-mode of the amplifier: Vsat−+Vsat+ = 2Vcm .
If this is not the case in the desired implementation, a pessimistic case should be
considered for modeling.
5.1.4 Amplifier - Non-linear Gain
The integrator including an amplifier with a non-linear gain is described in Fig. 5.5.
To lighten the writing of the equations in this section, all voltages are referenced to the
output common-mode of the amplifier Vcm (i.e. Vout pl =Vout p −Vcm). The suffix ’l’
was added in order to avoid any confusion with the ground referenced voltages. The
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expression of the output common-mode (5.2) is simplified:
Cup
Cinup
Voutpl
Cindo
Cdo
-Voutpl
Val
Vbl
Wirtnl
Wirtpl
Cado
Ccw
Caup
gndl
gndl
-
+
+
-
A(Vin)
Figure 5.5: Representation of the model of the integrator considering an amplifier
with a non-linear gain. The parasitic capacitors taken into account in the model are
displayed.
Vout pl +Voutnl = 0 (5.8)
To reduce the number of variables, Voutnl is systematically replaced by −Vout pl in the
subsequent equations.
The output voltage of an integrator with an amplifier with a generic gain function
Vout = A(Vi n) is:
Vout pl = A(Wi r t pl −Wi r tnl −Vo f f )/2 (5.9)
The virtual ground potential voltages are obtained inverting the charge conservation
equations (5.1) on the nodes Wi r t p and Wi r tn :
Wi r tnl =
Vout plCup +ValCi nup + g ndlCaup −ΣQup
Cup +Ci nup +Caup
Wi r t pl =
−Vout plCup +VblCi ndo + g ndlCado −ΣQdo
Cdo +Ci ndo +Cado
(5.10)
Particularly, the input of the amplifier Wi r t pl −Wi r tnl is obtained subtracting the
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equations (5.10):
Wi r t p −Wi r tn = aVout pl +b (5.11)
with
a =− Cup
Cup +Ci nup +Caup
− Cdo
Cdo +Ci ndo +Cado
b =−ValCi nup + g ndlCaup −ΣQup
Cup +Ci nup +Caup
− VblCi ndo + g ndlCado −ΣQdo
Cdo +Ci ndo +Cado
(5.12)
The combination of the equations (5.9) and (5.11) provides a single equation for Vout pl :
Vout pl = A(aVout pl +b−Vo f f ) (5.13)
As the equation (5.13) has generally no analytical solution, a digital iterative method,
such as the Newton’s method (5.14), has to be implemented:
xn+1 =− f (xn)
f ′(xn)
+xn (5.14)
with f (xn)= f (Vout pl )=−xn + A(axn +b) and f ′(xn)=−1+a A′(axn +b)
Implemented functions
The choice of the function modeling the gain A is not trivial. On one side, the function
A should be close to the transfer function of the amplifier implemented with tran-
sistors, and on the other side it has to respect a few mathematical properties to be
compatible with Newton’s method. As it is necessary for the function A and A′ to be
continuous, it is preferable to select a function A which is not piecewise defined.
The implemented functions to model the amplifier are the following, with x being the
normalized input, A the normalized output and α a coefficient set to 1.5:
Al i near = x
AH y pTan = tanh(x)
AxGaussSech = tanh
(x
2
)
+x
(
e−x
2 − 1
cosh(2x)
)
Asi nGauss = tanh(x)+ sin(αx)e−α
2x2 − sin(x)e−x2
Asi nSech = tanh(x)+
sin(αx)
cosh(αx)
− sin(x)
cosh(x)
(5.15)
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All these classic and exotic functions, shown on Fig. 5.6, have been selected for:
• Linear: To test the model and the numerical convergence method, comparing
the results with section 5.1.2.
• Hyperbolic tangent: A simple continuous function with output voltages satu-
rated by the power supplies.
• The three other functions: xGaussSech, si nGauss and si nSech are trying to
reproduce the alteration of the gain in the middle of the range of real amplifiers.
Figure 5.6: Graphical representation of the normalized gain functions (5.15) of the
amplifier.
Multiple Inputs
The modeling of an integrator with multiple inputs is easily generalizable: it is suffi-
cient to substitute, as in (5.6), the terms VaCi nup , VbCi ndo , ΣQup and ΣQdo .
5.1.5 Amplifier - Transient - SR
The transient phenomena of the integrators in switched-capacitors circuits are mainly
due to the Slew-Rate of the amplifier and to the on-resistance of the switches. It has
been decided to analyze these two effects separately as they are independent. The SR
of the amplifier is limited by its biasing and by the load on the output nodes, while
the speed limitation of the charge transfer on the resistive lines is limited by the serial
resistances (on-resistance of the switches) and by the load on the lines.
The distinct analysis of both phenomena provides a decent tool of analysis and com-
prehension, even if, for the design, extra margin have to be taken into account. This,
especially if the design margins are small, for the slew-rate AND for the RC.
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This section and the following one are modeling the limitation of the amplifier while a
specific section ,5.1.7, is dedicated to the switches.
The integrator view for the models of the SR of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.7. The
capacitors Ccw , Cco , CLup and CLdo are parasitic and output capacitors on the input
and output nodes of the amplifier. In this section, ideal switches are considered, with
a zero on-resistance. The switches have been substitutes by wires in Fig. 5.7.
Cup
Cinup
Cindo
Cdo
Va
Vb
Wirtn
Wirtp
Cado
Ccw
Caup
gnd
gnd
-
+
+
-
Voutp
Voutn
Cldo gnd
Clup
gnd
Figure 5.7: Model of the amplifier with a limited output current.
Figure 5.8: Normalized amplifier transconductances with a maximal slew rate. The
model of the amplifier with a constant transconductance gm and a current limit
I0 is described with the dark blue piecewise linear function. The red curve is the
continuous hyperbolic tangent representation, section 5.1.6.
A first way to model the current limitation of the amplifier is to force a maximal output
current I0 in the model. The transfer function between the input differential pair and
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the output current is displayed in Fig. 5.8.
During a conversion, if an important charge has to be transferred in the integrator, a
first slewing phase is visible, limited by the current I0. It is followed by a settling phase,
where the amplifier is acting in its linear regime. The schematic Fig. 5.9 shows the
evolution over time of the output voltage and introduces the parameters used.
Figure 5.9: Ouput transient voltage with a slewing phase between t = 0 and t = T0
followed by a settling phase for t > T0.
One can notice in Fig. 5.9 that, to compute the output of the modulator, it is not
necessary to process the whole transient. The computation of the voltages on three
specific moments is sufficient:
• t = 0. Initialization
• t = T0. End of the SR and beginning of the linear mode
• t = Tconv . End of the conversion
Specific models are used in each step to determine the voltages of the modulator.
Initialization
In the initialization phase, at time t = 0, the amplifier has not yet delivered any charges.
The equivalent circuit to analyze, Fig. 5.10. is completely passive. To ensure continuity
with the model during the slewing phase, the output common-mode is assumed to be
constant and equal to Vcm . As a consequence, an extra common-mode charge Qcm
was added on the output nodes of the integrator.
The circuit shown in Fig. 5.10 is linear. A matrix representation is thus suitable, A~v =~b.
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Cup
Cinup
Voutp
Cindo
Cdo
Voutn
Va
Vb
Wirtn
Wirtpl
Cado
Ccw
Caup
gnd
gnd
Cldo gnd
Clup
gnd- Qcm
- Qcm
Figure 5.10: Equivalent linear circuit during initialization.

1 0 Clup +Cup 0 −Cup
1 Cldo +Cdo 0 −Cdo 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 Cdo 0 -Cdo-Ci ndo-Cado 0
0 0 Cup 0 -Cup -Ci nup -Caup


Qcm
Voutn
Vout p
Wi r t p
Wi r tn

=

Ql up +Qup +VcmCl up
Ql do +Qdo +VcmCldo
2Vcm
ΣQdo
ΣQup

(5.16)
As the matrix A only contains constant entries (in this model, the value of the capaci-
tors is not varying), its inverse A−1 is pre-computable when the architecture is created.
The only operation left for each cycle is the matrix product computation ~v = A−1~b.
Slewing
In the slewing phase, the amplifier is saturated and delivers a maximal current I0.
An equivalent representation of the circuit is shown in Fig. 5.11. In addition to the
capacitors of the integrator, two current sources are added to model the amplifier. The
output common-mode regulation is supposed to be ideal, and is modeled adding an
identical charge Qcm on both output nodes. The system of equation corresponding to
the schematic Fig. 5.11 contains six equations. Four equations establish the charge
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conservation of the input and output nodes of the amplifier. One equation (5.2) set
the output common-mode. The last equation (Wi r t p −Wi r tn)gm = I0 defines the
transition point between the slewing and the settling phases. The system of equations
is written hereafter:

1 ∓I0 0 Clup +Cup 0 −Cup
1 ±I0 Cldo+Cdo 0 −Cdo 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 Cup Ccw -Ci nup -Cup -Caup -Ccw
0 0 Cdo 0 -Ci ndo-Cdo-Cado-Ccw Ccw
0 0 0 0 1 −1


Qcm
t0
Voutn
Vout p
Wi r t p
Wi r tn

=

Qlup +Qup
Ql do +Qdo
2Vcm
ΣQup −VaCi nup − g ndCaup
ΣQdo −VbCi ndo − g ndCado
±I0/gm

(5.17)
Cup
Cinup
Voutp
Cindo
Cdo
Voutn
Va
Vb
Wirtn
Wirtpl
Cado
Ccw
Caup
gnd
gnd
Cldo gnd
Clup
gnd-Qcm
-Qcm
+I0
-I0
Figure 5.11: Equivalent linear circuit during the slewing phase.
As the four last equations are independent of the two first ones, it is possible to solve
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first the following subsystem:
1 1 0 0
0 Cup Ccw -Ci nup -Cup -Caup -Ccw
Cdo 0 -Ci ndo-Cdo-Cado-Ccw Ccw
0 0 1 −1


Voutn
Vout p
Wi r t p
Wi r tn

=

2Vcm
ΣQup −VaCi nup − g ndCaup
ΣQdo −VbCi ndo − g ndCado
±I0/gm

(5.18)
It is, there as well, possible to compute the inverse of the capacitance matrix in
order not to have to perform this operation for each cycle of the modulator. The
two unknowns left, T0 and Qcm , are easily obtainable with the voltages Vout p/n and
Wi r t p/n .
Settling
In the last step, the voltages of the nodes Vout p and Voutn have to be determined at
the end of the settling phase, at time Tconv . As shown in Fig. 5.9, the settling phase is
the convergence of an exponential toward a limit to infinity Vout (t=∞). The potential
Vout p/n(t=∞) are the static solutions of the integrator, and are thus computed using
the model with a full charge transfer (section 5.1.1).
The slope ∂Vout at time T0 is given by the slew-rate of the amplifier:
∂Vout p(t=T0)
∂t
= SR = Vout p(t=T0)−Vout p(t=0)
T0
(5.19)
The time constant τ of the time response is easily computable:
τ= Vout p(t=∞)−Vout p(t=T0)
SR
(5.20)
and the voltage at time t is defined by:
Vout p(t ) =Vout p(t=T0)+
(
Vout p(t=∞)−Vout p(t=T0)
)(
1−e T0−tτ
)
(5.21)
Remark: Both slewing and settling phases do not necessarily appear. If the conversion
time is too short, there is only the slewing phase, while the compensation of a weak
perturbation is done in the settling mode only. Once the potential Vout p and Voutn
are defined, the computation of the virtual ground voltages is straightforward.
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Here as well, the model is compatible with multiple inputs. As previously, the only
modification is the substitution of the factors Ci nVa and Ci nVb .
5.1.6 Amplifier - Transient - SR Hyperbolic Tangent
A second model for the analysis of the transient in the integrator is using a hyperbolic
tangent representation for the output current, Fig. 5.8. The main advantage of the
t anh model is the continuity of the function, without rough transition between the
slewing and the settling phases.
The representation of the equivalent circuit is identical than the one for the SR (Fig.
5.11) replacing the constant current sources ±I0 by variable current sources I , accord-
ing to the input voltage:
I =±Ip tanh( Ve
Vx
) (5.22)
with Ve =Wi r t p −Wi r tn , Ip = I0 and Vx = I0/gm .
The equations of the charge conservation on the output nodes are defined, integrating
the current I between the beginning (t = 0) and the end (t = Tconv ) of the conversion:∫ Tconv
0
Ip tanh
(
Ve
Vx
)
d t −Qcm =Clup (Vout p −Vcm)−Qlup +Cup (Vout p −Wi r tn)
−Qup +Cco(Vout p −Voutn)−QCco
−
∫ Tconv
0
Ip tanh
(
Ve
Vx
)
d t −Qcm =Cldo(Voutn −Vcm)−Qldo +Cdo(Voutn −Wi r t p )
−Qdo −Cco(Vout p −Voutn)+QCco
(5.23)
The integrator is thus described with six equations, four for the charge conservation
(5.1), (5.23), one for the common mode (5.2) and one condition on the output current
(5.22). The first derivative of this system of six equations can be simplified, substituting
the variables ∂Vout p/n , ∂Wi r t p/n and ∂Qcm to get a single differential equation for Ve :
−Ip tanh( Ve
Vx
)=Ceq ∂Ve
∂t
(5.24)
with the equivalent capacitor Ceq . The details of the computation of the capacitor
are not provided as this computation it is not sophisticated. The variables are simply
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substituted to reduce the number of equations.
Ceq =
(Clup +Cldo +4Cco)
(
C3doC3up +Ccw (C3do +C3up )
)
2
(
C3upCup +C3doCdo
)
+ Ccw
(
(Cup +Cdo)(C3up +C3do)− (Cup −Cdo)2
)
2
(
C3upCup +C3doCdo
)
+ (Ci nup +Caup )C3doCup + (Ci ndo +Cado)C3upCdo
2
(
C3upCup +C3doCdo
)
(5.25)
with C3up =Cup+Ci nup+Caup and C3do =Cdo+Ci ndo+Cado . The analytical solution
of the differential equation (5.24) is:
Ve (t )=
Ip
gm
asinh
(
sinh
(
Ve0gm
Ip
)
e
− t gmCeq
)
(5.26)
The initial potential Ve0 is obtained solving an initialization system, similar to the one
described in section 5.1.5. Once the potential Ve (t) is computed, the voltage of the
other nodes is processed solving the following linear system:
1 1 0 0
0 Cup Ccw -Ci nup -Cup -Caup -Ccw
Cdo 0 -Ci ndo-Cdo-Cado-Ccw Ccw
0 0 1 −1


Voutn
Vout p
Wi r t p
Wi r tn

=

2Vcm
ΣQup −VaCi nup
ΣQdo −VbCi ndo
Ve (t )

(5.27)
The computation of the voltages for an integrator with multiple inputs is similar.
5.1.7 Switches - Transient
This third section dedicated to the study of the transient in the integrator is focused
on the settling time of the voltage of the internal nodes. The settling times are mainly
limited by the switches, modeled by equivalent resistors in Fig. 5.12.
This analysis assumes the following hypothesis:
• The amplifier is ideal. It is not current limited, there is no offset and its gain is
infinite. The current through the inputs is negligible and its inputs Wi r t p and
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Cup
Cinup
Voutp
Cindo
Cdo
Voutn
Va
Vb
Wirtn
Wirtp
Cado
Ccw
Caup
gnd
gnd
-
+
+
-
OTA
Rdo
Rup
Rb
Ra
Vinp
Vinn
Figure 5.12: Equivalent model of the integrator with non-ideal switches.
Wi r tn are at the same potential.
Wi r t p =Wi r tn =Vm (5.28)
• The leakage is not significant and the resistance of the disconnected switches is
infinite. These switches are thus not shown in Fig. 5.12.
• The on-resistance of the switches is constant during the transient. The com-
putation or the input resistances is based on the potential Va and Vb . The
resistance of the central switches Rup and Rdo is computed with the correspond-
ing common-mode voltage.
Computation of the on-resistance
The on-resistance of the switches is computed considering the conductance of a
PMOS in parallel with the one of an NMOS. The conductance of each transistor is
given by:
Gon =wKP
Vg −VT 0−n(Vd +Vs)/2
l
=wKP
Vg −VT 0−nV f
l
(5.29)
where w and l are the dimensions of the switch, Vg is the gate voltage, Kp =µCox , n
and VT 0 are technology parameters and V f is the analog voltage of the switch (V f is
the drain and the source voltage).
The computation of the equivalent resistor of the transmission gate is graphically
summarized in Fig. 5.13.
In practice, to compute the on-resistance of the switches, simulations on the transistor
level including process corners were run. The values of the parameters in (5.29) were
extracted from these simulations considering a pessimistic case (more resistive).
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Vg
Vd/s
gn
gpgn+gp
gon
0
Figure 5.13: Graphical representation of the equivalent conductance of a transmission
gate. The equivalent conductance is the sum of the conductance gn of the NMOS and
of the conductance gp of the PMOS.
Transient
The sum of the currents in nodes Vi np/n and Vp/n provides the following differential
equations:
Va −Vi np
Ra
=Cup
(
∂Vi np
∂t
− ∂Vp
∂t
)
=Caup
∂Vp
∂t
+Ccw
(
∂Vp
∂t
− ∂Vn
∂t
)
+ Vp −Vm
Rup
Vb −Vi nn
Rb
=Cdo
(
∂Vi nn
∂t
− ∂Vn
∂t
)
=Cado
∂Vn
∂t
−Ccw
(
∂Vp
∂t
− ∂Vn
∂t
)
+ Vn −Vm
Rdo
(5.30)
The differential equations for the potentials of the virtual ground nodes are:
Cup
(
∂Vout p
∂t
− ∂Vm
∂t
)
=−Vp −Vm
Rup
Cdo
(
∂Vout p
∂t
− ∂Vm
∂t
)
=−Vn −Vm
Rdo
(5.31)
The equations (5.31) are simplified, introducing the common-mode relationship (5.2)
to get a single equation (5.32):
Vm
(
1
Cup Rup
+ 1
CdoRdo
)
− Vp
Cup Rup
− Vn
CdoRdo
=−2∂Vm
∂t
(5.32)
The equations (5.30) and (5.32) are written with a matrix form considering the sub-
stitutions for x, y , ∂VM /∂t : x = Vp −Vm , y = Vn −Vm and ∂Vm∂t = x2Cup Rup +
y
2Cdo Rdo
.
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R
∂~v
∂t
= S~v +~e (5.33)
with
R =

Caup +Ccw −Ccw 0 0
−Ccw Cado +Ccw 0 0
−Ci nup 0 Ci nup 0
0 −Ci ndo 0 Ci ndo

S =

− 1Rup −
Caup
2RupCup
− Caup2RdoCdo −
1
Ra
0
− Cado2RupCup −
1
Rdo
− Cado2RdoCdo 0 −
1
Rb
Ci nup
2RupCup
Ci nup
2RdoCdo
− 1Ra 0
Ci ndo
2RupCup
Ci ndo
2RdoCdo
0 − 1Rb

~e =

Va/Ra
Vb/Rb
Va/Ra
Vb/Rb

~v =

x
y
Vi np
Vi nn

(5.34)
As the matrix R is constant, its inverse is pre-computable during the initialization.
For each cycle, the product A = R−1S and~b = R−1~e is processed to get the ordinary
differential equation ∂~v = A~v +~b.
A analytical exists at time t if the matrix A, the vector ~b and the initial conditions
V0 are known. Part of the operations to find the solution at time t requires a lot of
operations. In particular, the decomposition of A into eigenvalues and eigenvectors is
time consuming, as well as the computation of the inverse of A.
The decomposition of S into two matrices S =CG reduces the number of operations
for each cycle. G is a diagonal matrix with the conductances 1/Rup , 1/Rdo , 1/Ra
and 1/Rb . As the entries of the C matrix are constant capacitors, the matrix C
−1 is
pre-computable. With this decomposition, the computation of A−1 =G−1C−1R for
each cycle is very fast as C−1 is already available and G is a diagonal matrix.
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Particular cases
While the matrix S is always invertible, whatever the values of Cup/do , Ra/b , Ci nup/do >
0 and Caup/do ≥ 0. The matrix R is sometimes singular. The matrix R has at least one
zero eigenvalue in the following cases:
• Ccw = 0 and Caup or Cado is zero (one zero eigenvalue)
• Caup and Cado are equal to zero (one zero eigenvalue)
• Caup = 0, Cado = 0 and Ccw = 0 (two zero eigenvalues)
If R is singular, the system with four unknowns R∂~v = S~v + e has to be simplified
into a system with three or two unknowns, according the number of eigenvalues of
R. in particular, if Caup , Cado and Ccw are equal to zero, the matrix equation (5.34) is
simplified into:
(
∂x/∂t
∂y/∂t
)
=
 −( 1Ci nup + 12Cup ) 1Ra+Rup − 12Cdo RupRdo 1Ra+Rup
− 12Cup
Rdo
Rup
1
Rb+Rdo −
(
1
Ci ndo
+ 12Cdo
)
1
Rb+Rdo
( x
y
)
(5.35)
Multiple Inputs
The resolution of a modulator with ’n’ input is not trivial in this case. Indeed, the
number of nodes, and thus the number of unknowns, increases consequentially. The
system of equations of a modulator with n inputs contains 4n unknown, instead of
four Vp , Vn , Vi np and Vi nn . The resolution of the system with multiple inputs is not
detailed, but follows a similar procedure, with the writing of a system of ordinary
differential equations:
∂~v
∂t
= A~v +~b (5.36)
The size of A is 4n x 4n, and~b is 4n x 1.
As well as for the single input case, if the matrix A is singular, the system has to
be simplified to reduce the number of equations. Particularly, if the system is not
including any capacitors Cai or Ccwi (equal to zero), the size of A is 2n x 2n.
5.1.8 Switches - Clock Feedthrough
When the switches are opened, the potential of the gate changes, injecting the charges
of the capacitors Cg d and Cg s in the drain and source of the transistor, Fig. 5.14. The
distribution of the charges between the drain and source nodes is not obvious, as
some charges are still crossing the switch while it is being opened.
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Cup
Cinup
Voutp
Cindo
Cdo
Voutn
Va
Vb
Wirtn
Wirtp
Cado
Caup
gnd
gnd
-
+
+
-
Vg
Vg
Vg
Figure 5.14: Illustration of the clock feedthrough for one of the switches on high-
impedance nodes. While the switch is opened, the variation of the gate voltage
Vg forces a charge transfer of the charges held in the Gate-Drain and Gate-Source
capacitors.
In order to determine a model for the coupling with the clock, simulations were run
with a transistor-level simulator. The simulation bench, Fig. 5.15, includes a trans-
mission gate and an amplifier connected as an integrator. A resistance Ra is added
serially with the input capacitance to model the line resistance (line, switches...).
The modeling of the opening of a transmission gate made of a PMOS and of an NMOS
is not trivial. The charge injected by the PMOS can be partially absorbed by the
NMOS if the gates are perfectly synchronized. If the gate controls are sequentially
generated, the charges of the first opened transistor can still go through the second
one. The considered model for the clock feedthrough is pessimistic, simulating a
single transistor switch, without possible charge compensation.
Cup
Cinup
Voutp
Voutn
Va
Wirtn
Caup
gnd
-
+
+
-
Vg
Ra
Figure 5.15: Simplified representation of the charge distribution test-bench. The line
and sensor impedances are modeled with a serial resistance Ra .
Transistor level simulations showed that the overall charge of the switch Qtot is divided
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between the source and the drain in function of the input resistance Ra :
Qd =Qtot
Ra
Ra +Rc
Qs =Qtot Rc
Ra +Rc
(5.37)
The Rc resistance is a constant depending of the amplifier. To provide an order of
magnitude, the resistance of Rc of the simulated circuit was equal to 2kOhms. The
charge of the switch is related to the gate voltage, to the dimensions of the switch and
to the oxide capacitance.
Qtot =wlCoxVg (5.38)
The model of the integrator with multiple inputs assumed that the injections on each
input branches were independent phenomena that could be processed sequentially.
5.1.9 Non-linear Capacitors
Several types of capacitors exist in integrated circuits. The most common capacitors
in a CMOS technology are the MOS capacitor and the capacitors between metals.
The MOS capacitors (also sometime named moscap) use the gate oxide as the dielec-
tric to create a capacitance between the gate and the other accesses of the transistor:
source, drain and bulk. A separate well is usually required (unless one of the pin is
connected to a power supply), promoting the use of PMOS transistors. The moscap
have a fair capacitance per square-micrometer, but are voltage limited and are highly
non-linear [46].
The capacitors between metals (MIM for Metal Insulator Metal) use a larger chip
area, as the dielectric in metal layers is thicker. The MIM capacitors are either planar,
between two or more metal layers (Fig. 5.16-a), with a top and a bottom electrode,
or created with fingers, as shown in Fig. 5.16-b. In some technologies, there is a
specific layer between the two standard top metal layers to create higher density MIM
capacitors with a thinner dielectric.
As the MOS capacitors are not linear, they are usually not well suited in the switched-
capacitors circuits, when the control of the gain is important. The capacitors between
two metal layers are often characterized by the silicon foundries and are modeled
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Bottom Electrode
Top Electrode
B A B A B A B A
A B A B A B A B
Figure 5.16: (a) MIM capacitance created between two metal layers. (b) Fingers
capacitance, interleaving both electrodes on each metal layer.
with a second-order equation:2
C (v)=C0(1+αv +βv2) (5.39)
The finger capacitors are, by nature, symmetrical. They do not have any top or bottom
electrode and thus do not have odd order coefficients.
This section is focused on the integrator with non-linear capacitors (Fig. 5.17). Just
as in all other sections of this chapter, the goal is again to compute efficiently (i.e.
with a minimum of operations) the charge transfer. As there is generally no analyti-
cal solution with nonlinear capacitors, this section is divided into specific analyses,
depending on the complexity level of the required computations.
C
-
+
Cin
Vo
Cin
+
-
C
-Vo
Va
Vb
Vm
Figure 5.17: Equivalent model for an integrator with non-linear capacitors.
In this section, the non-ideal effects of the real amplifier are not taken into account.
2Several coefficients are also added for the temperature dependency, but the gain of the integrator is
not affected by the temperature if all capacitors are matched and if the temperature is uniform.
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The amplifiers are supposed ideal, with infinite gain, no offset and an output common-
mode perfectly controlled:
Vvi tr ual g r ound p =Vvi r tual g r ound n =Vm
Vout p =−Voutn =Vo
(5.40)
Moreover, the gain control of the integrator requires matched capacitors, of the same
type and preferably created parallelizing many unit capacitors. As all these unit capaci-
tors are of the same nature and have the same dimensions, their nonlinear coefficients
are the same. I.e. if a capacitor C 1 has a voltage dependency C 1(v) = C 10 f (v), a
matched capacitor C 2 will also have the same coefficients: C 2(v) = C 20 f (v). The
voltage dependency function f (v) is assumed to be identical for the two capacitors.
The charge transfer equations for the nodes Wi r t p and Wi r tn are:
(Va −Vm)Ci n
(
1+α (Va −Vm)+β (Va −Vm)2
)+
(Vo −Vm)C
(
1+α (Vo −Vm)+β (Vo −Vm)2
)=∑Qup
(Vb −Vm)Ci n
(
1+α (Vb −Vm)+β (Vb −Vm)2
)−
(Vo +Vm)C
(
1−α (Vo +Vm)+β (Vo +Vm)2
)=∑Qdo
(5.41)
where ΣQup and ΣQdo are the sum of the initial charges stored in the capacitors of the
upper and lower halves of the differential integrator. It is possible to rewrite the two
above equations, computing their sum and their difference:
Ci n
(
Va +Vb −2Vm +α
(
V 2a +V 2b
)−2α (Va +Vb)Vm +2αV 2m)
+Ci nβ
(
V 3a +V 3b −3(V 2a +V 2b )Vm +3(Va +Vb)V 2m −2V 3m
)
−2C (Vm −α(V 2o +V 2m)+βVm(3V 2o +V 2m))=ΣQ
Ci n
(
Va −Vb +α
(
V 2a −V 2b
)−2α (Va −Vb)Vm)
+Ci nβ
(
V 3a −V 3b −3(V 2a −V 2b )Vm +3(Va −Vb)V 2m
)
+2CVo
(
1−2αVm +β(V 2o +3V 2m)
)=∆Q
(5.42)
where ΣQ =ΣQup +ΣQdo and ∆Q =ΣQup −ΣQdo .
As the computation complexity depends on the order of the capacitor non-linearity
as well as on the circuit operating conditions, various situations are handled. The
separation into specific cases allows, if the system (5.42) has an analytical solution, to
compute the solution much faster than using an iterative method to converge to the
solution.
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First-Order Nonlinearity
A capacitor with a first-order voltage dependency is of the form: C (V )=C0(1+αV ).
The system of equations (5.42) becomes in this case:
Ci n
(
Va +Vb −2Vm +α
(
V 2a +V 2b
)−2α (Va +Vb)Vm +2αV 2m)
+2C (−Vm +αV 2o +αV 2m)=ΣQ
Ci n
(
Va −Vb +α
(
V 2a −V 2b
)−2α (Va −Vb)Vm)
+2CVo (1−2αVm)=∆Q
(5.43)
The output voltage V0 can be expressed as a function of the virtual ground Vm :
Vo =
∆Q−Ci n
(
Va −Vb +α
(
V 2a −V 2b
)−2α (Va −Vb)Vm)
2C (1−2αVm)
(5.44)
A 4th-order equation is obtained for Vm , substituting V0 in the first equation of (5.43).
This last equation has a computable analytical solution (not detailed here). If this
equation has more than one real solution, the voltages Vm and Vo are compared to
those obtained solving the linear system (Section 5.1.1). The closest solution is then
selected. This approach is reasonable if the non-linearity of the capacitor is small
(|α|¿ 1), which is the case for metal-metal capacitors.
Second-Order Nonlinearity
Finger capacitors created on one or several metal layers do not have odd order nonlin-
earities as they are symmetrical by construction. If the capacitors are created between
two metal layers, with a top and a bottom electrode, it is possible to remove the first
order effect by the parallel cross-connection of two identical capacitors.
The system of equations (5.42) becomes in this case:
Ci n (Va +Vb −2Vm)+Ci nβ
(
V 3a +V 3b −3(V 2a +V 2b )Vm +3(Va +Vb)V 2m −2V 3m
)
−2CVm
(
1+β(3V 2o +V 2m))=ΣQ
Ci n
(
Va −Vb +β
(
V 3a −V 3b −3(V 2a −V 2b )Vm +3(Va −Vb)V 2m
))
+2CVo
(
1+β(V 2o +3V 2m))=∆Q
(5.45)
In a general case, this system of equation does not have an analytical solution. An iter-
ative convergence method, as described in section 5.1.9, has to be used. Nevertheless,
in practice, the input voltages Va and Vb are often symmetrical (i.e. Vb =−Va). The
most common cases of symmetry are:
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• The charge transfer is done by connecting the input capacitors to the common-
mode.
• The common-mode of the reference voltage (Vr e f p /2+Vr e f n/2) and the output
common-mode are identical. The use of the power supply as the reference is
the most common case, as the output common-mode of the integrators is often
set to half of the power supply to maximize the output range.
• The signal is balanced with respect to the common-mode. It is the case if the
integrator is driven by another integrator or by a front-end with the same output
common-mode.
If the integrator was also symmetrical during the previous phases, there is a symmetry
in the charges stored into the capacitors (initial state of the integrator, at the beginning
of any phase). This fulfills the condition ΣQ = 0.
If this condition is valid, the first equation of (5.45) has an analytical solution for
Vm = 0. The second equation of (5.45) becomes, substituting Vm with 0 and Vb with
−Va :
2Ci nVa
(
1+βV 2a
)+2CVo (1+βV 2o )=∆Q (5.46)
As this third-order equation for Vo has an analytical solution, it is possible to compute
efficiently the response of the integrator.
First- and Second-Order Nonlinearity
If the system of equations (5.42) does not have an analytical solution (i.e. none of the
previously described cases applies), a numerical method is used to find the voltages
of the integrator at the end of the charge transfer. It is possible to rewrite the system
(5.42) to have a single 9th order equation for Vm :
f (Vm)=V 9m + c8V 8m + ...+ c2V 2m + c1Vm + c0 = 0 (5.47)
As this function f is analytically differentiable and as its first derivative f ′ is easily
computable, the Newton’s iterative convergence method is well suited.
xn+1 = xn − f (xn)
f ′ (xn)
(5.48)
The convergence speed of this method is quadratic but it can diverge, depending upon
the set of initial conditions. An initial guess Vm0, close to the expected solution, is
sometimes necessary for the method to converge rapidly. The Newton’s method is first
initialized with Vm0 = 0 (input common-mode equal to the output common-mode).
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The advantage of this first guess is that no extra computation is required and that it
is relatively close to the solution. If the iterative algorithm diverges with Vm0 = 0, a
second trial is initialized using the linear solution (Section 5.1.1). As the nonlinear
coefficients are small for metal-metal capacitors (|α|¿ 1, ∣∣β∣∣¿ 1), the linear solution
is close to the expected one. If the iterative method still diverges, a combination of
both dichotomy and Newton’s method is applied to ensure convergence.
Multiple Inputs
The generalization for an integrator with multiple inputs is done without increasing
the complexity of the resolution of the equations as the number of nodes (i.e. of
unknowns) is identical. For an integrator with n inputs simultaneously connected, it
is possible to reuse all the algorithms developed in this section, substituting:
Ci nVa with
n∑
i
Ci n,i Va,i
Ci nVb with
n∑
i
Ci n,i Vb,i
Ci nV
2
a with
n∑
i
Ci n,i V
2
a,i
Ci nV
2
b with ...
(5.49)
where Va,i , Vb,i and Ci n,i are respectively the voltage potentials and the capacitors of
the input i .
5.1.10 Thermal Noise
Unlike the other sections of the modeling chapter, this one, dedicated to the thermal
noise analysis in the integrator, starts with the non-trivial model for the pre-charge
(without the amplifier) and continues with the familiar representation for the charge
transfer.
The main thermal noise sources in the integrator are the switches and the amplifier.
The noise of the switches, when active with an on-resistance Ron , is identical to the
one of regular resistors:
Sv t ( f )= 4kT Ron (5.50)
The input-referred noise of the amplifier is, considering that the differential pair is the
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main noise contributor (gain gm):
Sv t ( f )=αkT
gm
(5.51)
In a simple or telescopic OTA, considering a noise model for transistors in strong
inversion, the noise is [42]:
Sv t ( f )= 16
3
kT
gm
(
1+ gm,cm
gm
)
∼= 16
3
kT
gm
(5.52)
with gm,cm the gain of the transistors in the current mirror (active load).
In the noise analysis provided in this section, the single-ended integrator is considered
for simplicity reasons. In the differential structure, the noise of the two branches is
not correlated and the overall noise is thus simply the sum of both contributions (the
power is summed).
Pre-charge
The common case of a single input capacitor C has already been widely covered in
the literature. The equivalent sampled input noise is the well-known kT /C .
The first model includes an extra capacitor Ca on the virtual ground of the amplifier.
An equivalent representation of the noise (Fig. 5.18-b) is displayed with the schematic
for the pre-charge (Fig. 5.18-a).
C
Va
Ca
gnd
R2R1
Vcm
C
Ca
gndgnd
R1
Vn1
gnd
R2
Vn2
Figure 5.18: (a) Equivalent model of one of the input branches during pre-charge. (b)
Small-signal representation including noise sources.
The noise induces an error on the charges stored in the capacitors, when the switched
are being opened. The charge error due to the noise corresponds to the charge that
should be injected into the node Vca to come back to an ideal situation. The charge
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error ∆Q is given by:
∆Q =CaVca −C∆Vc (5.53)
Substituting the capacitors with their complex counterpart 1/ jωC , this charge error
is:
∆Q =Vn1 −C
1+ jωa+ ( jω)2d +Vn2
C +Ca + jωR1CCa
1+ jωa+ ( jω)2d (5.54)
with a =R2C +R2Ca +R1C and d =R1R2CCa .
The voltage power of the equivalent noise referred to the input capacitor C is given by:
V 2i n,eq =V 2i n1+V 2i n2
=
∫ ∞
0
Sv t1( f )
∣∣H1( jω)∣∣2 d f +∫ ∞
0
Sv t2( f )
∣∣H2( jω)∣∣2 d f
=
∫ ∞
0
4kT R1
C 2
∣∣∣∣ −C1+ jωa+ ( jω)2d
∣∣∣∣2 d f +∫ ∞
0
4kT R2
C 2
∣∣∣∣ C +Ca + jωR1CCa1+ j 2pi f a+ ( j 2pi f )2d
∣∣∣∣2 d f
= kT
piC 2R2
∫ ∞
−∞
s+w 2d 2
1+ω2(a2−2d)+ω4d 2 dω
(5.55)
with s =R1R2C 2+R22C 2+R22C 2a +2R22CCa .
Short explanation: the sum of the powers is first computed in the first line of (5.55).
The sampled noise is defined by the integral on the whole spectrum of the noise
Sv t ( f ) multiplied by the transfer function H ; the square of the norm of H is used,
as the equation is for the powers ((5.55), line 2). The noise sources Sv t ( f ) are then
substituted by the 4kT R model in line 3 and the transfer functions are replaced by the
ones defined in (5.54). A division by C 2 is also done to convert a charge equation to a
voltage equation. The result of (5.55) is obtained after the recombination of the left
and right terms.
The computation of (5.56), using the theorem of the residues in the complex plane, is
not detailed in order not to overload this section with formulas. The result is:∫ ∞
−∞
s+ω2d 2
1+ω2(a2−2d)+ω4d 2 dω=pi
s+d
a
(5.56)
The equivalent charge is obtained, after the replacement of the temporary variables a,
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s and d in the equations (5.55) and (5.56):
V 2i n,eq = kT
C +Ca
C 2
(5.57)
The same result is obtained if an extra parasitic capacitance C f is added on the low
impedance node, Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Simplified (single-ended) representation of the equivalent input of the
integrator including parasitic capacitors.
Charge Transfer
During the charge transfer, the input capacitance is connected to the amplifier, Fig.
5.20-a. The noise of the amplifier is modeled adding an equivalent noise source Vno
on one of the inputs. The gain of the amplifier is Iout /Vi n = gm . The equivalent model
for the noise is displayed in Fig. 5.20-b. The switches are modeled with on-resistances
and serial noise sources.
The charge error ∆Q is given by:
∆Q =CaVca −C∆Vc
=Vn1 −C
1+ jωa+ ( jω)2 + (Vno +Vn2)
C +Ca + jωR1CCa
1+ jωa+ ( jω)2d
(5.58)
with a =R1C +RmC +RmCa , d =R1RmCCa and Rm =R2+1/gm .
The input-referred voltage error is computed using the same approach than for the
pre-charge:
V 2i n,eq =
kT
C 2
(
C +Ca +
(α
4
−1
) 1
gmRm
RmC 2+RmC 2a +2RmCCa +R1CCa
R1C +RmC +RmCa
)
(5.59)
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Figure 5.20: (a) Equivalent simplified model of the integrator during the charge trans-
fer. (b) Small-signal representation including noise sources.
This equivalent input voltage is bounded by:
V 2i n,eq < kT
C +Ca
C 2
(
1+
(α
4
−1
) 1
gmRm
)
= kT C +Ca
C 2
(
1+
(α
4
−1
) 1
1+R2gm
)
< α
4
kT
C +Ca
C 2
(5.60)
To summarize, the overall noise during a full clock cycle (pre-charge and charge
transfer) can be related to the input of the integrator summing the equations (5.57)
and (5.59). Considering a simple model for the amplifier (Sv t = 16/3kT /gm), the input
referred noise for a full modulator cycle is:
V 2i n,eq, f ul lc ycl e <
7
3
kT
C +Ca
C 2
(5.61)
5.1.11 Quantizer
After the integrator, the second block of the Σ∆ modulator is the quantizer, also
named comparator in a binary case. A quantizer with a non-binary output is named
multi-levels or multi-bits quantizer.
The use of multi-bits quantizers increases the precision of Σ∆modulators, reducing
the quantization error. They are frequently used in single-loop high-order modulators
for stability reasons [47].
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The main limitations of the converters, besides the assumed sufficient response time,
are the linearity and the hysteresis.
Linearity
As a quantizer is made of real components, the levels are not perfectly distributed,
Fig. 5.21. The linearity error is simply modeled, adding to any ideal level ni dl an error
generated with a probability distribution sigma:
n = ni dl +er r (σ) (5.62)
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Figure 5.21: Linear and non-linear transfer functions.
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Figure 5.22: Non-linear transfer function with hysteresis.
Hysteresis
A way of modeling the hysteresis of the comparator is to define two sets of levels
instead of a single one. The higher levels are defined adding half of the hysteresis to
the original levels (the ones without hysteresis). Similarly, the lower levels are created
subtracting the same value, Fig. 5.22.
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During the quantization, input of the quantizer is compared to the input of the previ-
ous quantization (in a discrete time comparator, to the value one clock cycle earlier).
The higher or the lower levers are selected accordingly.
5.1.12 DAC
The last component in the Σ∆ modulator is the Digital-to-Analog Converter. In a
switched-capacitors circuit, the DAC is usually made of programmable capacitors
whose value depend of the input code, Fig. 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: DAC implementation with switched-capacitors.
As the DAC is a set of capacitors connected to voltage sources (voltage reference) with
switches, there is no specific model for the DAC.
The mismatch between the capacitors of the DAC induces a linearity error. For this
reason, the DAC is one of the most sensitive blocks in multi-level Σ∆modulators.
To restrict the impact of the mismatch of the capacitors, several methods to scramble
the capacitors exist, to average the errors over several clock cycles. These techniques
are grouped under the Dynamic Element Matching (DEM) name.
Ideally, in a DEM, the capacitors should be scrambled randomly. Practically, a random
number generator is hard to implement, and thus, simpler methods have to be used.
The most-common DEM encoders are:
• Barrel shifter: In this method, the capacitors are used in turns, always in the
same order [48].
• Butterfly shuffler: The DEM encoder is made of unit switching cells, cross
connected [49][50].
• Vector feedback [51][52].
• Tree structure encoder: Generic structure with a minimal number of switching
blocks [53][54].
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5.2 Linear Circuit
In the previous sections, a classic approach was introduced to model the sigma-delta
modulator with basic blocks. In the classic approach, sub-circuits are computed se-
quentially. E.g, a second-order two-stages modulator (MASH 1-1) would be simulated,
computing for each clock cycle firstly the output of the first stage and secondly the out-
put of the second stage. The computation of the first stage is completely independent
of the one of the second stage, as the 2nd is not driving the 1st one.
Such an approach is effective to analyze the local non-ideal effects, essentially inside
the integrator. On the other side, it cannot simulate external perturbations, with
digital signals or between distinct blocks. The aim of this section is to built a model
for the whole modulator, including all nodes and all interconnections between nodes.
This model has to: simulate coupling between nodes, easily estimate the impact of a
capacitive mismatch and validate the local digital logic (i.e. all the gates in the analog
block and in the same layout area, but that are not implemented using a synthesized
code).
The first reason of a higher level modeling is either abstraction to ease the compre-
hension, either the mathematical simplification to reduce the computation time of a
simulator. The goal of the model described in this section is to speed up the computa-
tion. In switched-capacitors circuits, an approach in the charge-voltage (QV) regime
is possible, when the useful information in exclusively held in the voltages at the end
of the modulator cycles (stable state). The hypothesis on the circuit are:
• Discrete time: the transient phenomena are not taken into account. The state at
the end of the charge conversion is assumed to be stable.
• Only ideal components are considered: the two states of the switches are either
on (R = 0) or off (R =∞), the capacitors are linear, the amplifiers are linear or
ideal, and the resistances are not taken into account.
The main idea of the proposed model is to split the circuit into two distinct parts,
Fig. 5.24. The first one includes the voltage sources, the capacitors, the switches,
the operational amplifiers and all other linear components. The second one only
includes the quantizers and the high-level (synthesized) logic of the circuit: digital
controls, decimation filters... In a charge-voltage representation, the voltages at the
end of a sequence are related to the initial conditions of the sequence with a system
of linear equations. The complexity to solve the system is O(n3) for classic algorithms
(Gauss-Jordan).
A circuit with switches is generally non-linear. The main idea of this model is to
consider, instead of a non-linear circuit with switches, a collection of linear circuits
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Figure 5.24: Splitting of a circuit into linear (gray) and non-linear (white) subcircuits.
without switches. Each linear sub-circuit is named state and correspond to a particular
configuration of the switches. The number of states of a system is much smaller than
the overall number of cycles of a Σ∆ modulator (typically 3 states for a single-bit
first-order modulator: pre-charge, reference subtracting and reference addition). It is
thus preferable to work with a restricted number of optimized states to minimize the
number of operations to perform during each cycle instead of naively solving a huge
linear system in each cycle.
5.2.1 Matrix Representation
The circuit can be described, as every system of linear equations, with a matrix form.
The system depends of the initialization variables (initial charges/voltages, ~bn), and
of the unknowns are the voltages at equilibrium, ~an . The number of lines n in the
system is equal to the number of nodes in the circuit.
Lnx n~an =Rnx n~bn (5.63)
Each line represents either a voltage source, a closed switch, an amplifier or a charge
conservation equation. A matrix line for a source is empty, except a unique entry equal
to 1. A closed switch has two non-zero entries, 1 and −1. Two lines are necessary to
describe an ideal differential amplifier: the first one defines a symmetry for the output
common-mode (two non-zero entries equal to 1 in the matrix), while the second line
sets the same potential for the two inputs (1 and −1 like the switch). Finally, in a line
for a charge conservation equation, the number of non-zero entries is determined
by the number of capacitors on the node (two capacitors in parallel are viewed as a
unique component).
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Optimization
As stated previously, it is more efficient to optimize the few states (set of linear systems)
of the modulator instead of solving ’from scratch’ a huge linear system during each
cycle. The under-mentioned steps optimize the resolution of the system with a pre-
processing of the states.
Reduction of the number of nodes: Each state is characterized with two matrices L
and R. The size of both matrices is n x n. The first part of the optimization reduces
the matrices size, assigning only one variable per node on the same potential, mainly
active switches and amplifiers inputs. The disconnected nodes are also eliminated at
that time.
Lmx m~am =Rmx m~bm , m ≤ n (5.64)
Inversion of the matrices: the system is rewritten in order to have the output voltages
as a direct function of the inputs.
~am = L−1mx mRmx m~bm = Smx m~bm (5.65)
Before the inversion, the consistency of the matrix has to be checked. The matrix may
not be consistent if there is a wrong connection in the netlist, resulting in too many
or not enough constraints. It is possible to accomplish the inversion only once in a
pre-processing phase as all entries of the matrices L and R are constant. Indeed, these
matrices are filled with unit entries and capacitors values.
Fragmentation: if the resulting matrix is sparse, which is the case when the nodes are
only connected to a few components, it is more efficient to store and compute only
the non-zero entries of the matrix. The matrix is transformed into a linear system of
equations, removing the zero entries, in order to minimize the number of operations
to be performed.
5.3 Conclusion
This chapter detailed the modeling of switched-capacitors Σ∆ converters on the im-
plementation level. The proposed modeling features a description of the component
that is not based on functional blocks, but based on circuit components.
The main challenge of this modeling was to provide accurate models while targeting
a low mathematical complexity, the final goal being to integrate the models in a
simulating software.
The required computing power to solve a system grows with the size of the circuit. As
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the complexity is not increasing linearly with the number of nodes, the most accurate
models cannot be applied directly on the full circuit. A prior partitioning of the circuit
is thus necessary.
A dual approach was considered to overcome this constraint. The integrator was
first analyzed and models including common imperfections were derived. In order
to guarantee a reasonable computing power, the non-ideal effects are addressed
individually.
Global models of modulators were then integrated in a linear simulator. The key
concept to speed up the computations is based on the highly repetitive nature of
Σ∆ converters. As each phase is repeated many times, its simulation can thus be
optimized in a prior processing.
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Mathematical models were developed in the previous chapter. Their implementation
in a simulator dedicated to switched-capacitors ADCs is detailed in this chapter. The
first section reviews the design flow of Σ∆ ADCs and identifies the time consuming
design steps. The software architecture of the simulator is then described, and two
tools - for statistical simulations and capacitive coupling analysis - are introduced.
The last sections of this chapter describe the environment around the simulator
(test-benches) and the use of the simulator in a comparison of architectures.
6.1 Design steps and simulators
While designing a Σ∆ A/D converter, the engineer is usually validating his work
through several design steps. This section details a standard top-down approach.
The goal of each step is described, in the analog and digital domains, and a list of the
available tools is provided.
This section is divided into five portions, from the high-level definition of the architec-
ture up to the validation of the layout of the converter. The design strategy is separated
for the analog and digital aspects of the modulator, whose fundamental elements are
shown in Fig. 6.1.
Modulator
input outputDigital 
Filter
Digital 
Controls config. reg.
clk
Figure 6.1: Analog and digital fundamental elements of a Σ∆ converter.
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6.1.1 Definition of the architecture
Analog: The first step in a top-down design is to roughly determine the architecture
of the modulator with the specifications. The topology is mainly determined by the
quantization noise, setting the order. The available options are:
• Order of the modulator: Determined with the sampling frequency and with
the oversampling frequency. The order should be large enough to lower the
quantization noise below the desired resolution within a number of cycles
determined by the OSR.
• Single-loop / Multiple-loop topology: A structure with multiple stages - MASH -
is more effective to reduce the quantization noise and is stable if the order of
each stage is equal or lower than 2. A single-loop structure is on the other side
more compact, as it only requires one quantizer and lightens significantly the
design constraints on some base blocks, e.g. the DC gain of the amplifiers.
• Feedback or Feedforward structure: A feedback topology requires a good match-
ing between the DACs of each integrator, but save the extra adder of feedforward
structures.
• Number of levels of the quantizer: A quantizer with several levels has many
advantages, as lower quantization noise, better loop stability and reduced dy-
namic power consumption. However, multi-bit architectures require dynamic
matching of the DAC capacitors to compensate the non-linearity introduced by
the mismatch of the unit components.
Digital: Definition and validation of the transfer function of the digital filters in a
high-level language (Matlab code, C code...).
The selection and the validation of an architecture are two relatively complex steps,
due to the non-linear nature of the Σ∆modulators. Many simulators and toolboxes
were created to help the designer making the good choices. The most popular are
probably Richard Schreier’s toolbox [42, 55] and SIMSIDES [43, 56], a simulator devel-
oped in a Matlab Simulink environment by José M. de la Rosa et al. These simulators,
coded in high-level programming languages, provide quickly first results and are thus
well-suited to compare easily various topologies.
6.1.2 Implementation with switched capacitors
Analog: The next step, after the definition of the architecture of the Σ∆modulator is its
implementation with switched capacitors. The architectural comparison of chapter
4 showed that all implementations are not equivalent in terms of noise and power
consumption. The sensitivity to imperfections should not be neglected either.
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Digital: In order to control the modulator, the sequence of the controls driving the
analog block has to be determined. Defining the digital controls may be a trivial task
for classic Σ∆ converters with a limited number of phases. The control of incremental
converters is, in contrast, much more complex, especially if it is combined with special
implementations. The complexity is increasing with the number of independent
digital commands. E.g. the incremental ADC implemented in the end of this thesis
has more than fifty different states, while a Σ∆modulator may only have two.
In order to validate the switched capacitors implementation, transistor level simula-
tors are most of the time used. To speed up the simulation and as the sub-circuits are
not yet designed with transistors, macroblocks are used instead of amplifiers, voltage
sources, current sources, quantizers...
The simulation time of a converter modeled with macroblocks is much more impor-
tant than the simulation time with a high-level simulator. The main reason is the
continuous-time simulation of a discrete-time converter. During each cycle of the
ADC, and depending of the defined precision for the voltages and currents, transistor-
level simulators compute many points. The density of points is especially high during
the transients, when the signals are strongly varying due to the charge transfer. These
simulators are thus not well-suited to compare and select implementations with
switched capacitors. Moreover, it is often not possible to estimate easily the impact of
non-ideal effects using such simulators.
6.1.3 Implementation of the digital blocks
The aim of this step is to validate the low-level coding and the synthesis of the digital
function with digital simulators.
Analog: In order to be compatible with the digital simulators, a model of the modulator
is written in a low-level programming language such as vhdl, vhdl-ams, verilog...
Digital: The filters and digital control are written with a code synthesizable with
logic gates. The digital part is validated using the analog models written in the same
language.
The classic simulation and synthesis tool are used, e.g. Modelsim, RTL compiler,
Encounter, Olympus... The digital simulators are fast as they are event driven, which
allows an efficient and quick validation of the digital implementation.
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6.1.4 Design of the analog blocks
Analog: The basic blocks constituting the modulator are created and validated in-
dependently according to their respective specifications. The main blocks are the
amplifiers, the quantizers, the current sources for the biasing and the voltage sources
for 1) the common-mode, 2) the cascode transistors biasing and 3) eventually for the
reference.
Digital: If necessary and depending on the design, additional delays due to the imple-
mentation with transistors should be evaluated. If the digital is powered by a supply
voltage lower than the voltage of the gates, the level shifters or bootstrap circuits
introduce a delay. It is often required to ensure that the controls reach the switches in
a correct order. Local non-overlap circuits inside the blocks may be implemented.
The simulators used in this step are transistor level simulators as Spectre, Eldo... The
validation of the individual blocks is fast as the sub-circuits only contain a limited
number of transistors. Moreover, as most of the elementary blocks are not discrete
time, a first sizing and validation iteration is efficiently performable with very fast AC
simulation. The slower transient simulation is then kept for the final validation of the
blocks.
6.1.5 Post-layout validation
During the drawing of the layout, the performances of each element of the modulator
are evaluated individually. The required simulations are fast as long as each block
contains a small number of nodes.
Analog: A problematic step, as it requires a very important simulation time, is the
validation of the full modulator including the parasitic components extracted from the
layout. Mixed-mode simulators such as ADVanceMS are used, simulating both analog
and digital part with specific simulators. This approach is particularly efficient if many
transistors are included in the digital part, which is more and more frequent with
recent processes. The main disadvantage of the validation of the parasitic coupling
from the layout with a low-level simulator is the delay between successive iterations. A
few days up to several weeks are often required to get only a few points of the transfer
function.
Digital: The last action for the digital is the validation of the A/D and D/A interfaces
of the full modulator (i.e. the interfaces between the synthesized blocks and the
modulator). A simulation of a few clock cycles of the modulator with an analog
simulator allows checking after the synthesis and the layout that the sequence of the
digital controls on the gates of the switches is correct.
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6.1.6 Summary of the design steps
The table 6.1 summarizes the design steps of a Σ∆ A/D converter with switched
capacitors, including the commonly used tools in each step.
View Analog Task Digital Task Tools
High level Definition of Definition and verif. Matlab / Simulink
the architecture of the digital filter toolboxes
Analog Definition of the Definition and Low-level
Implementation implementation verification of simulator with
the control signals macroblocks
Digital Digital models Coding / validation Digital simulators
Implementation of the analog of the VHDL/verilog and
blocks implementation synthesizers
Transistor level Design and Integration of the Mixed-mode
validation of levelshifters and simulator
the blocks bootstrap circuits
Layout Post-layout Check of the D/A Transistor-level
validation of and A/D interfaces simulator
the sub-blocks
Table 6.1: Main design steps of a Σ∆ ADC with a top-down procedure.
A fast design is guaranteed if each step is either using a fast simulator, or including
a minimal number of iteration (validation only). With this definition, two steps are
problematic in the simulation flow, table 6.1.
• The validation of the implementation. A low-level continuous-time simulator is
used. It is thus not possible to evaluate the quality of the selected implementa-
tion using many iterations.
• The verification of the parasitic coupling. It is especially important for switched
capacitors circuits in which parasitic capacitors may directly create charge errors
and degrade the resolution of the converter. The classic validation of the full
layout of the modulator is only performed at the end of the design and requires
an enormous validation time after each enhancement of the layout to reduce
parasitic coupling.
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6.2 Specifications
The simulator has to fulfill the following specifications, on top of the previously defined
features:
• Implementation of the models defined in the previous chapter
• Easy definition of a new architectures. The architecture and the simulator core
have to be located in separate files
• The simulator has to compute, for a given configuration, an INL or an FFT,
depending on the modulator operating mode (incremental, sigma-delta).
• The simulator configuration options are located in a text file. The simulation
results are also exported to text files, Fig. 6.2.
• The simulator has to be designed for fast simulations. In addition to the op-
timizations defined in the modelling chapter, a smart management of both
memory and IOs has to be used.
Options text file
INL / FFT
C++ Simulator
Output text files Digital Filters
SimulationInitialisation
Figure 6.2: IOs and main processing functions of the simulator.
The C++ programming language has been selected as it is object oriented (to define
easily a new architecture), compiled (for speed) and with a strong variable casting (for
the memory management).
6.3 Simulator Core
The simulator is made of three relatively distinct major parts:
• The upper part includes the IOs with the configuration and output files, the
management of the successive conversions (stair-shaped input) for the INL, and
the computation of the INL and of the FFT.
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• The integrator-based simulator.
• The simulator based on a linear view of the entire modulator.
A graphical representation of the objects (classes) of the simulator is shown in Fig.
6.3, where the separation of the three main parts is specified. The integrator-based
simulator is in blue, the linear simulator in green and the common objects in gray.
The specific classes of a generic architecture XYZ (orange) are easily discernible. An
object inside an other one inherits the functions and variables from the parent class.
6.3.1 Simulator - Top Classes
In this part, the configuration file is first read, and stored into memory (option class).
The simulator instantiates then a modulator for the selected architecture and, de-
pending on the desired simulation (incremental or sigma-delta) creates a stair signal
or a sine wave to drive the modulator. Once the conversion performed, the simulator
exports into text files the ADC digital output, the INL or the FFT and several high-level
parameters (ENOB, STD, Best Fit slope, offset...). These parameters are summarized
in Fig. 6.6, in the application section (6.4).
The classes of this part are:
• Options: The internal representation of the configuration text file
• Techno: The process specific parameters are stored in this object
• TSignal: A sampled signal object. The signals are described by two variables,
amplitude and time. The class includes functions to compute the INL and the
FFT of a signal.
• Main: The program starts here. This is not an object, but the main instantiations
are created and the ADC conversions are driven from here.
6.3.2 Simulator - Architecture Classes
For each architecture XYZ, a dual view is created. If the integrator-based models are
used, the ADC is made of one or several stages (classes Stage_XYZ_1, Stage_XYZ_2...),
and each stage instantiates one or several integrators, DACs and one quantizer. The
stages are connected together in a modulator (class ModXYZ). The digital filter of the
XYZ architecture is in an upper class (ModGen_XYZ) because it is common to the
integrator-based model and to the linear circuit model.
The architecture definition class for a linear circuit (LCG_ModXYZ) defines the com-
ponents of the circuit: analog nodes, digital signals, capacitors, switches, amplifiers,
sources and logic gates. The states of the linear circuit as well as the sequence of the
digital controls are defined.
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Figure 6.3: Classes of the simulator. Connections are inheritance from parent class.
Colors are used to distinguish the two simulators (blue - green), the definition of the
topology (orange) and common files (gray).
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The architecture specific classes are:
• Stage_XYZ: A stage of the modulator. The switches, capacitors, amplifiers and
integrators are instantiated. The conversion sequence for the stage is also
defined.
• ModXYZ: Instantiation of the stages and connection of the stages together.
• LCG_ModXYZ: Creation of the components of the linear circuit, of the states
and of the digital sequence.
• ModGen_XYZ: Definition of the digital filter.
The abstract class Modulator is not related to a specific architecture XYZ, but it pro-
vides a template to create the architectures and defines a common interface for all
architecture to communicate with the classes of the upper part.
6.3.3 Simulator - Integrator Classes
This subsection describes the behavior of the core of the simulator based on the
integrator. When the architecture is created, each stage (class Stage_XYZ) instantiates
the basic components: switches, capacitors, DACs and amplifiers. The model of the
integrator defined in the previous chapter only includes closed switches. As shown
in the model definition, an integrator with several phases can be replaced with a set
of integrators without any phases (Fig. 5.3). Several instances of the integrator class
are thus created per real integrator, one for each phase. The base components of the
integrator are not copied when the integrators are instantiated, as some elements are
shared between the instances (typically the feedback capacitors and the integrator).
Implementation is done with pointers.
Three states are defied in the integrator: pre-charge, charge transfer and reset. The
class of the integrator includes thus three functions to solve these three states. In
the two first states, the input variables are the potential Va and Vb . When one of
these functions is called, the integrator applies a model of the previous chapter. The
selection of the model to use is defined in the configuration file (see section 6.4.1).
The voltages at the end of the phase are computed and the load of the capacitors are
updated.
The specific classes of this section are:
• Comparator: Compares the differential input signal to defined levels. During
the creation of the comparator, the value of the thresholds is generated, accord-
ing to the number of levels, to the hysteresis and to a standard deviation for the
internal components mismatch.
• Switch: The switches (transmission gates) are initialized with their physical
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dimensions Wn , Wp , Ln and Lp . Functions are included to compute the on-
resistance and the charge distribution when the clock feed-through model is
used.
• Amplifier: The amplifier is defined with a DC gain, an offset, a biasing cur-
rent, an output common-mode and saturation voltages. Several gain functions
(section 5.1.4) and the corresponding derivative are available.
• Capacitor: A capacitor is defined with its value and with the non-linearity
coefficients, alpha and beta. The base value is altered during initialization with
a dispersion sigma, taking into account the number of unit components.
• CapacitorEq: In this particular class of capacitors (inherits of the Capacitor
class), the capacitance value is editable. This class is used in the multi-level
DACs to implement DEM algorithms.
• DAC: This class is defined as an integrator with editable input capacitors (with
CapacitorEq). The previous state of the DAC is stored into memory for the DEM
algorithms.
• Integrator: Implements the charge transfer, pre-charge and reset functions.
During the creation of an integrator, pre-computed matrices are stored in the
program memory (see chapter 5).
6.3.4 Simulator - Linear Circuit
The steps to create a linear circuit are: the analog and digital nodes are firstly created,
each analog node is named. The digital signals are named and are referenced to the
two digital power potentials, corresponding to the logic levels. The instances of the
components are then created for the sources, capacitors, switches and amplifiers.
Each instance is named and the name of the nodes are used to connect the ports of
the instances.
The last step in the definition of an architecture is the creation of a list containing the
states (for each state, the active controls are listed). The conversion sequence is then
created, indicating in which order the states are used. This sequence is included in
the function called from the upper part (section 6.3.2) to perform a conversion.
In addition to theses mandatory components in the linear circuit, other elements
have been put in the simulator to ease the coding of an architecture.
Objects for digital gates are included. The main advantage of using digital gates is
the definition of internal digital signals. Nodes are easily added and above all, the
definition of the states is simplified, defining only the digital inputs of the modulator.
The status of the digital internal nodes of the modulator is computed while the states
are initialized; the digital nodes are connected to the digital supplies through switches.
The second major feature to facilitate the definition of an architecture is the introduc-
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tion of sub-circuits. With sub-circuits, the view is hierarchical and existing blocks are
reused. A sub-circuit is defined identically to an architecture, adding nodes, compo-
nents, logic gates, sub-circuits and ports for the connections.
The last feature in the definition of an architecture is the import of parasitic capacitors,
extracted from the layout of the modulator. The import requires identical naming
of the nodes and of the hierarchy in the transistor level simulator netlist and in the
high-level linear circuit netlist. If a node is misnamed, the related capacitors are not
created. This feature adds readily many capacitors (typically more than 10k capacitors
in the designed ADC, chapter 7). Sort function have been implemented to speed
up the identification of problematic capacitors. This feature is used in the layout
validation of the ADC in the next chapter.
Once all the components are added into the circuit, the simulator is creating, during
initialization, an internal structure connecting the components together (pointers are
used, e.g to list in an instance of a node, the components connected to this node). The
optimized matrices of the states are then created to alleviate the computation load for
each cycle. A conversion is driven with the modulator input signal, as well as in the
integrator-based simulator.
A simplified view of the simulation flow of a full conversion using the linear simulator
is shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Simulation flow of the linear simulator.
The classes for the simulation of linear circuits are:
• LinearCircuit: Abstract class for the definition of a specific architecture. It holds
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the instantiated components. Several functions are available to simplify the
creation of the states ant to add sub-circuits.
• State: When a state is created, the matrices are created from the configuration
of the switches. For each state, the matrix is optimized (section 5.2.1) and stored
in the memory. At each iteration, the current state is called to compute the new
voltages of the circuit.
• Node: Node of the circuit (analog). It is characterized with a voltage and is con-
nected to components (instances). Each line of a matrix of a state is computed
from a node.
• Node_dig: Digital node. In addition to the Node properties, the digital node has
a logic state and is driven by two digital switches. The first one being connected
to the ground, the second one to the digital power supply.
• Source_Idl: Instance of an ideal voltage source, with two pins.
• Ampli_Idl: Instance of a ideal differential amplifier, five ports with the common-
mode.
• Cap_Idl: Ideal capacitor, characterized with a capacitance and a charge. During
initialization, a statistical distribution is applied to model component mismatch.
• Switch_Idl, Switch_Idl_ana and Switch_Idl_dig: Classes for the transmission
gates (analog switches) and digital signal drivers (digital switches). The analog
switches have three ports (in-out-gate) while the digital one only have two ports
(in-out) and a logic state.
• Instance: Generic class for the capacitors, sources, amplifiers and switches. The
common attributes (list of ports, information of the type of instance) are stored
here.
• Inv, Nand, Nor, Anr and Gate: Definition of logic gates, there is one class for
each sort of gate. Each gate has a list of digital input signals and one output,
these variables are stored in the parent class, Gate.
• Subckt: Structure used to define sub-circuits, in order to reuse some blocks
from an architecture to another. A sub-circuit may contain instances (capacitors,
switches...) logic gates and sub-circuits. Local analog and digital nodes are also
definable.
• Object: Parent class of all named classes. Finds an instance in a list with its
name.
• Capa: Interface class used for the import of parasitic capacitors from a spice
netlist. This class is not mandatory in the operation of the linear simulator, but
imports capacitors from a text file containing the extracted layout.
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6.4 Applications
6.4.1 Testbenches
Several testbenches were defined to provide a test environment for the simulator, all
testbenches were coded with Matlab. The aim of the benches is usually to vary a single
parameter and to ask the C++ simulator to compute the transfer function, the INL or
the FFT of the ADC with a specific set of parameter. The simulator is called for each
iteration of the bench parameter(s).
Options text file
INL / FFT
C++ SimulatorMatlab Testbench
Output text files
Options
Display Digital Filters
SimulationInitialisation
Figure 6.5: Block view of the communication with the simulator.
The Matlab testbenches communicate with the simulator through text files, Fig. 6.5.
For each iteration in the testbench, an option file is created. This file is then read
by the simulator and the output of the ADC is computed along with a few high-level
parameters (ENOB, gain error, offset, std...) and stored is a simulation database where
each file is solely defined by the option used. Once all the conversions are performed,
the testbench displays the result (usually the ENOB) according to the bench parameter.
Remark: The ENOB is usually defined with the SNR or SNDR. This work is however
focused on ultra-high resolution converters for instrumentation. Static characteristics
and in particular the linearity of the converters are the key targets. In this chapter,
another definition of the ENOB is used, based on the static transfer function of the
ADC, Fig. 6.6.
A converter is reaching a given linearity if its output is located within the ±0.5LSB
range. The static definition of the ENOB based on the linearity of the converter is thus
based on the maximal error in the INL:
E NOB = log2
(
V f ul l scale
Ver r or,max
)
(6.1)
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Figure 6.6: Definition of gain error, offset error, INL error from the transfer function
(left) and Peak-Peak and RMS resolution (right).
The full-scale is proportional to the reference voltage. A value for V f ul l scale = 2Vr e f is
firstly supposed before evaluating the architectures. The maximal error is extracted
from the INL and is named ’Peak-Peak resolution’ in Fig. 6.6.
For the simulations including noise, the ENOB is based on the standard deviation
of the INL, named ’Mean resolution’ in Fig. 6.6. The computation is similar to the
standard based on the SNR. The noise level is based on the mean noise power of the
INL on the full input range.
6.4.2 Mismatch Analysis
The first application example of the linear simulator is the evaluation of the resolution
of an ADC withcapacitive mismatch. Component mismatch is one of the main limita-
tions of the resolution of ADC. Successive approximation and flash converters are very
sensitive, while dual/multi slopes or Σ∆ structures are less as they use a reduced num-
ber of components. In a switched-capacitors Σ∆ circuit, the main mismatch sources
are the capacitors. Depending on the capacitor dimensions, the standard deviation of
the statistical distribution is given, for two identical capacitors by: σcap =σ0/
p
W L,
where σ0, expressed in [% ·µm], is a technology dependant mismatch factor.
The simulation flow of the testbench and of the simulator to perform a statistical anal-
ysis on a full system, is shown in Fig. 6.7. The core of this tool is the aforementioned
simulator. It includes the following steps:
• User specifications of the mismatch coefficient and of the ideal circuit
• Generation, for each run, of a circuit with a statistical distribution for the capac-
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itors
• Simulation and outputs processing. In an ADC, the outputs can be the transfer
function, resolution (ENOB), INL, DNL, gain error...
• Histograms generation and computation of dispersion values (mean and vari-
ance) of each characteristic of the circuit
Display / export 
to files
High level 
schematic
Mismatch
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Schematic 
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Outputs 
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User Input Run k Post-prosessing / display
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Figure 6.7: Monte-Carlo simulation flow.
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Figure 6.8: Schematic of a MASH 1-1 Σ∆modulator.
For example, a statistical analysis is performed on an incremental second-order cas-
caded Σ∆, Fig. 6.8. This fast simulator is suitable for high-resolution Σ∆ ADCs as a
large number of clock cycles is necessary, especially to run Monte-Carlo simulations.
The following modulator characteristics are extracted after each run: the gain and
offset errors are given by the transfer function, Fig. 6.6 left; mean (RMS) and Peak-to-
Peak (P-P) resolutions (ENOB) are extracted from the INL, which is the error after gain
and offset correction, Fig. 6.6 right.
Figure 6.9 shows simulated results for the MASH11 converter with a mismatch factor
σcap = 2%. The asymmetry in the RMS resolution is due to the 20 bits quantization
noise limitation.
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Figure 6.9: Statistical distributions of gain and offset error, P-P and RMS resolution for
a cascaded Σ∆ ADC. Set of 500 samples.
6.4.3 Parasitic Coupling
A classic design scheme, Fig. 6.10, starts with a high-level topology to size the blocks
and then draws the circuit layout. Once all these steps are finished and the blocks are
validated, a last verification of the full system using an extracted netlist is performed,
as long as the size of the circuit allows it. As the layouts of the sub-circuits are tested
individually, the basic use of such a simulation is to test interconnections between
blocks. The extracted netlist provides information on line resistances and on parasitic
coupling between the circuit nodes.
As these simulations are extremely slow, sometimes lasting for several days, any
problem caused by a parasitic coupling triggers a significant delay in the circuit
design, or even worse, if the error is not seen or identified, a problem in the integrated
circuit.
This section introduces a CAD tool to: I) automatically identify the sensitive parasitic
coupling from a high-level schematic, thereby providing advice for the layout; II)
identify in a fast and efficient way a parasitic coupling-related problem from the
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Figure 6.10: Top-down design flow and contribution of the tool for parasitic coupling.
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Figure 6.11: Parasitic coupling simulation flow.
Automatic identification of sensitive nodes: the identification procedure, Fig. 6.11,
takes a high-level schematic as a parameter, and then simulates the circuit for each
possible coupling between two nodes. A classification is then performed to determine
the most sensitive couplings. As the number of simulations is increasing in O(n2),
the user can specify a node subset to be analysed: i) all nodes, ii) excluding coupling
between digital signals (controls), iii) exclusively analog or iv) a custom set.
Efficient layout coupling analysis: An interface is provided to import the parasitic ca-
pacitors from a layout-extracted Spice file. As in the automatic coupling identification,
a new circuit including these capacitors is generated. A set of sorting functions is
available, allowing the exclusion or inclusion of some nodes. Compared to a classic
simulation, this set of features, combined with the speed of the simulator, provides
a fast and efficient debugging tool. Fig. 6.12 shows an example of parasitic coupling
restricting the resolution of a MASH11 incremental converter (Fig. 6.8).
The results obtained with the implemented simulator are compared to a measure-
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ment and to a classic simulator. The simulation setup included 50 nodes and over 500
capacitors. It required 2s and 1MB RAM to perform the 221 clock cycles on a single
3GHz CPU core, including initialization and post-processing. The transistor level
simulator with macro blocks took several hours for 218 clock cycles and would take
more than one month using transistors (1h/28 clock cycles).
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Figure 6.12: INL error of a Σ∆ ADC with a parasitic coupling problem. Left: using pro-
posed tool. Middle: using a transistor level simulator with macro blocks for amplifiers,
comparators, etc. Right: measured INL. The asymmetry in the middle graph is due to
a lower number of points.
6.4.4 Comparison of Architectures
The use of a fast software allows to readily compare various architectures. Such a
comparison, in addition to provide utilization examples of the simulator, is pointing
the weaknesses of each topology. The final goal is to combine the advantages of the
architectures to design a new one, in the next chapter.
The architectures to compare were selected according to their differences. While the
order of the four topologies is comparable (2nd and 3rd order), the connections of the
input and between the stages are dissimilar. The phases and digital sequences are
also different. Two published academic architectures and two commercial ones are
compared. The architectures are:
• 2nd Order: Architecture from the industry with a single second-order loop and
distinct capacitor for the signal and for the reference.
• 2nd Order Boser: This published architecture [57] is also a single second-order
structure. Its particularity is the sharing of the input capacitors (in both inte-
grators) between the input signal and the reference. This architecture is named
2ndOrderBos in the figures.
• MASH 1-1: Second-order cascaded commercial architecture. This architecture
is named MASH2 in the code and in the figures.
• MASH 2-1: Third-order published architecture [58] with a first loop including
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two integrators and a first-order second stage. The 2nd stage has three input: for
the signal from the first stage and for DACs (reference) of both first and second
stages.
Remark: Reset switches were added in all architectures to simulate in sigma-delta as
well as in incremental mode.
OSR
The first criterion of comparison between the architectures is the quantization noise
and the OSR. In this simulation, the four architectures are compared with the linear
simulator and the integrator-based simulator. The results are displayed in Fig. 6.13. As
expected, the results are identical with both simulation approaches as the modulator
is not including any imperfection.
In the legend of the figure, the plots generated with the linear circuit simulator are
referenced with the prefix LC.
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Figure 6.13: Quantization noise limitation of the four selected architectures.
DC Gain
Simulation results with finite DC gain of the first amplifier are plotted in Fig. 6.14. In
all architectures a finite DC gain has an impact on the gain error (Fig. 6.14-right), while
the linearity of the converter suffers from an insufficient DC gain only in cascaded
architectures. The plot 6.15 shows that the degradation of the INL in the MASH 1-1
architecture is the most critical in the mid-scale region. The DNL of the MASH 1-
1 is thus heavily impacted by a poor DC gain as the peaks in the INL are here the
consequence of flat area in the transfer function.
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Figure 6.14: Evolution of the resolution with a finite DC gain in the first amplifier.
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Figure 6.15: Simulated INL of the MASH 1-1 architecture with a finite DC gain in the
first amplifier, 80dB.
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Figure 6.16: Evolution of the resolution with a finite DC gain in the second amplifier.
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The second amplifier is less critical. While the linearity is almost the same than in the
first amplifier, Fig. 6.16-left, the gain error is almost not affected, Fig. 6.16-right.
If the linearity is the main target and if the gain error of the ADC is compensated by
calibration, it appears that a DC gain lower than 60 dB may be sufficient to reach a
resolution of 20 bits in single loop architectures. One should however be aware that
any variation of the gain of the amplifier may degrade the resolution.
Noise
The thermal noise is mainly related to the size of the input capacitors (V ∼=
p
kT /C
for a simple input). It is possible to average this noise increasing the number of clock
cycles, either with a higher OSR or by averaging several samples. The measurement of
the resolution of the Σ∆ ADC according the integrated capacitor OSR ·C determines
the limit between the quantization noise and the thermal noise. Moreover, if the
power consumption is directly proportional to the input capacitors, a measurement
with a constant OSR ·C is like a measurement with a constant energy.
The evolution of both quantization noise and thermal noise with the architecture is
shown in Fig. 6.17. The OSR ·C product is constant for each curve (i.e. the capacitors
in a curve for and OSR equal to 210 are 4 times smaller than the capacitors in the same
curve with an OSR equal to 28).
Two curves are displayed in Fig. 6.17. In the right plot, the capacitors are 64 times
larger than in the left one. The dimensions of the input capacitors of the first stage are
identical in all the architectures.
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Figure 6.17: Evolution of the resolution with a constant integrated capacitor (Ci nOSR
product). The right plot shows a thermal noise 8 times lower as the capacitors are 64
times larger.
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Settling time
The settling of the integrators is related to the oversampling frequency, the size of the
capacitors and the biasing current of the amplifiers.
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Figure 6.18: Impact of the settling time on the linearity and gain error.
The settling conditions are thus displayed, Fig. 6.18, according to a voltage, V = ts I /C .
Non-linear Capacitors
Simulations were driven with a variation of the non-linear coefficients of the capaci-
tors. The non-linearity of the capacitors induces smooth non-linear effect in the INL,
without any consequences on the DNL. An example is shown in Fig. 6.19. The impact
of the first-order parameter α is displayed, for the four architectures, in Fig. 6.20-left
while the second-order coefficient β is shown in Fig. 6.20-right. In both plots, one
of the input was constant (set to Vcm), while a sweep was applied on the second one.
The results are thus sensitive as well to the variations of the input common-mode.
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Figure 6.19: Simulation example with 1st and 2nd order nonlinearity
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Figure 6.20: Variation of the first-order (left) and of the second-order (right) voltage
coefficient of the non-linear capacitors.
Parasitic Capacitors
A comparison of the sensibility of the four topologies to the parasitic capacitors was
conducted, adding a 1pF capacitor between each pair of nodes. The testbench follows
the simulation flow defined in the section 6.4.3, Fig. 6.11. As an example, observed
effects are displayed in Fig. 6.21.
Figure 6.21: Distortions of the INL due to parasitic capacitors.
These examples show a large variety of impacts on the INL. The extra capacitor may
have a strong impact on the DNL, visible with spikes in the INL or induce a smooth
variation of the INL or even create a gain error as in the bottom-right plot. The unre-
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alistic scale, up to several kLSB/20b is due to the artificially large parasitic capacitor
(1pF) added in the bench. Such a large value was used in order not to miss a sensitive
coupling, shadowed by the quantization noise.
In order to allow a comparison, in all architectures the input capacitors have the
same value. Depending on the simulated resolution the coupling is reported to be
sensitive or not (threshold sort). The number reported in Table. 6.2 is given without
any correlation with the number of nodes in the circuit. It is important to notice that,
most of the time, it is possible to avoid the parasitic couplings with a proper layout.
Nevertheless, the effort to check and fix the layout is more important if the amount of
sensitive coupling is larger.
Summary
The comparison of the four architectures is summarizes in Table 6.2. The required
performances are in each case reported for resolutions of 18 and 20 bits.
Table 6.2: Comparison of four architectures.
Topology 2nd Order 2nd Order Bos. MASH11 MASH21
Input S-R1 #4-#4 #1 #6-#4 #2-#2
18bits 20bits 18bits 20bits 18bits 20bits 18bits 20bits
log2(OSR) 11 12 11 12 10 11 8 9
Ci nOSR [pF] 83 1330 168 2690 65 1050 222 3550
I0Ts/C 46 37 32 37
[µAµs/pF ]
Sensitive
9 3 68 29
coupling
DC Gain 1
41 53 45 57 94 106 40 56
[dB ]
DC Gain 2
52 64 45 58 48 60 49 63
[dB ]
Capa, β 4E-6 1E-6 4E-6 1E-6 4E-6 1E-6 4E-6 1E-6
Capa, α 4E-6 1E-6 2E-6 8E-6 4E-6 1E-6 2E-6 8E-6
1
Refer to the input configurations defined in chapter 4. The first one is for the signal input and the
second one is for the reference input.
This comparison shows that the MASH 1-1 architecture is the most efficient one in
terms of energy per conversion as it has the lowest Ci nOSR value and is the fastest
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(I0Ts/C value). This performance is reached as it implements an input configuration
with crossed inputs.
This architecture is however very sensitive to the matching between the analog imple-
mentation and the digital filter. The effect is mainly visible for capacitive mismatch
and for limited DC gain. The next drawbacks of this architecture are a higher sensitiv-
ity to the common-mode, visible in the first-order voltage coefficient of the capacitors,
α and the worst sensitivity to parasitic capacitors. Both effects are related to the type
#6-#4 implementation of the first stage.
The second most efficient (Energy/Conversion) topology is the single-loop second-
order one ’2nd Order’. Its type #4 inputs provide a fair thermal noise level with a well
balanced load on the first amplifier in each phase. As the input #6 of the MASH 1-1, it
is also sensitive to variations of the common-mode.
The middling power efficiency of the last second-order architecture, ’2nd Order Boser’
is mainly due to the implementation #1. While the noise performance is comparable
to the one obtained with the previous implementations, the current consumption of
the first amplifier is higher. The cause is the poor load balancing on this input type in
a single-bit configuration.
The least efficient topology is the MASH 2-1. The main reasons are the type #2 imple-
mentation, that doubles the noise power, and the use of a higher order architecture. In
a third-order architecture, the thermal noise power is approximately 1.4 times larger
than in a second-order structure and 1.8 times larger than in a first-order topology.
6.4.5 Conclusion
The first part of this chapter described the implementation of the models previously
developed with a high-level object oriented programming language, C++. Both simu-
lation approaches - based on the integrator and on linear circuits - were coded and
grouped into a single simulator.
Three main considerations were driving the coding effort:
• Separation of the core of the simulator and of the files describing the architec-
ture. The massive use of objects and of inheritance allowed a minimization of
the files to create in order to add a new architecture. A common environment for
all architectures is defined into the parent classes. This separation simplifies a
lot the creation of a new architecture and sets the bases of an external definition
of the architecture: the topology could be created in an external graphical user
interface or be imported through a text file.
• Common interface. Whatever the architecture or the simulation mode, the con-
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figuration of the simulator is identical. The main benefit is the use of identical
testbenches to compare readily various architectures and simulation modes.
The testbenches were not integrated into the simulator. They were written with
an executed language - Matlab - to be easily modified and to spare compilation
time.
• Fast simulator. In addition to the mathematical optimizations defined in the
previous chapter to reduce the complexity of the computations, special care
was taken with the memory management to speed up the simulator.
With this in mind, the post-processing (INL/FFT and computation of the high-
level characteristics) is also computed into the compiled simulator.
The simulator was then tested and validated, comparing it with an existing circuit. Two
tools, until now not available on this modeling level, were created. The first one runs
statistical simulations to evaluate the matching of the capacitors into Σ∆ converters.
The second one identifies, prior to the layout, the sensitive parasitic coupling and
evaluates the quality of the layout, once this one drawn, with an import of an extracted
netlist.
The last section of this chapter was dedicated to the comparative study of four archi-
tectures. For each non-ideal effect, the linearity and the gain error were evaluated.
These simulations showed on one hand the scope of this simulator, and, on the other
hand, evaluated the quality of each architecture. Modeling on the switched capacitor
level showed - in addition to the differences related to the architectures - that the
implementation contributes also a lot to the overall performance.
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This chapter presents the design of the sigma-delta modulator. The architecture is
first defined, the main components are then sized and the digital filters are finally
detailed. The selection of the topology and the specifications of the blocks are guided
by the comparison of architectures done in the previous chapter.
The Σ∆modulator is part of a full acquisition chain, Fig. 7.1, including a front-end,
digital controls and the digital filters required to decode the output streams of the
modulator. The next chapter is dedicated to the design of the front-end while the last
section of this chapter covers the design of the filters.
Modulator
input outputDigital 
Filter
Digital Controls
Front-end
Figure 7.1: Acquisition chain.
7.1 Specifications
The process for this circuit is a standard CMOS 180nm - 1.8V. The additional options
are the following:
• Process: TSMC018
• Transistors thick oxide: 3.3V P/NMOS
• Resistors: high-poly
• Six metal layers
• Capacitors: MIM plate capacitors on top metal layers
• Digital cells 3.3V: CSL6.1K library
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The circuit is divided into two main parts, with two distinct supply voltage levels. The
digital section is powered with a 1.8V supply while the analog blocks are 3.3V powered.
The lower 1.8V supply reduces the size and the power consumption of the digital.
The modulator should operate with a power supply voltage Vdd a between 1.8V and
3.6V and in an extended temperature range. When the power supply is low (<3.0V), an
internal voltage source, Vddh , is generated with a charge pump. This voltage source,
sized to lower the on-resistance of analog transmission gates, cannot be connected to
a static load as it does not deliver enough current.
Symbol Description Min Max Unit
Vdda Analog power supply 1.8 3.6 V
Vddh Internal power supply 3.0 3.6 V
Temp Temperature -40 125 ˚C
Table 7.1: Operating conditions.
The specifications of the ADC are provided in table 7.2. The main ones are a 20
bits resolution at a sample rate of 64Sps and a current consumption of 120µA. The
modulator should also meet a second set of requirements with a faster sample rate,
2kSps, but at a lower resolution of 16 bits.
Symbol Description Min Typ. Max Unit
Res ADC resolution 6 22 bit
Fs Oversampling frequency 32 1000 1250 kHz
ENOB Resolution @ 64 Sps 20 bit
Resolution @ 2 kSps 16
DNL Differential Non Linearity ± 0.5 LSB
INL Integral Non Linearity ± 15 LSB
Ipower Current consumption 120 µA
Gain Signal/Ref. amplification 1/8 1 16 -
Table 7.2: Block specifications.
The oversampling frequency, the resolution as well as the power consumption have
to be programmable by the user. The programmability of the modulator is further
detailed in the next sections.
7.2 Selection of the architecture
The selection of the topology is based on the comparative study of several architectures
performed in the previous chapter.
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7.2.1 Structure
One of the high-level decisions is the choice between a feedback and a feedforward
structure. As this thesis is focused on switched capacitors implementations of the
modulators, feedback and feedforward structures were not compared in the previous
chapter analysis.
A feedback structure has been selected for the following reasons:
• The number of analog components is smaller. The modulator has no extra
adder.
• High-level simulation with the designed tool estimated the required matching of
the capacitors and validated the dimensions of the capacitors for the reference.
• The comparative study of the last chapter covered only feedback topologies.
The design is thus safer for a better-known structure.
7.2.2 OSR - Ci n
In a low-noise low-power design, the noise level of the modulator should be dominated
by the thermal noise and not by the quantization noise, as the thermal noise power is
inversely proportional to the power consumption.
The reduction of the quantization noise is usually done without increasing too much
the power consumption, increasing the order of the modulator or using a quantizer
with more levels.
The thermal noise of the modulator is mainly set by the product Ci nOSR of the first
integrator. The choice of the OSR and of the size of the capacitors is determined with
the available surface for the capacitive arrays of the first integrator. The size of the
capacitors is a tradeoff between the surface of the first stage, the capacitor matching
and the sensitivity to parasitic capacitors. Rough values may be estimated at this step,
without knowing the architecture of the modulator. For a resolution of 20 bits, input
capacitors of a few pF and an OSR between 210 and 213 are required.
7.2.3 Topology - Order
As the OSR is roughly known, the order of the converter can be estimated. A first-order
converter is not suited as the quantization noise level would be too high compared
the thermal noise. The second-order structure requires an OSR between 210 and
212 to reach a resolution of 20 bits, a third-order architecture is thus not necessary.
In addition to the power consumption added by the extra stages, the thermal noise
level of higher-order architecture is worse. This is a consequence of the non-uniform
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weighting of the samples (samples at the oversampling frequency).
The structures with one or several multi-level quantizers were also excluded in this
design as the mismatch of the capacitors of the DAC for the reference strongly limits
the resolution; the advantages of the multi-bit (lower quantization noise, lower sta-
bility and lower power consumption) do not compensate for the degradation of the
linearity.
Optimal decoding was also not implemented. Indeed this design is dominated by the
thermal noise. In such a situation, an optimal filter is not efficient as it firstly reduces
only the quantization noise level and secondly would require a large computation
power1.
Second-order cascade modulators, with two first-order loops (MASH 1-1) do not
require a very large OSR (210) to reach 20 bits and are unconditionally stable. On the
other side, a good matching and a very large gain (À 100db, DC) of the first amplifier
are needed.
The selected topology is thus a second-order single-loop modulator with a single bit
comparator. The minimal OSR for this architecture is around 212 to reach the targeted
resolution of 20 bits.
+
z-1 .
1-z-1
+
DAC
1
-1
1
1
Vin bit[k]1  .1-z-1
-1
Figure 7.2: Second-order feedback stage.
This architecture is suited to reach the most cumbersome specification (i.e. 20 bits
- 64Sps), but it cannot fulfill the 16 bits specification at 2kSps. The increase of the
sample rate reduces the OSR and therefore increases the quantization noise.
A solution to overcome this limitation while keeping the 20 bits optimized architecture
is to add an extra stage in a 3rd-order MASH 2-1 structure. Such a structure allows a
significant reduction of the OSR while keeping a quantization noise much lower than
1 LSB. Moreover the stability of the modulator is guaranteed as the maximal order of
each loop is equal or lower than 2.
1It was shown in the chapter dedicated to the optimal filtering that the mathematical complexity of
an optimal filter for noisy signals was growing exponentially with the OSR.
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The extra stage is enabled on-demand. In the 20 bits configuration, it is not connected
to reduce the power consumption, lower the thermal noise level, simplify the structure
and avoid potential matching problems between the stages.
z-1 .
1-z-1
+
DAC
1
1 bit[k]Vin
Figure 7.3: First-order stage.
A graphical representation of the resolution as a function of the OSR is provided in
Fig. 7.4 for second- and third-order modulators. The resolution is given by: E NOB =
mlog2(OSR)−k, m being the order of the modulator and k a constant specific to the
selected architecture.
Figure 7.4: Evolution of the resolution with the OSR in noiseless ideal modulators.
7.3 Implementation
The implementation with switched capacitors was guided with the comparison of
the input configuration in the chapter 4. The first integrator is the most critical as it
dissipates most of the power and contributes to a major part of the noise budget. This
integrator has two inputs, one for the signal and one for the reference from the DAC.
The selection in the table 4.1 is thus direct as it is the same structure.
The topology #5, reported in Fig. 7.5 for the reader, has been selected as it has, with
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the differential structures #8-9-10, the best noise and power consumption perfor-
mances. Despite the fact that the symmetrical structures are slightly better regarding
the maximal load on the amplifier, theses structures were discarded to alleviate the
requirement on the loop delay and on the comparator.
Although the noise and power consumption performances of the most spread struc-
ture #1 are better2, it has not been selected as the gain of the integrator cannot be
adjusted with programmable capacitors (i.e. to configure independently the gain of
the signal and of the reference).
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Figure 7.5: Switched capacitors input with switching scheme #5.
The drawbacks of this structure are: a slightly lower matching due to half-sized ca-
pacitors, a sampling of the signal and of the reference in both phases and potential
problems of parasitic coupling, clock feedthrough and overvoltage. While the match-
ing is acceptable3 and the front-end is stable during both phases, special care must be
taken for the three last items. Each limitation is detailed in the next sections and, if
necessary, a workaround is provided.
7.3.1 Protection for the reference input
As the reference of the modulator is connected to a maximal voltage equal to the power
supply, an overvoltage limitation has to be added on this input. If the topologies #4
or #5 are directly implemented with such a high reference voltage, the nodes on the
high-impedance electrodes of the input capacitors4 may reach a voltage beyond the
power supply after the switching of the input chopper. This would induce a loss of
2Only in multi-bits topologies.
3Evaluation based on high-level simulation with the designed tool, capacitors of a few pF and a
mismatch factor extracted from the process model files.
4Nodes named ’bhup’ and ’bhdo’ in Fig. 7.6.
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charges through the substrate and/or, if the voltage is too high, even damage the
transistors of the switches.
I) Extra capacitors to ground
As shown in Fig. 7.6-left, a first solution would be to add extra capacitors to ground of
the same value than the input capacitors.
After the switching of the chopper, in the beginning of the transient, the charges
are equally distributed between the input capacitors and the ones to ground. The
high-impedance nodes of the capacitors are thus never exceeding the power supply.
The main drawback of this implementation is the contribution to the noise level of the
extra capacitor. With identical capacitors, the noise power is doubled. This solution,
easy to implement, is used in the 2nd and 3rd integrator as they do not contribute
significantly to the noise level.
II) Serial resistors
In this second alternative, a serial resistor is added in order to limit the strong current
to the input capacitor. As the transient is slowed down, time is left for the charges to
be transferred to the integration capacitors (not shown in Fig. 7.6-right).
This solution is implemented in the first integrator. The resistances are bypassed
for the end of the charge transfers, so they do not add any extra noise. The control
of the bypass switches is generated in the digital domain. In order to guarantee
the conservation of the charges during the transient, small extra capacitors (C/4) to
ground are added.
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Figure 7.6: Left: Voltage limitation implemented with capacitors. Right: implementa-
tion with serial resistors.
The value of the serial resistor (a few kΩ) was determined with transistor-level simula-
tion as:
• A resistance too small is not attenuating enough the transient voltage
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• A resistance too large slows down the charge transfer and only delays the over-
voltage after the opening of the bypass switch.
7.3.2 Clock feedthrough
When the switches connected between the input capacitors and the amplifiers are
opened, the charges of the gate-source and gate-drain capacitors, as well as charges
in the MOSFET channel, are released into the input capacitor and into the integration
capacitor, Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Distribution of the charges of the switch into the input and the integration
capacitances.
In a differential structure, this injection of charges is problematic only if the distribu-
tion of the charges is different in the upper branch and in the lower branch. As the
distribution is related to the source impedance, the error on the integrator varies with
the amplitude of the input signal. The final consequence of the clock feedthrough is a
non-linearity in the transfer function of the converter. Moreover, the non-linearity
varies with the common-mode of the input signal.
There is also a clock feedthrough on the reference branch, but it does not impact the
INL of the converter as the voltage reference is constant5.
Several actions were taken to limit the clock feedthrough:
• The switches between the input capacitors and the amplifier are small and with
symmetrical dimensions. Transmission gates with identical size PMOS and
NMOS (i.e. with roughly the same gate capacitance) compensate partially the
charges of the PMOS by the ones of the NMOS. The size of the switches is small
5However, it may introduce gain drift, as device characteristics vary with temperature and/or aging.
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to minimize the amount of injected charges. The size is a tradeoff between the
clock feedthrough and the settling time of the normal charge transfer.
• Minimization of the variation of the on-resistance switches on the input side.
Transmission gates with larges PMOS than NMOS are used to have a constant
conductance in the largest portion of the input range.
• Constant input common-mode and centered to the middle of the power supply
voltage. The aim is to minimize the variation of the source impedances in the
differential mode. As the sensor may not deliver an output with a constant
common-mode, a feature is implemented in the front-end to control it, see next
chapter.
These measures are not sufficient to guarantee an INL lower than 1 LSB / 20 bits,
especially if the power supply voltage is minimal. They are nevertheless sufficient to
fulfill the design specification (see table 7.2).
7.3.3 Parasitic coupling
Remark: The verification and modifications described in this section do not follow the
chronological ADC design order. Some steps require the full design of the modulator
with the layout. The analysis of the parasitic coupling is however done hereafter, as it
is a consequence of the selection of the topology #5 for the input of the first integrator.
The architecture #5 is sensitive to the parasitic coupling with some control signal of
the switches. The use of alternate phases (i.e. phases A and phases B) is a potential
source of problems, if there is a slight asymmetry between the odd and even cycles.
The largest degradation occurs for alternate bitstreams, typically 01010101...
Most sensitive parasitic coupling may be averted with a proper layout. The layout was
guided with the two main following actions:
• Identification of the sensitive coupling: before the drawing of the layout, an
exhaustive study of the capacitive coupling was carried out. The identification
was done using the dedicated linear simulator, designed in the previous chapter.
• Simulations including the capacitance extracted from the layout: Once the lay-
out drawn, simulations were run, importing the extracted view of the modulator
in the dedicated simulator. This iterative procedure allowed a fast identification
of the residual problems and a correction within a few iterations.
The sensitive parasitic couplings were all easily eliminated, except one. There is, by
construction, parasitic capacitors between the control of the switches named ’2*’ in
Fig. 7.5 and the nodes between these switches and the input capacitors. Simulations
showed that a mismatch of the gate-source of these switches of 10aF degrades the INL
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of a few LSB / 20 bits. Special care was thus taken to draw the four switches named ’2*’
and to draw the routing of their command signals.
It is difficult to predict the mismatch of parasitic capacitances, especially when the
mismatch is related to the process of the circuit. A feature has been implemented
to toggle between topologies #5 and #4, the last one being less sensitive to parasitic
coupling. A type #5 modulator is perfectly compatible with the type #4 as the analog
components are the same. Only the control signals of the switches are different.
In order to have more degrees of freedom, the branches for the signal and for the
reference can be connected independently in type #4 or type #5.
Post-measurement observation: Practical results on the fabricated chip (chapter
9) show a degradation of the INL of ± 3 LSB / 20 bits with the topology #5. The
perturbation can be avoided using a hybrid configuration with type #5 for the signal
and type #4 for the reference.
A possible solution to avoid this particular parasitic coupling while keeping the lower
dynamic power consumption of the structure #5 would be to modify this structure
adding extra switches, Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Modification of the structure #5 to avoid critical capacitive parasitic cou-
pling.
In order to ensure that the parasitic capacitances from the control signals of the
switches ’2*’ do not add undesired charges into the integrator and/or into the input
capacitors, the switches ’2’ should be opened before the switches ’2*’ at the end of
phase 2. At the end of phase 1, the switches ’2*’ should also be closed before the
switches ’1’ are opened, in order to discharge the parasitic charges.
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7.3.4 2nd and 3rd integrators
The topology used for the second integrator is similar to the one used for the first one
(i.e. #5 for the reference and the input signal). As the output of the first integrator is
not symmetrical during phases 1 and 2, the switching of the capacitors between the
two stages is of the second type (standard alternate connection to the signal and to a
constant potential, see Fig. 7.9).
The low-impedance electrode of the coupling capacitors between the two first integra-
tors may be connected during either phase 1 or phase 2 without altering the loop delay.
Both options have advantages and drawbacks; a configuration bit is thus reserved to
toggle between both switching schemes:
• If the direct connection is enabled, the distribution of the load on the first
amplifier during the two phases is better.
• If the alternate connection is selected, the two amplifiers are never connected
together. The slewing/setting of the second amplifier is thus not dependent on
the one of the first OTA.
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Figure 7.9: Charge transfer between the two first integrators. Top: direct connection.
Bottom alternate connection.
The third integrator uses a type #5 input for the reference and a type #2 input for
the signal from the first loop. The load on the amplifier is, here as well, distributed
between both phases.
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7.3.5 Incremental and Σ∆modes
The decision of designing an incremental modulator rather than a sigma-delta ADC
was motivated by the following reasons:
• Incremental converters are not sensitive to idle tones.
• Resetting the modulator removes previous information. Two successive sam-
ples are thus completely independent. It is a necessary condition if the ADC
measures multiplexed signals, delivered by several sensors.
• It is possible to perform single conversions. It is useful if the converter is only
used time to time to acquire a signal and is in stand-by mode most of the time
to save power.
• Simplified implementation of the 1/f noise rejection.
The rejection of the flicker noise is traditionally done in the Σ∆ converters with cor-
related double sampling techniques or with choppers surrounding the amplifiers.
Whatever technique is implemented, the complexity of the most critical block - the
first amplifier - is increased, hardening the layout and increasing the parasitic coupling
errors. Moreover, the compensation has to be done while the amplifier is working.
In the selected method to reject the flicker noise of the modulator, a half-conversion
(i.e. of length OSR/2) is first done. The inverse of the input signal is then acquired dur-
ing the second half-conversion6. The results of both conversions are finally subtracted
in the digital filter to get the final output. In order not to loose any information, the
last integrator is not reset between the two half-conversions in order not to delete the
residual quantization error. Instead, it is subtracted to the second half-conversion,
swapping the upper and lower integration capacitors of the last amplifier.
The aforementioned implementation rejects the offset of the whole modulator and
not of the amplifiers only. Furthermore, the extra circuitry is active in a phase (reset
phase) during which the modulator is idle and is located in an insensitive area - the
last integrator. In return, the quantization noise is slightly increased and the digital
filters are more complex, to take into account the recombination of the positive and
negative signals.
Note: If the quantization noise is far below the thermal noise, it is possible to further
reduce the 1/f noise, lowering the OSR of each unit conversion (i.e. positive and nega-
tive) and increasing proportionally the number of unit conversions. This operation
does not modify the thermal noise level, but increases the quantization noise.
6The signal is easily inverted, toggling the polarity of the input choppers.
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7.3.6 Coefficients
The gain coefficients are computed starting with the generic schematics of the second-
and first-order loops, Fig. 7.2 and 7.3.
• In order to optimize the noise and the power consumption, all amplifiers are
telescopic OTAs. As the output range of such structures is strongly limited, small
gains of 1/8 and 1/16 are defined for the reference.
• In order not to change the gain of the initial loops, coefficients of 1/8 are also
set on the signal path. (1/16 for the 2nd integrator).
• The coefficient 1/2 between the two first integrators is defined to keep the same
loop gain.
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Figure 7.10: High-level view of the implemented architecture.
7.3.7 Sizing
The thermal noise determines a minimal value for the capacitors. A resolution over 20
bit is reached for a Ci nOSR product of 16nF. The thermal noise of the modulator alone
should be slightly lower as the ADC and the front-end contribute both to the noise
level7. Input capacitors of 2.56pF for the input of the first stage are selected, with an
OSR of 214. This choice is a tradeoff between:
• The surface of the capacitors. The integration capacitors are already large
(40pF).
7It is considered that the ADC and the front-end contribute equally to the thermal noise. This
assumption is reasonable as the power budget of both blocks is comparable.
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• The clock frequency used to generate the phases (8MHz). The maximal fre-
quency of the digital system is equal to 16MHz.
• Minimal unit capacitors of 20fF in the second integrator for the signal and the
reference. 20fF is the minimal size for mim capacitors in this process. The
gain programmability in the second integrator is done selecting a variable sized
capacitor.
The oversampling frequency is set at 1MHz, to reach 20 bits at 64Hz.
The values of the remaining capacitors of the first integrator are determined according
to the gains in Fig. 7.10. The capacitors of the next integrators are smaller, as they
contribute less to the noise budget. The minimal size of the capacitors is determined
according to matching and process constraints.
Programmable gain: The gain of the ADC should be programmable between 1/4 and
16. In order not to increase the surface of the capacitive array, the typical configuration
with a unity gain uses the largest capacitors. The positive gains 1 to 16 are set reducing
the value of the capacitors connected to the reference, while the attenuations 1/4 to 1
are configured reducing the capacitors sampling the signal.
The attenuation of the reference is programmable between 1 and 1/16. Unit capacitors
of 160fF are thus selected for the input of the first stage, for a total of 160fF*16=2.56pF
on the reference.
The input capacitors on the signal branch are programmable between 320fF and
2.56fF in order to measure a large signal (e.g. the reference) without saturating the
modulator. The attenuation is programmable between 1/8 and 1.
In order to reduce the number of unit capacitors forming the integration capacitors of
the first integrator (40pF), the matching are the following:
• Matching of the integration capacitors of the first integrator with the coupling
capacitors between the two first integrators.
• Matching of all input capacitors equal or over 160fF.
In order to reduce the power consumption of the second integrator and maximize
the matching of the capacitors in the most critical case8, input capacitors of 160fF are
used for the inputs for the signal and the reference in the second integrator if a unity
gain is selected.
As the same division factor is used in both first integrators, the smallest capacitors, to
connect the reference to the 2nd integrator, are equal to 160fF/16=10fF. As the matching
of the capacitors is less sensitive in the second integrator, these capacitors are not
8I.e. low gain in the PGA and important relative contribution of the ADC to the thermal noise
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Figure 7.11: Implementation of the first stage.
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matched to the capacitors of the first integrator. These programmable capacitors are
made of a set of unit capacitors with various sizes (typ. 20fF, 40fF, 80fF not matched
and 160fF matched with the first integrator). The smallest capacitors (10fF) are not
implemented, but the pre-charge sequence is modified connecting these capacitors
together instead of a connection to the inverted reference. The capacitors in the signal
branch are implemented in a similar manner.
The third integrator uses capacitors from 20fF to 160fF, identical to the ones of the
second integrator.
Remark: Due to the capacitive mismatch, the performances are degraded if the gain
of the ADC is not unitary. The performances of the MASH 2-1 depend on the matching
between the stages. The benefit of the 3rd integrator is thus not guaranteed if an
attenuation of the signal or of the reference is done in the ADC. The attenuation on
the reference should only be used when the gain of the PGA is not high enough. In
this last case, the resolution of the whole acquisition chain is limited by the thermal
noise of the PGA and the last stage is not useful.
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Figure 7.12: Implementation of the second stage.
Power consumption: The power consumption of the amplifier should be sufficient
to cover a slewing and a settling phase during the integration phases. A current
consumption of 80µA for the first amplifier and of 20µA for the next ones has been
determined using the developed tool.
A safety margin has been added to the minimal power consumption computed with
the high-level simulations. A fine programmability of the biasing of the amplifier is
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implemented in order to test the critical power consumption. The biasing of each
amplifier is programmable from 0.25 to 2 time its nominal value.
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 summarize graphically the implementation of the modulator.
The switching sequences, the capacitors sizes and matching, as well as the power
consumption of the amplifiers are included.
7.4 Digital controls and filters
This section describes the synthesized blocks directly related to the analog to digital
conversion chain. Some of the functionalities are implemented at 1.8V, as the digital
filters or the generation of the ADC specific clocks, while a higher voltage (3.3V tran-
sistors) control block is integrated directly in the acquisition chain for a closer driving
of the blocks.
The main aims of these two blocks are, in the 1.8V domain:
• To handle the whole acquisition chain frequency management, including the
frequency division and the ADC duty cycle of the non overlapping signals. This
block delivers the clock signals for the 3.3V block.
• To convert the digital bit-streams of the modulator ’bit0/1’ to a 32 bits output
through digital filters.
• Management of the beginning of the conversions in the ’conversion on demand’
mode9n this mode, the ADC is not acquiring continuously the signal, in order to
save power consumption..
and in the 3.3V domain:
• Generate the clocks for the voltage reference and voltage doubler.
• Generate the controls of the PGA.
• Generate the controls of the ADC.
• Generate the controls of the digital filters (i.e. so the filters know in which state
is the modulator).
7.4.1 Controls
The 3.3V control block contains the following main function:
• Generation of the main clocks.
• State machine generating the different steps of the conversion algorithm.
• Generation of the control signals for the modulator combining the FSM state
9I
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Figure 7.13: General view and connections of the two dedicated digital blocks.
and the clock signals.
• Digital filter controls generation.
The clocks generator is combining the clock signals from the 1.8V digital ’seq_q’
to generate two main internal non-overlapping clocks, driving the pre-charge and
integration phases of the ADC. The duty cycle of these clocks is either 1/4, 3/8, 7/16 or
15/32, and is set in a specific user register.
The finite state machine is generating the basic instructions of the modulator. The
main instructions are the integration (I) and reset (R). In addition to these, the op-
erations of wait (W), and of last residue evaluation (L) are also implemented. If the
circuit is not active, it is in a no-operation state (N).
The extra evaluation of the residue (L) quantizes the last integrator output after the
end of the last integration of +Vi n ±Vr e f . This reduces the quantization noise by 2.
The operation sequence is, for an OSR of 8 and an number of elementary conversions
equal to two: N R I I I I I I I I R R I I I I I I I I R N N N for the first integrators and N
N R I I I I I I I I W W I I I I I I I I L N N for the last integrator. The wait operation was
implemented to keep the same conversion length for each elementary conversion.
The sampling duration is thus nelconv(osr +2), where nelconv is the number of
elementary conversion, implemented to reject the 1/f noise (see section 7.3.5). The
extra unnecessary reset/wait phase between the two half-conversions was imple-
mented to improve the synchronization with the front-end, as the front-end working
frequency is generated dividing the A/D frequency by an integer number. If the ADC
is continuously sampling, the no-operation steps are replaced by identical sequences.
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7.4.2 Filters
The main aim of the digital filters is to convert the bitstream(s) bi t_0 (and bi t_1) of
the modulator into a 32 bits output bus.
There are two main families of filters implemented, the ones for the incremental mode
and the ones for the sigma-delta mode as the modulator can operate in both modes.
In the incremental mode, the content of the accumulating registers are first reset, then
the bit-streams are integrated, normalized and the result is sent to the output registers.
In this mode, the precision of a conversion (reduction of the quantization noise) is
increased using larger osr and/or nelconv .
In the sigma-delta mode, the bit-streams are continuously accumulated. The inte-
grated value goes then through a differentiator before being normalized and outputted.
The nelconv setting is not used at all is this mode as no 1/f noise rejection was im-
plemented for the Σ∆mode. The osr value is thus only determining the output code
refresh rate.
The structure of the digital filters is summarized in Fig. 7.14. The description block by
block of the accumulator is the following:
Control logic, operation code selection and timing generation: The output streams
of the modulator are combined with the application operation code to tell the ALU to
perform an addition or not.
ALU: The arithmetic and logic unit is incrementing or decrementing the r eg _0/1/2
values according to the bi t_0 and bi t_1 values. This block is also adding the r eg _0/1/2
registers together.
Inc. mux: The multiplexer for the incremental mode is selecting which output of the
ALU should be used, depending of the modulator configuration. If the third order
modulator is used, a multiplication by three of the r eg _sl ave_2 value is also applied.
Σ∆ in mux: The input multiplexer for the sigma-delta mode selects the value to
provide to the differentiator between the output of the 2nd latch (r eg _sl ave_1), for the
one-stage modulator and the output of the 3rd latch (r eg _sl ave_2) for the multistage
modulators.
Σ∆ differentiator: The differentiator for the sigma-delta mode is performing the
multiplication by (1− z−1)2 and by (1− z−1)3. The Σ∆ output multiplexer is then
selecting which value to use, according to the order of the modulator.
Normalization: This block normalizes the output code. The nelconv and OSR setting
are used to shift the output to the right or to the left. The output is truncated on 33
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Figure 7.14: Blocks view of the digital filters.
bits
Saturation: The saturation of the modulator is evaluated, comparing the MSB and
the 2nd MSB. The output is limited to 32 bits.
Output latch: The result is sent through this last latch to the registers containing the
32 bits converted value.
7.4.3 Mathematical relationships
This section describes the modulator equations and the filter equations for the differ-
ent available configurations.
In the incremental mode, there are five different configurations. Two for the third
order integrator, with and without a direct connection between the two first stages
(refer to section 7.3.4, Fig. 7.9), two for the second-order single loop-modulator and
one for the MASH 1-1 converter10 (when the first integrator is disabled).
10This mode mode was implemented in order to test individually the two last integrators.
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In the sigma-delta mode, there are only three different digital configurations, one
for the second-order single-loop modulator, one for the third order one and one for
the mash 1-1 configuration. This section does not detail the implementation of the
standard sinc filters for the Σ∆mode, but focuses on the filters for the incremental
mode.
The variables displayed in the equations are:
• x: ADC input signal Real value
• Vr e f : reference signal Real value
• osr : oversampling ratio Integer, power of 2
• nelconv : number of conv. Integer, power of 2
• m: signal attenuation Integer (1-8 range, default:8)
• n: reference attenuation Integer (1-16 range, default:16)
• Bi t0[k] first stage output Boolean, -1/1 value
• Bi t1[k] second stage output Boolean, -1/1 value
• Bi t0_end last bit 0 quantization Boolean, -1/1 value
• Bi t1_end last bit 1 quantization Boolean, -1/1 value
• r es last integ. residual voltage Real value
The indexing of the modulator outputs is not time based, but sample based. I.e,
bi t0[k] and bi t1[k] refer to the k th output of both streams and not to the output of
the streams at time ’k’.
The input signal ’x’ is assumed to be constant during the whole conversion.
Third-order modulator with direct connection between the two first OTA: 11
x = 3nVr e f
2mOSR(OSR+1)(OSR+5)
{
osr -1∑
k=0
(OSR-k)(OSR-k+1)Bi t0[k]+4
osr -1∑
k=0
Bi t1[k]
}
+ 768r es
mOSR(OSR+1)(OSR+5)
(7.1)
Third-order modulator without a direct connection between the two first OTA:
x = 3nVr e f
2mOSR(OSR+1)(OSR+2)
{
osr -1∑
k=0
(OSR-k)(OSR-k+1)Bi t0[k]+4
osr -1∑
k=0
Bi t1[k]
}
+ 768r es
mOSR(OSR+1)(OSR+2)
11The implementation of the number of elementary conversions nelconv as well as the management
of the last bit quantization Bi t0/1_end is not detailed in equations (7.1), (7.2), (7.4), (7.5) and (7.7) in
order not to overload them.
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(7.2)
In both third-order configurations, the digital filter is doing the following function:
out32= 231 3
OSR3nelconv
{
nelconv−1∑
cnt=0
(−1)cnt+1
(
4
osr−1∑
k=0
Bi t1[k+OSRcnt ]
+
osr−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)(OSR−k+1)Bi t0[k+OSRcnt ]
)
+2Bi t1_end
} (7.3)
Second-order single-stage modulator with direct connection between the two OTA:
x = nVr e f
mOSR(OSR+3)
osr−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)Bi t0[k]
+ 256r es
mOSR(OSR+3)
(7.4)
Second-order single-stage modulator without direct connection between the OTA:
x = nVr e f
mOSR(OSR+1)
osr−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)Bi t0[k]
+ 256r es
mOSR(OSR+1)
(7.5)
In both second-order single-loop configurations, the digital filter is doing the following
function:
out32= 231 2
OSR2nelconv
{
nelconv−1∑
cnt=0
(−1)cnt+1
osr−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)Bi t0[k+OSRcnt ]
+Bi t0_end}
(7.6)
Second-order two-stages modulator:
x = nVr e f
mOSR(OSR+1)
{
osr -1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)Bi t0[k]+2
osr -1∑
k=0
Bi t1[k]
}
+ 256r es
mOSR(OSR+1)
(7.7)
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The digital filter in this configuration is doing the following function:
out32= 231 2
OSR2nelconv
{
nelconv−1∑
cnt=0
(−1)cnt+1
(
2
osr−1∑
k=0
Bi t1[k+OSRcnt ]
+
osr−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)Bi t0[k+OSRcnt ]
)
+2Bi t1_end
} (7.8)
out32= 231 2
OSR2nelconv
{(
2
osr−1∑
k=0
Bi t1[k]
+
osr−1∑
k=0
(OSR−k)Bi t0[k]
)
+2Bi t1_end
} (7.9)
In all the architectures, the correspondence between the output of the digital filter
out32 and the analog input x is:
x ∼= γVr e f
231
n
2m
out32 (7.10)
where γ is a coefficient to correct the gain error. The gain error is introduced by the
normalization block, which only performs divisions and multiplications by powers of
two. E.g., in the first situation with the third-order modulator, a division by OSR(OSR+
1)(OSR+5) should be implemented (7.1). Instead, the digital filter (7.3) is dividing the
sum by OSR3. The gain error is thus (OSR+1)(OSR+5)/OSR2. Table 7.3 summarizes
the error coefficients γ for the five configurations.
Architecture γ
Third-order OSR2
Direct connection (OSR+1)(OSR+5)
Third-order OSR2
Indirect connection (OSR+1)(OSR+2)
Second-order OSR
Direct connection OSR+3
Second-order OSR
Indirect connection OSR+1
Second-order OSR
MASH 1-1 OSR+1
Table 7.3: Gain error coefficients.
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7.5 Conclusion
This chapter detailed the top-down design of a programmable gain Σ∆ converter
targeting 20 bits. A configurable architecture - second-order or MASH 2-1 - has been
selected to provide an ADC with configurable sample rate and resolution.
The architecture and the implementation with switched-capacitors were defined with
the results provided by the simulator. High-level simulations showed then that the
selected topology balances well the thermal noise and the power consumption, but
also showed that it is sensitive to three non-ideal effects: 1) potential loss of charges
during charge transfers, 2) asymmetrical clock feedthrough and 3) parasitic capacitors.
Each effect was analyzed, evaluated and, whenever necessary, the initial circuit was
modified. Finally, the layout validation extensively benefited from the tools to identify
parasitic capacitors and a cleaned version was obtained after a few iterations.
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A full acquisition chain, Fig. 8.1 transforms the analog signal from the sensor into a
digital representation. As the amplitude of the voltage delivered by the sensor may be
very low, a front-end amplifying the signal before the ADC is commonly required. If
the gain is selectable by the user, the front-end is a Programmable Gain Amplifier –
PGA.
Modulator
input outputDigital 
FilterFront-endSensor
Acquisition chain
Figure 8.1: Acquisition chain.
In addition to the amplification of the signal, the second fundamental task of the
front-end is to be a buffer between the sensor, with very limited output currents, and
the ADC, periodically transferring charges.
The main specification of the front-end are summarized hereafter. In addition to the
previously mentioned capabilities, a low power consumption and an extended input
range are also required.
• Low noise: 15nV /
p
H z input-referred in the 0−100H z band.
• Low power: < 200µA
• Sensor output impedance range: 100Ω - 1MΩ
• Gain: programmable, 10 typ.
• Process: CMOS 0.18µm, 1.8V −3.6V
• Input range: V ss+50mV - V dd −50mV
• Controlled output common-mode.
The selected structure, Fig. 8.2 is based on the classic instrumentation amplifier. The
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programmable gain is implemented with the tuneable resistive feedback.
Vin+
Vin-
-
+
-
+
CM control
Buff
Buff
Vout+
Vout-
Figure 8.2: Architecture of the implemented front-end.
The amplifiers in the instrumentation structure are amplifiers with a flicker noise
rejection circuit. The next section introduces the selected topology and provides a
detailed analysis of the contribution to the noise level of each component. The final
goal is to optimize the noise – power consumption factor.
Section 8.3 addresses the problem of the saturation of classic three-opamp instrumen-
tation amplifiers with the common-mode. The new structure in Fig. 8.2, that controls
the output common-mode is analyzed in details.
Finally, the last design section of this chapter introduces the output buffers of the
PGA, to interface a continuous time front-end with the switched capacitor ADC. The
output buffers are delivering efficiently most of the charges to the ADC and alleviate
the design requirements on the PGA.
8.1 Auto-Zero Amplifier
8.1.1 Offset and Flicker Noise Reduction Techniques
In integrated circuits, the two main noise sources are the thermal noise and the flicker
noise. The thermal noise, generated in the resistors and the transistors has a white
noise spectrum, independent of the frequency. Lowering the white noise level is
usually done increasing the power consumption. The flicker noise, also known as
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1/f noise as its spectral density is inversely proportional to the frequency, is mostly
generated in the active devices. The most straightforward way to reduce 1/f noise is to
increase the device area.
There are several rejection techniques to reduce offset and 1/f noise. Even if most
of them operate at circuit level, some physically reduce the noise generated in the
transistors, de-correlating the samples [59]. The most common circuit techniques are
briefly reviewed hereafter:
Correlated Double Sampling. CDS techniques sample during a first initialization
phase the offset (and the 1/f noise) at the input of an amplifier, so that it can be further
compensated during the active phase. These techniques are well-suited for discrete
systems, such as switched-capacitors circuits where they are widely spread [60, 61, 62].
Another discrete time compensating method [63] is compensating the offset injecting
a current at the output of an amplifier. During an initialization sequence, the offset is
measured and compensated by successive approximations. This method requires the
amplifier to be disconnected from the rest of the circuit during the measure phase.
Chopper Stabilization. In the CHS technique, the noise sources, usually amplifiers,
are placed between a modulator and a demodulator to shift the 1/f noise outside the
signal baseband frequency [62, 64, 65]. Due to their simplicity, choppers are usually
preferred over pure single frequency (sinusoidal) modulators.
Auto-Zeroed Amplifiers. This method (Fig. 8.3), analysed in [66], stores a measurement
of the offset in an auxiliary branch, in parallel with the main amplifier. The offset
is then compensated through a secondary input located after the input differential
pair of the main amplifier. Also called Ping-Pong auto-zeroing when two nulling
paths are used in alternance, this method is well-suited for continuous-time circuits.
Sometimes used alone is the past [67], is it nowadays often combined with chopper
modulation techniques [65, 68, 69].
8.1.2 Proposed Circuit
The specifications for the auto-zero amplifier are almost identical than the ones of
the full PGA. The main differences are a lower noise level (10nV /
p
H z instead of
15nV /
p
H z) and a lower power consumption (100µA instead of 200µA). Indeed, both
current consumption and noise power are doubled in the dual structure.
Sample-data systems are not suited for this application due to the wideband noise
aliasing occurring in the sampling process, e.g. in a switched-capacitor circuit, the
noise level is set by the input sampling capacitors: V 2n,RMS = kT /C . As a result, an
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Figure 8.3: Classic continuous time auto-zeroed amplifier.
increased power consumption and large chip area can be expected.
Simple chopper stabilization circuits using switched capacitors as the input stage (Fig.
8.4) are only applicable for low impedance sensors.
Classic continuous-time auto-zero amplifiers (Fig. 8.3) are not suitable for very low
noise circuits as the noise of the nulling amplifier is sampled and aliased down in the
signal baseband during its own offset compensation phase.
Ping-Pong auto-zeroed amplifiers are neither suited for low-noise low-power applica-
tions as the duplicated nulling path is nearly doubling the power consumption.
Cin
Cin
Cfb
Cfb
+-
+ -
Vn
VINP
VINN
VOUTP
VOUTN
Figure 8.4: Flicker noise rejection using chopper modulation.
The PGA noise spectral density has to be lowered using a continuous-time topology
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Figure 8.5: Auto-zero amplifier principle.
in order not to alias the thermal noise. Moreover, the instrumentation amplifier is
used in an acquisition chain including a switched-capacitors ADC. The discrete time
structure of the ADC samples at frequency fs the signal as well as the thermal noise
from the PGA. In order not to increase the noise level from the PGA, it is necessary to
low-pass filter (below fs/2) the thermal noise of the PGA before sampling in the ADC.
The architecture of the proposed circuit is inspired by the classic auto-zero amplifier
(Fig. 8.3), using a continuous-time main amplifier and a nulling branch connected to
an auxiliary input.
The offset and flicker noise of the main amplifier Vn are compensated with the aux-
iliary branch. The offset compensation principle, shown on Fig. 8.5, first amplifies
the offset in a gain stage and then integrates it to reduce efficiently both offset and 1/f
noise.
The continuous-time low-noise first gain stage amplifies the offset without aliasing
the high-frequency noise components. As the gain stage has a finite bandwidth, it
acts as a low-pass filter before sampling the 1/f noise signal in the switched capacitors
integrator.
This structure allows, as the classic auto-zero, a rejection of the 1/f noise in a con-
tinuous time system. The fully differential architecture of the nulling branch has the
following advantages:
• Very good rejection of the offset and 1/f noise of the main integrator, as the
combined gain of the pre-amplification and of the integrator is used.
• Lower gain stage offset, compared with a single-ended structure. The offset is
only created by the transistors mismatch. This lowers statistically the mean
current delivered by the sensor.
• As the system is not having anymore two distinct phases (with different loads,
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and operating conditions), stability is easier to achieve.
• The sensitivity to external references (necessary in [66], Fig. 8.3 for the auxiliary
inputs) is lowered. The only required voltage reference left is the one generating
the common-mode. It is used to properly bias the input and output common-
modes of the amplifiers.
Moreover, the equivalent DC input bias current due to the switching operation of
the input chopper is proportional to the residual input offset. This architecture is
designed for input bias currents in the 1−100p A range.
8.1.3 Implementation
The implementation of the amplifier is split into several steps to help the understand-
ing of the reader.
Step 1, Fig. 8.7. The gain stage is implemented using an amplifier with capacitive
feedback and capacitive input. Modulation with choppers rejects the flicker noise of
the amplifier. The capacitive gain guarantees a zero DC input current during each
phase of the chopper. This structure also allows decoupling the common-modes of
the input and of the virtual ground of the gain amplifier.
The input resistors of the integrator are emulated using switched-capacitors. In order
to have symmetrical phases, the capacitors are crossed instead of being connected to
a reference potential (Fig. 8.6).
1
1
2
2
C
C
1
1
1
1
C
C
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
Figure 8.6: Switched-capacitors resistor using left: standard implementation, right:
symmetrical implementation with choppers.
Step 2, Fig. 8.8. The flicker noise of the integrator has to be rejected. The amplifier of
the integrator is thus surrounded by choppers to push the offset and 1/f noise outside
the signal baseband.
If identical frequencies are selected for the modulation of the auxiliary chain amplifiers
and for the switching of the integrator input capacitors, it is possible to reduce the
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Figure 8.7: Auto-zero amplifier: step 1.
number of extra switches. The one demodulating the gain stage is compensated with
the one on the left of the integrator’s input capacitors. The chopper on the right of the
switched capacitors is combined with the one modulating the input of the integrator’s
amplifier to have only one chopper left on the feedback path. The three remaining
choppers are shown on Fig. 8.9.
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Figure 8.8: Auto-zero amplifier: step 2.
Step 3, Fig. 8.9. The architectures of the amplifiers are defined. A telescopic structure is
selected for the OTA of the gain amplifier to optimize the noise - power consumption
ratio and to have a sufficiently high open-loop gain. The reduction of the output
voltage dynamic range induced by this cascode topology is acceptable as the input of
the integrator is supposed to be low once the loop is settled.
The OTA of the integrator should have a high DC gain, a large dynamic range and a
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power consumption much lower than the previous stage. A folded-cascode structure
is appropriate here, as the noise contribution of this amplifier is much lower than the
noise level of the gain stage (detailed further in the next section).
The input capacitors of the amplifier and the gain of the first stage are finally sized to
minimize the noise contribution of the integrator while keeping a reasonable silicon
area for the capacitors. The sizing of the components and the definition of the biasing
currents are further detailed in the next section.
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Figure 8.9: Auto-zero amplifier: final implementation.
Remark: For the sake of clarity, the circuits controlling the common-mode at the
input and at the output of the amplifiers are not shown in Fig. 8.5 to 8.9. They
are implemented using switched-capacitor techniques keeping in mind the noise
constraints.
8.2 Noise Analysis
Two noise effects are considered in the noise analysis:
• offsets and flicker noise are placed in the first category. Rejection techniques,
auto-zero and frequency shift, are implemented to reduce these noises,
• the second category is dedicated to the wideband thermal noise. As this noise
is covering the whole spectrum, it cannot be reduced using modulation or
correlation techniques.
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8.2.1 1/f noise - Auxiliary chain
As the two amplifiers in the nulling path are working around the modulation frequency
fck , their offsets as well as their 1/f noise have only little impact on the global output
noise. The remaining noise contribution of the flicker noise around the modulating
frequency is reduced by increasing the gate area of the input differential pairs.
8.2.2 1/f noise - Main amplifier
To analyse the noise at low frequencies (in the signal baseband), the following assump-
tions are considered:
• the main amplifier open-loop DC gains are finite, AM0 for the main input and
AX 0 for the auxiliary input.
• the OTA open-loop gain at the chopper frequency of the gain stage is AG fck .
• the OTA open-loop gain at the chopper frequency of the integrator is AI fck .
+-
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Main input AM0
AGfck AIfck
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Figure 8.10: Complex representation of the nulling amplifier in the signal baseband
(low frequencies).
The naming of the gains, nodes and noise sources are shown on the complex repre-
sentation, Fig. 8.10. The transfer function of the gain stage is given by:
H( jω)=−CG ,i n
CG , f b
AG fck
AG fck −1−
CG ,i n
CG , f b
∼=−CG ,i n
CG , f b
(8.1)
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For the integrator:
H( jω)= AI fck
1+ jω1−AI fckfck
CI ,i n
CI , f b
∼= AI fck
1− jω AI fckfck
CI ,i n
CI , f b
(8.2)
At low frequencies, below the pole of the integrator, the transfer function of the
integrator is the open-loop gain: H( jω)= AI fck .
Referencing the offsets and 1/f noise to the input VP of the instrumentation amplifier,
the Flicker Noise Rejection Rate is, for the main (FNRRM) and auxiliary (FNRRX) inputs:
FNRRX = VP
VnX
= CG , f b
CG ,i n
1
AI fck
FNRRM = VP
VnM
= CG , f b
CG ,i n
AM0
AI fck AX 0
= AM0
AX 0
FNRRX
(8.3)
The previous equations show that it is possible to increase the signal over noise ratio,
increasing the gain of the gain stage or the open-loop gain of the OTA in the integrator.
The noise contribution of the main input can also be reduced, balancing the main
and auxiliary open-loop gains of the main amplifier. The equations (8.3) being the
offset rejection rate, the equivalent offset at the input of the amplifier is:
Vo f f ,eq =Vo f f M FNRRM+Vo f f X FNRRX (8.4)
with Vo f f M and Vo f f X the offsets at the inputs of the main amplifier. The mean DC
current delivered by the sensor is:
Isensor =
Vo f f ,eq
Ri n,eq
=Vo f f ,eqCG ,i n fck
= fckCG , f b
AI fck
(
Vo f f M
AM0
AX 0
+Vo f f X
) (8.5)
where Ri n,eq is the equivalent input resistance of the auto-zeroed amplifier. The
designed amplifier input current is 3p A, with an equivalent input resistance of 320kΩ
and an estimated equivalent offset of 1µV .
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8.2.3 Thermal noise - Amplifiers
The thermal noise of the main amplifier is lowered in the signal baseband using the
offset compensation provided by the auxiliary chain.
The thermal noise of the gain stage is not lowered. The thermal and flicker noise at
the chopper frequency fck are shifted to the signal baseband. The 1/f noise can be
attenuated increasing the size of the differential pair, while the thermal noise can only
be reduced increasing the bias current I0 of the OTA. For a single transistor, the noise
spectral density is given by N SD = (8/3)kT /gm . For telescopic and simple OTAs, the
input referred noise is given by1:
N SD I N ,OT A = 16
3
kT
gm,d p
(
1+ gm,d p
gm,cm
)
(8.6)
where gm,d p and gm,cm are the transconductances of the transistors of the differential
pair and of the current mirror. If the differential pair is in weak inversion (gm ∼=
I0/(2nUt )) and the current mirror is in strong inversion (assuming a reasonable ratio
between gm,d p and gm,cm equal to 0.25 to keep some dynamic range at the output), it
is possible to link the generated noise to the current consumption.
N SD I N ,g ai n_st ag e = 16
3
kT
gm,d p
(1+0.25)= 40
3
nUt
I0
kT (8.7)
The input-referred noise power of the integrator is divided by the gain C 2G ,i n/C
2
G , f b .
The input-referred noise spectral density is thus given by:
N SD I N ,i nteg r ator =
C 2G , f b
C 2G ,i n
1
fck
αkT
C I ,i n
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.8)
where α is a parameter depending of the amplifier topology. α is greater than one and
lower than four for single stage OTAs.
Parasitic capacitors: The parasitic capacitors C A, Fig. 8.11, are contributing to the
noise, as they are switched at the input of the amplifier (as well as the attenuation
capacitors on the Vref input of the ADC). The input-referred noise (8.8) becomes,
including the parasitic capacitors:
N SD I N ,i nteg r ator =
C 2G , f b
C 2G ,i n
1
fck
αkT
(
C I ,i n +C A
)
C 2I ,i n
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.9)
1Assuming that the differential pair is in strong inversion. This is a pessimistic assumption, as the
NSD for transistors in weaker inversion is lower than (8/3)kT /gm .
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As the capacitors C A include the OTA differential pair capacitors, the integrator input
capacitor C I ,i n should be at least of the same size than the differential pair gate
capacitance.
CI,in
CI,in
CI,fb
CI,fb
+-
+ -
CA
CA
Folded 
Cascode 
OTA
VOUT+
VOUT-
VIN+
VIN-
Figure 8.11: Parasitic capacitors in the integrator.
8.2.4 Thermal noise - Input chopper
The noise generated in the switches (with on-resistance Rsw ) is first amplified by the
gain stage and then sampled at the input of the integrator by the switched capacitors.
The sampling aliases the whole noise spectrum into the frequency band between DC
and the sampling frequency fck . The total RMS noise at the input of the integrator is
given by
N 2RMS =
∫ ∞
0
4kT Rsw
∣∣A( f )∣∣2 d f [V 2] (8.10)
where A( f ) is the transfer function of the gain stage. If the transfer function A( f ) has
a single pole located in fcuto f f , the input-referred NSD of the input chopper is:
N SD I N ,chopper = 2pikT Rsw
fcuto f f
fck
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.11)
This noise is lowered decreasing the on-resistance Rsw of the switches of the chopper.
8.2.5 Thermal noise - Resistors
The thermal noise of the feedback resistors is not affected by the offset compensation.
The equivalent circuit including the thermal noise of the resistors is shown in Fig. 8.12.
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-
+
VOUT
VN
AM0VP
R2R1 Vn1 Vn2
Figure 8.12: Resistors noise.
The closed loop gain G of the main amplifier is defined by the feedback resistors R1
and R2.
VOU T
VP
= 1+ R2
R1
=G (8.12)
If the amplifier is ideal in the signal baseband, the output voltage is:
VOU T =GVP + (G−1)Vn1+Vn2 (8.13)
The output noise spectral density is, with a standard 4kT R model for the NSD of the
resistors:
N SDR,OU T = (G−1)24kT R1+4kT R2
= 4kT R(G−1)
[
V 2
H z
] (8.14)
where R is the sum of the two resistances R1 and R2.
In the signal baseband, an open-loop gain much larger than the closed loop gain G
can be assumed. The input referred noise spectral density then becomes:
N SDR,I N ,baseband ∼= 4kT R
G−1
G2
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.15)
8.2.6 Common-mode control circuits
The circuits to control the output common-mode of the gain stage and of the integrator
are standard implementations with switched capacitors. The contribution to the noise
level of such output common-mode control is negligible. This subsection is thus
focused on the implementation of the virtual ground common-mode control of both
gain stage and integrator. Such circuits are required as the selected fully differential
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implementation 8.6 does not emulate DC resistors between the input of the amplifier
and a common-mode potential.
CM - Gain stage
The input common-mode of the gain stage is set using the structure detailed in Fig.
8.13. The proposed topology sets the input common-mode to Vcm and forces the DC
gain to zero.
CG,in
CG,in
CG,fb
CG,fb
+-
+ -
CG,cm
CG,cm
CG,cm
CG,cm
VCM
VCM
Telescopic 
OTA
fcm
fcm
Figure 8.13: Gain stage input CMFB.
The switched-capacitors are modifying the gain stage transfer function to a high-pass
filter with a cut-off frequency equal to:
fcut−o f f =
1
2piRG ,cmC
= CG ,cm
piCG , f b
fcm (8.16)
where fcm is the CMFB chopper frequency.
In order not to deteriorate the gain around the working frequency fck , the capacitors
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CG ,cm should be much lower than the feedback capacitors CG , f b .
The noise related to the input common-mode capacitors is created, sampling the
capacitors CG ,cm in a modulated environment (gain stage), before demodulation and
sampling (integrator). The noise analysis is decomposed in several sub-steps even if
multiple operations are performed by a single component (e.g. the demodulation and
the sampling are performed by a unique set of switches at the input of the integrator).
The mathematical steps are the following:
• A) Compute the RMS noise and the associated NSD without any (de)modulation
• B) Compute the demodulated noise
• C) Compute the sampled noise
A) The noise is first sampled on the capacitor CG ,cm :
N 2RMS =
∫ ∞
0
4kT Rsw
∣∣H( j 2pi f )∣∣2 d f = kT
CG ,cm
[
V 2
]
(8.17)
As the capacitors CG ,cm are holding the value during half of the period, the input-
referred noise spectral density of this noise is:
N SD I N ,mod =
kTCG ,cm
C 2G , f b
pi
2 fcm
(
sin( f pi/2 fcm)
f pi/2 fcm
)2
= kTCG ,cm
C 2G , f b
pi
2 fcm
sinc2( f pi/2 fcm)
[
V 2
H z
] (8.18)
Figure 8.14 shows the shape of the input-referred modulated noise. The displayed
graphs are normalized with the chopping frequency fck (x axis) and with the noise
power (y axis) to have an unity integrated noise power (N 2RMS = 1).
B) The noise is generated in a modulated environment (between the input chopper
and the output chopper included in the integrator block). The demodulated noise is
obtained multiplying the modulated one with the chopping function:
N SD I N ,demod =
4
pi2
kTCG ,cm
C 2G , f b
pi
2 fcm
∞∑
k=0
1
(2k+1)2(
sinc2
(
((2k+1) fck − f )pi
2 fcm
)
+
sinc2
(
((2k+1) fck + f )pi
2 fcm
)) (8.19)
A graphical representation of (8.19) is displayed in Fig. 8.15.
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Figure 8.14: Input-referred modulated noise.
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Figure 8.15: Input-referred demodulated noise.
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Figure 8.16: Input-referred noise contribution of the gain stage CMFB circuit.
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C) The noise is finally sampled and held in the integrator. As the demodulation and
the sampling are performed by the same set of switches at the input of the integrator,
the sampling frequency is by construction twice the modulating one, fsampli ng = 2 fck .
N SD I N ,SH =
2kTCG ,cm
piC 2G , f b fcm
sinc2
(
f pi
2 fck
) ∞∑
k=0
∞∑
j=−∞
1
(2k+1)2(
sinc2
(
((2k+1) fck − f + j 2 fck )pi
2 fcm
)
+
sinc2
(
((2k+1) fck + f − j 2 fck )pi
2 fcm
)) (8.20)
The noise contribution of the CMFB circuit (8.20) is displayed in Fig. 8.16. The
parametric analysis in function of the common-mode frequency shows in particular
that the fcm frequency should be an even divider of the auto-zero frequency.
If the signal bandwidth is much lower than the chopping frequency, the most suitable
value is half of the chopper frequency, fcm = fck /2.
The CG ,cm capacitors should also be minimized to reduce their contribution to the
noise of the auto-zero amplifier. Compared to the global noise budget, the contribu-
tion of these capacitors can be made negligible.
CM - Integrator
The input common-mode of the integrator, Fig. 8.17, is set by a similar structure than
the one for the gain stage, but the common-mode capacitors C I ,cm are connected to
the ground instead of a connection to the output nodes.
As in the gain stage, the noise is first sampled on the capacitors C I ,cm , and thus
a continuous-time representation of the integrator can be derived, Fig. 8.18. As
the noise is sampled, the noise power, NRMS = kT /C , is folded into the choppers
frequency band. The equivalent noise spectral density is thus, assuming an uniform
distribution:
N SDVSNO =
2kT
C I ,cm fcm
(8.21)
The transfer function of the sampled noise source to the output of the integrator is:
H( jω)= VX
VSNO
= 2C I ,cm fcm
jωC I , f b
(8.22)
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Figure 8.17: Integrator input CMFB.
and the output-referred noise spectral density is:
N SDOU T,I ,C M =VSNO
∣∣H( j 2pi f )∣∣2
= 2kTC I ,cm fcm
(pi f )2C 2I , f b
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.23)
The input-referred noise spectral density is obtained, dividing the output-referred
NSD by the transfer function of the integrator and by the gain of the first stage. In
the signal baseband (around fck , as the signal is chopped), the input-referred noise
spectral density is:
N SD I N ,I ,C M =N SDOU T,I ,C M
(
2pi f RI ,i nC I , f b
)2 C 2G , f b
C 2G ,i n
= 2kTC I ,cm fcm
C 2I , f b f
2
ck
C 2G , f b
C 2G ,i n
[
V 2
H z
] (8.24)
This last equation shows that the noise contribution of the CMFB circuit of the inte-
grator can be reduced without increasing the power consumption. The most straight-
forward way to minimize this noise contribution is to decrease the C I ,cm capacitance.
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CI,FB
-
+
VX
VSNO
RI,CM =
1/(2CI,CMfcm)
RI,IN =
1/(2CI,INfck)
Figure 8.18: Simplified (single ended) continuous-time representation of the noise
contribution of the CMFB circuit in the integrator.
8.2.7 Power Consumption
The previous analysis has shown that most of the power consumption should be
used in the gain stage and in the feedback resistors. The output voltage of the main
amplifier is proportional to the input signal and to the amplifier closed-loop gain. The
full output range should be used to relax the requirements on a next stage (typically,
an ADC). In order to explore the noise versus supply current trade-off, the current
flowing into the resistors is evaluated here considering an output range covering half
of the power supply voltage:
IR,max =
VDD,max
4R
(8.25)
assuming a common-mode centered in the middle of the power supply. The input-
referred noise spectral density of the resistors in the signal baseband is:
N SDR,I N ,baseband =
4kT R(G−1)
G2
= kT VDD
IR
G−1
G2
(8.26)
This result, combined with the noise spectral density defined for the gain stage in
section 8.2.3, equation (8.7), allows a sizing of the resistors and of the gain stage
equalizing their respective noise-consumption ratio:
N SDR,I N ,baseband
IR
= N SD I N ,g ai n_st ag e
I0,g ai n_st ag e
(8.27)
For the specific implementation simulated in the next section, a theoretical current
consumption of 50−120µA is found for a noise spectral density of 75(nV )2/H z. The
noise contribution of the integrator (8.8) is 7(nV )2/H z.
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8.2.8 Noise Contributions - Summary
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Figure 8.19: Auto-zero main noise sources.
To summarize, it is possible to sort the noise sources into two categories. The first
ones, colored in red in Fig. 8.19 have a direct impact on the power consumption.
These sources are:
• the thermal noise of the gain stage,
• the noise in the feedback resistors of the main amplifier.
The noise contribution of the second type of sources, in blue in Fig. 8.19, can be
lowered without increasing the consumption:
• using an auxiliary chain for the main amplifier noise,
• lowering the on-resistance of the auxiliary chain input chopper,
• increasing the closed loop gain of the gain stage to reduce the sampled noise
on the input capacitors C I ,i n of the integrator (a high gain in the first stage also
lowers the thermal noise contribution of the integrator),
• using frequency modulation to shift the flicker noise of the amplifiers of the
auxiliary chain outside the baseband.
• setting the frequency of the input common-mode control of the gain stage to
half of the chopping frequency.
• minimizing the switched capacitors of the CMFB circuits in the gain stage and
in the integrator.
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Validation: Classically, AC simulations are used to check the noise level of a circuit.
These simulations provide extremely rapidly a frequency response of a circuit with
noise. AC simulations are based on the fact that the system to analyze is linear around
a given operating point as long as the variation of the signal is not significant (small
signal hypothesis). It is not possible to use such AC simulations to validate the auto-
zero amplifier, because it uses a frequency shift and is non-linear.
Two different types of simulation are thus used to check the noise level. Firstly, AC
simulations are used as much as possible inside the blocks of the auto-zero amplifier.
It is possible to extract data on the noise level of the different blocks, as the low-
frequency noise of the main amplifier or the noise level of the gain stage around the
chopper modulation frequency.
Secondly, to simulate the full auto-zero amplifier, transient simulations are used. The
noise contribution of each component (transistors and resistors) is added by the
transistor level simulator. The spectrum of each generated noise source is continuous
(the noise model used is not a finite sum of sine waves at discrete frequencies).
The noise spectral density in the baseband is extracted from the discrete Fourier
transform of a noisy transient signal of length Tsi m . As the front-end is expected to be
followed by an analog to digital converter, the output noise is sampled to take aliasing
into account.
N SDout put = F F T (Vout (t ),sampled )
1
∆ f
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.28)
The input-referred noise at the input of the auto-zero amplifier is given by:
N SDi nput = F F T (Vout (t ),sampled )
1
G2
1
∆ f
[
V 2
H z
]
(8.29)
where ∆ f is the interval between each spectral line of the discrete Fourier transform.
The spectral resolution is given by the inverse of the simulation time: ∆ f = 1/Tsi m .
Table 8.1 shows the estimated and simulated noise levels in the baseband frequency
of the auto-zero amplifier and provides a comparison with the noise levels of the main
amplifier and of the gain stage of the auxiliary chain.
As expected, the flicker noise level is much lower than the thermal noise. The 1/f
noise contribution to the global noise budget (Table 8.1) is negligible. The power
consumption is higher than predicted, as the supply currents of the main amplifier, of
the integrator and of the bias generation were not taken into account in the simplified
analysis.
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Table 8.1: Auto-zero amplifier: noise summary and key characteristics
Noise level Theory Simulated Unit
Flicker - < 1 at 12 Hz (nV )2/H z
Thermal 75 180 at 12 Hz (nV )2/H z
Main Amplifier at 100Hz - > 60k (nV )2/H z
Gain Stage at fck 45 47 (nV )
2/H z
Power consumption 50 85 µA
Sensor output current 3 - p A
8.3 Common-mode rejection
Instrumentation amplifiers can achieve large differential gains with high common-
mode rejection and large input impedance. The classic three-op-amp configuration
(Fig. 8.20) amplifies the differential signal in the first stage and rejects the common-
mode in the differentiator. The gain of instrumentation amplifiers is usually set by
the user, either by hardware, changing an external resistance (2Ri n in Fig. 8.20), or by
software, if the instrumentation amplifier is fully integrated.
The classic implementation can achieve a good amplification of the differential signal
while the input common-mode is far from the power supplies. The differential gain
has to be limited if the input common-mode is important, in order not to saturate the
outputs of the first stage [70]. Indeed, after the first stage, the internal nodes are given
by (assuming ideal amplifiers):
Vout p =Vi n,di f f
G
2
+Vi n,cm (8.30)
Voutn =−Vi n,di f f
G
2
+Vi n,cm (8.31)
where G = (1+R f b/Ri n) is the first stage differential gain and Vi n,di f f and Vi n,cm are
the differential-mode and the common-mode of the input signal. The saturation of
the first stage in the presence of an input common-mode close to the power supply is
illustrated in Fig. 8.21.
A first approach to get around this problem is to reduce the gain of the first stage while
increasing that of the differentiator [71]. This technique is not suitable for low-noise
low-power circuits as the constraints on the second stage are much more important
without prior amplification.
Shifting the input range may also be achieved [72]; however, this technique is only
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Figure 8.20: Classic three-op-amp instrumentation amplifier.
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Figure 8.21: Amplification of input signal with different common-mode voltages. Left:
Common-mode centered. Right: Common-mode close to Vdd .
appropriate for constant input common-mode and it is not possible for the input to
go close to both Vdd and Vss while ensuring a high differential gain.
8.3.1 Proposed solution
The proposed solution to control the common-mode at the output of the first stage of
the instrumentation amplifier is shown in Fig. 8.22. The output common mode is set,
without altering the differential characteristics of the amplifier, the central resistor is
split into two half-sized resistors and the central node is driven by an extra amplifier.
The voltage control of the central node Vmi d , as well as the required feedback circuitry,
are displayed on Fig. 8.22. The transfer functions for the differential-mode and for the
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Figure 8.22: Instrumentation amplifier with a controlled common-mode
common-mode are:
Vout ,di f f =Vi n,di f f
(
1+ R f b
Ri n
)
=Vi n,di f f G (8.32)
Vout ,cm =−Vmi d (G−1)+Vi n,cmG (8.33)
The differential transfer function (8.32) is identical to that of the classic instrumenta-
tion amplifier (8.30 and 8.31), while the output common-mode is alterable, varying
the Vmi d voltage. A graphical representation of the new voltages is shown in Fig. 8.23.
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Figure 8.23: Amplification of input signal with different common-mode voltages using
the output common-mode rejection circuit. Left: Input common-mode equal to the
reference common-mode. Right: Input common-mode close to Vdd
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8.3.2 Nonideal effects
Vmid saturation
In a closed-loop configuration, the Vcm,out potential is set to Vcm,r e f . The Vmi d poten-
tial is (derived from (8.33)):
Vmi d =−Vcm,r e f
1
G−1 +Vi n,cm
G
G−1 (8.34)
If the input common-mode is very close to the power supplies and if a small differential
gain G is set, the required potential Vmi d which compensates perfectly the output
common-mode may be located beyond the supplies. In practice, the common-mode
feedback amplifier (Fig. 8.22) is saturated.
The common-mode rejection is incomplete, but still better than without the compen-
sation. To lessen the Vmi d saturation effect, the feedback amplifier should have a large
output voltage range. The differential gain is not affected by the saturation of Vmi d .
Figure 8.24 illustrates the relationship between the input common-mode and the
saturation of the CMFB amplifier. It shows the input common-mode range for which
the CMFB amplifier is not saturated. Theses limits are obtained considering an ideal
CMFB amplifier (saturated at Vdd and Vss) and a desired common-mode equal to the
half of the power supply. This graph shows in particular that for a gain of 8, the output
common-mode is centered on half of the power supply only if the input common-
mode is within the 10% - 90% range. Beyond these limits, the control of the output
common-mode is only partial due to the saturation of the CMFB amplifier.
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Figure 8.24: Input common-mode range.
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Non-ideal feedback
The imprecision of the common-mode feedback is not altering the performance of
the instrumentation amplifier. The output common-mode is, assuming a feedback
amplifier having an offset Vo f f and a finite DC gain A and a mismatch of the resistors
measuring the output common-mode of Rcm ±∆Rcm :
Vout ,cm =
Vcm,r e f −Vo f f −Vi n,di f f G ∆Rcm2Rcm +Vi n,cm
1
A
G
G−1
1+ 1A(G−1)
(8.35)
The only aim of the feedback circuitry is to shift the output common-mode voltage to
a centered value, in order not to saturate the auto-zero amplifiers. A feedback circuit
with low static power consumption is appropriate as the output common-mode
voltage does not need to be set precisely.
Mismatch of resistors
The classic instrumentation amplifier has a single input resistance 2Ri n . The division
of this resistor into two distinct components Ri n introduces a possible mismatch
between them. A relative mismatch of ±∆Ri n/Ri n (i.e. the respective values of the
top and bottom input resistors are Ri n +∆Ri n and Ri n −∆Ri n) leads to the following
transfer function, assuming ideal amplifiers:
Vout ,di f f =Vi n,di f f G+
(
Vi n,cm −Vcm,r e f
) 2∆Ri n
Ri n
(8.36)
The injection of the common-mode into the differential mode limits the precision of
the instrumentation amplifier if the input differential signal is very small compared to
the variation of the input common-mode. The classic two stages op-amp (Fig. 8.20) is
similarly limited by the mismatch of the resistors in the output difference amplifier.
8.3.3 Implementation
The main constraints on the amplifier of the common-mode rejection are:
• Wide output range
• Resistive load
• Low static power consumption
A class AB amplifier is selected. The first stage is made of a simple OTA, the second
stage being similar than the one used for the main amplifier in the auto-zero amplifier.
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Typical specifications for this amplifier are a DC gain of 60dB , a bandwidth of ap-
proximately 100H z, a wide input range Gnd +50mV /V dd −50mV and a low power
consumption, 2µA.
8.4 Output buffers
Vin+
Vin-
-
+
-
+
CT
CT
Cin_adc
Cin_adc
Figure 8.25: Equivalent output load, including the input capacitors of the ADC.
The continuous-time PGA is loaded by the switched capacitors of the Σ∆modulator
Ci n,adc . Switching these capacitors introduces strong variation on the PGA output
voltage and a large transient current. A representation of the equivalent load on the
PGA is displayed in Fig. 8.25.
As these perturbations could couple with the PGA input or push temporally the
PGA out of its linear regime, it is necessary to lessen them. Two approaches are
discussed in this section to reduce the transient current delivered by the PGA. A passive
implementation diluting the perturbation over time is first introduced, followed by an
active solution injecting most of the charge to the load in an extra transient phase.
8.4.1 Passive resistors
A possible solution to limit the current and to time spread the perturbation is to add
serial resistors at the output of the PGA, Fig. 8.26. As these resistors contribute to the
thermal noise and are only useful during the transient, they are bypassed for the end
of the charge transfer of the ADC input capacitors (i.e. end of the settling).
The test of this solution with a transistor-level simulator showed that the simple use
of extra resistors is insufficient to keep the main amplifier into its linear regime. The
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Figure 8.26: PGA output current limitation with serial resistors.
load effect created a gain error up to 0.5% and this error is not significantly reduced
with the output resistors.
8.4.2 Active buffers
As the use of a passive solution is not efficient, two output buffers are added, Fig. 8.27.
The aim of these buffers is to provide the high current during the transient phase
after the swap of the loads. The buffers are only connected during a portion of the
integrating phase, providing most of the energy to the load capacitors.
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Figure 8.27: PGA output structure using buffers.
As the buffers are disconnected for the end of the charge transfer, it is not necessary to
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have neither a good linearity nor a low noise level. The static power consumption can
thus be minimized. The implementation of the buffer is shown in Fig. 8.28
1
GND
VDD
C
C
C
C
2
12
2
Vin Vout
1
Figure 8.28: Output buffer.
In order to test the efficiency of the output buffer, the duty cycle of the active phase
is programmable between 3% and 50%. It is also possible to completely disable the
output buffer for test purposes. In this case, the buffers are bypassed and the auto-zero
amplifiers are directly connected to the modulator.
8.5 Conclusion
Pre-amplifiers benefit to the acquisition of signal with limited output voltage. A
programmable gain stage amplifies the input signal up to the input range of the ADC
to get a maximal resolution.
A continuous-time structure was selected to reduce the power consumption and to
limit the silicon area. Required input capacitors to reach an input-referred noise
spectral density below 20nV /
p
H z would have been too large.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
• Optimization of the power consumption: A new topology for low-noise low
power continuous-time instrumentation amplifiers was introduced. Both auto-
zeroing and chopper techniques were exploited to define an architecture with a
symmetrical behavior in both phases, reducing constraints on amplifiers. The
noise contribution of each block was analyzed in order to optimize both noise
level and power consumption.
• Control of the output common-mode: The proposed topology, well suited for
fully integrated circuits, solves the problem of the first stage saturation for large
values of the input common-mode. The feedback circuit controls the output
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common-mode within the first stage and, the second stage being unnecessary,
a differential output is provided. The analysis of the non-ideal effects of the
proposed architecture showed that the most critical matching is on the input
resistors, while the instrumentation amplifier is not sensitive to the performance
of the feedback circuit.
• Ripple limitation: Switched loads are a critical issue of continuous-time am-
plifiers as the transient current may temporarily push amplifiers out of their
linear regime. The proposed extra buffers, with low static power consumption,
provide most of the charges to the ADC and thus reduce the constraints of the
continuous-time amplifier.
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The circuit designed in the previous chapters has been implemented in a CMOS
180nm process. The Fig. 9.1 shows the layout of the full circuit and of the acquisition
chain.
Most of the silicon area is covered by the 1.8V digital that includes not only the filters for
the ADC, but also a microcontroller, memories and all the interfaces to communicate
with the external environment using standard protocols as UART, I2C, SPI and JTAG.
Most of the pads are digital I/Os to communicate with the microcontroller.
Figure 9.1: Layout of the integrated circuit.
The acquisition chain, Fig. 9.2 is mostly occupied by the PGA (40%) and by the ADC
(50%). The remaining part is dedicated to services blocks such as input multiplexer,
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Figure 9.2: Layout of the front-end (left) and of the modulator (right).
current and voltage references and charge pump.
The first integrator of the modulator is clearly the largest one, in order to reduce the
noise level of the converter. A large portion of the PGA is covered by the capacitors of
the auxiliary path of the auto-zero amplifier. The largest OTA of the PGA is the gain
stage amplifier of the auxiliary path, followed by the main amplifier. The relative size
of the output buffers is negligible.
The characterization starts with the functional tests of the ADC, including the mod-
ulator and the filters. The limitations of the PGA are then evaluated through mea-
surements of the whole acquisition chain. The performances of the circuit are finally
compared to published work in the last section.
9.1 Functional tests - ADC
The first step in the characterization of an integrated circuit is the test of the func-
tionality of the system. The known limitations and bugs of the ADC are briefly listed
hereafter.
The likely cause of each observed problem is stated and, whenever possible with the
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chip programming, a solution is expressed.
Digital filters: The first problem identified is located in the selection of the digital
filter. Whatever the selected topology of the modulator, second- or third-order, the
connected filter is the one for the third-order architecture. As the size of the registers
as well as the applied normalization function are completely different, it is definitively
not possible to use the second-order modulator.
The following functional tests, as well as the evaluation of the circuit performance, are
thus done using the third-order architecture.
Flicker noise: The second limitation is the expected poor noise performances of the
modulator in the Σ∆ configuration. As no flicker noise rejection was implemented in
this mode, the performances are far worse than the one of the incremental configura-
tion.
Reset phase: An unexpected memory effect between two successive conversions
limits the resolution of the converter. Measurements showed that the error is related
to the last bit of the previous conversion and to the duration of the reset phase. As a
consequence, the output distribution is not a typical Gaussian but a bi- or multi-polar
distribution as displayed in Fig. 9.3. The width of the peaks Fig. 9.3 are noise related
while the spacing between the peaks is linked to the poor reset. The Σ∆ mode is
obviously not affected by this limitation.
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Figure 9.3: Measured noise distribution caused by a reset phase too short.
A workaround using the embedded microcontroller was implemented to add extra
reset phases between each conversion. The extra phases lengthened the conversion
time of less than 1%. While extending the reset phase, the multiple peaks converge to
a single one with a Gaussian distribution, as shown in Fig. 9.4.
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Figure 9.4: Measured noise distribution of the ADC with an extended reset phase.
Parasitic coupling: The last observable limitation is a central spike in the integral
non-linearity, Fig. 9.5, while using the switching sequence with the lowest dynamic
consumption (see Chapter 4, architecture V). The hybrid IV-V architecture1, increas-
ing slightly the power consumption of the reference branch, does not suffer of this
degradation of the INL. The central spike is most probably due to a mismatch between
parasitic capacitors.
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Figure 9.5: Measured INL of the topology #5 around mid-scale.
1The numbers IV and V refer to the implementation indexing defined in the comparison of the
implementations, chapter 4. In both IV and V implementations, the inputs are swapped with choppers
to perform the charge transfer. The fifth architecture uses a lower frequency control signal for the
switches connected to the virtual ground of the amplifier. The called hybrid IV-V structure implements
a type IV input for the reference and a type V input for the signal.
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As suggested in the chapter 7, a possible solution to reduce the impact of the parasitic
coupling in the type V structure would be to modify the end of the charge transfer
as shown in Fig. 9.6. The switches connected to the amplifier are opened before the
crossed switches named ’1A’, ’1B’ and ’2*’ to guarantee that the parasitic capacitances
of these last switches are not adding any charges to the integration capacitors.
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Figure 9.6: Modified version of the topology #5. The four extra switches, named ’1’
and ’2’, are the ones connected to the virtual ground of the amplifier.
Power consumption: The nominal power consumption of the circuit is slightly higher
than the nominal expected value. Process variations may induce biasing shift, es-
pecially in an untrimmed circuit, such as the implemented prototype. The power
consumption of the modulator was corrected, adjusting the bias current of each
analog block independently.
9.2 Functional tests - PGA
Once the modulator and the filters were tested and validated independently, the
whole acquisition chain could be tested. The gain selection is correct and the CMBF
amplifier is effectively controlling the output common-mode of the front-end.
Output buffers: The main limitation of the implemented front-end is an insufficient
driving capability of the output buffers. The cause was verified modifying the length
of the active period of the output buffers. The consequences of this are manifold:
• The first obvious consequence is an improper slew rate of the PGA, creating
charge transfer errors in the ADC.
• Distortion is added in the front-end static transfer function. The measured
output non-linearity in a typical configuration (i.e. 64 Sps) is around 50ppm -
while a few ppm were expected. The distortion is reduced for lower sampling
rates.
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• Ripple is added in the PGA, degrading strongly the noise performances. The
ripple may be reduced, decreasing the operating frequency, but this first reduces
the sample rate and then increases the noise level. Indeed, the flicker noise
rejection is less efficient if the auto-zero operates at lower frequency.
Auto-Zero: Despite the previous limitations, the novel fully differential structure for
the rejection of the offset and 1/f noise could be validated. Fig. 9.7 compares the
output noise and offset of the front-end with and without the Auto-Zeroing. As the
PGA was measured through the implemented ADC, the plots contains the noise and
offset contribution of both blocks.
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Figure 9.7: Output noise distribution of the PGA without the Auto-Zero (left) and with
the auto-zero enabled (right). The upper plots show the flicker noise rejection with a
gain of 8, while a gain of 64 was set in the lower plots.
Power Consumption: The typical power consumption of the front-end is around
200µA with shorted inputs. This value is, as the one of the modulator, slightly higher
than the nominal expected value. The power consumption of both blocks (ADC and
PGA) is correlated as the same biasing current generator is shared.
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9.3 Performances
The measured ADC without the front-end reaches a resolution of 20.2 bits for a sample
rate of 64Sps and a power consumption of 120µA 2. The Effective Number Of Bits is
given by:
E NOB = log2
(
Full Scalep
12Noi seRMS
)
(9.1)
The correspondence of the ENOB and the Signal over Noise Ratio is:
E NOB = SN Rmax −1.76
6.02
(9.2)
One of the most commonly used Figure Of Merit to compare high-resolution convert-
ers is derived from Schreier’s FOM [42].
FOM =DRdB +10log
(
BW
P
)
= SN Rmax +10log
(
1
P2Tconv
)
(9.3)
where P is the power consumption, DR is the dynamic range, BW the bandwidth of
the ADC and Tconv the conversion period.
Table 9.1 summarizes some of the most relevant publications of high- to ultra-high-
resolution converters.
The order of the architectures is mainly related to the desired resolution and to the
sampling rate. While all selected architectures below 20 bits are second-order, the
order of the architectures with a higher resolution is between 3 and 5, depending on
the requested bandwidth.
The distribution between the feedback and feedforward structures is similar and
almost constant over years. All architectures in table 9.1 besides this work are single-
loop topologies.
Multibit quantizers are implemented in a large majority of topologies. Except [78], all
converters beyond 20 bits use single-bit quantization, in order to guarantee a better
linearity.
The most common implementation with switched capacitors is the structure #1. In
this configuration, the same capacitors are connected alternatively to the signal and
to the reference. This structure, if combined with a multibit implementation, probably
2Power consumption of the modulator only. The power consumption of the digital filters could
not be measured as the filters are included in the synthesized digital system, which includes the
microcontroller and the system I/Os.
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provides the best solution to reduce the power consumption of the amplifiers. Indeed,
only the difference between the input signal and the reference is integrated.
The measured performances of the implemented circuit are comparable to state of
the art comparators. The best FOM were reported in citations [73] and [75], followed
by this work.
Nevertheless, one should consider that these two publications targeted much lower
resolutions, of 16.3 and 17 bits respectively. The power consumption was optimized,
combining a multibit quantizer with the switched capacitor implementation #1. The
dynamic element matching in the multibit topologies significantly reduces the error
induced by the mismatch of the DAC capacitors. As the compensation is not perfect,
a residual degradation remains. The Signal-to-Noise-and-Distortion-Ratio is below
the SNR by 5dB in [73] and by 13dB in [75].
Unlike the other architectures, a programmable gain of the modulator is available in
this work. A major consequence of this design constraint is the need to separate the
signal and reference paths with distinct sampling capacitors.
The combination of these two points - linearity and programmable gain - discarded
the assembly of a multibit quantizer with the topology #1, as it was not suited at all for
this specific design.
It should also be pointed that the MASH 2-1 topology used to characterize the pro-
posed circuit in this work is not optimized for a 20 bits resolution. The expected results
for the suited second-order architecture are a reduction of the power consumption of
15% and a lowering of the thermal noise of 13%, resulting in an improvement of the
FOM of 2dB.
9.4 Conclusions
A complete design was carried out in a CMOS technology. The design methodology
developed in this thesis allowed the realization of a prototype reaching the desired
specifications at first integration. The flexibility of the modulator, implemented in the
most sensitive parts, allowed a toggling to a slightly less efficient converter, but fully
operational.
The resulting performances, resolution, power consumption and speed, were com-
pared to the best published solutions. The comparison highlighted that two different
topologies achieve high performance. On one side, the multi-bit topologies with
shared input capacitors between the signal and the reference are perfectly suited for
medium- to high-resolution converters and, on the other side, single-bit architec-
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tures with multiple inputs are better suited for ultra-high resolution converters. The
proposed converter achieves the best performance in the latter category.
The observed limitations show an overview of the next generation converters, tar-
geting more than 20 bits. The common-mode rejection is the first limitation. The
static transfer function is impacted by the voltage non-linearity of the capacitors and
by the asymmetrical clock feedthrough, even in a fully differential implementation.
Secondly, the perturbation from the digital, and particularly from the clocks driving
the modulator, must be taken into account.
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10 Conclusion
The design of any A/D data converter is focused on three main characteristics: the
resolution, the sample rate and the power consumption.
The linearity is the main challenge of high-resolution converters; it is altered by most
imperfections of base components. As transistors level simulators are too slow to
validate this characteristic, models have to be used in high-level views.
This work sought to enhance the design flow of ultra-high resolution Σ∆ ADCs with
the modeling, simulation and design of switched capacitors circuits.
10.1 Main contributions
The key contributions of this thesis are:
• A comparative analysis of the input stage of the ADC. Several implementation
structures of the ADC with switched capacitors were discussed. The noise and
power consumption of each topology, as well as the sensitivity to non-ideal
effect, were evaluated to help the designer to select the suitable structure.
• Modelling of the switched capacitors integrator. The selected level of modelling
allows evaluating the impact of non-ideal effects in the integrator and to take
into account the common-mode and the sequence of the digital signals driv-
ing the switches. The mathematical complexity of each model was estimated
and, whenever possible, minimized. The model of the integrator is identical,
whatever sequence of the phases and the number of inputs, to guarantee the
compatibility with various architectures.
• A simulator of switched capacitors ADCs. Two simulators are included in a
single software. The first one, based on the integrator, allows simulating most
of the currently known non-ideal effects, while the second one is a linear simu-
lator to account for the interactions between signals of different blocks. This
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simulator is employed to define the sub-blocks specifications, to optimize the
implementation with switches and capacitors, and to validate the switching
sequences.
• Evaluation of the parasitic capacitors: the developed tool allows first to identify
sensitive coupling and secondly to check the layout, importing in the simulator
a list of parasitic capacitors.
• Filters. The study carried out showed that the common counter filters, based
on a linear view of the modulator, are suboptimal. New filter were developed
to reduce the quantization noise of the ADC. The advantages of such filters are
however balanced with the required computing power, especially if the thermal
noise strongly dominates.
• Front-end. The proposed architecture to control the output common-mode
solves the saturation problem of internal nodes of the classic three-opamps
instrumentation amplifier. A detailed noise analysis in auto-zero amplifiers
allowed to define and to optimize a new fully differential cancellation path.
• Design and test. A full acquisition chain, including a programmable gain am-
plifier, an incremental Σ∆modulator and the digital filters, was implemented
in a 0.18µm CMOS technology. The test chip allowed to validate the simulated
results and confirmed that the linearity of ADCs is influenced by the implemen-
tation with switched capacitors and also by the common-mode management.
10.2 Future perspectives
• It has been shown that the common-mode of the input signal limits the reso-
lution of the converters. The performances are degraded due to asymmetrical
charge injection and to non-linearity of capacitors. It would be valuable to con-
trol the common-mode or compensate the undesired effects with a low power
consumption circuit. In this perspective, a control of the ADC constant voltage
(ADC common-mode) used in the pre-charge of the input capacitors may be
considered.
• Deep submicron technologies are more and more used to reduce the power
consumption and add new features in digital blocks. A major restriction for the
analog circuits is the increase of leakage currents, insignificant in the process
selected for this work. An extra model of the integrator, taking the leakage
currents into account, would thus be appreciable.
Published ADCs with limited voltage supply are more and more inverter based
[80, 81]. Static and dynamic models for these specific amplifiers are not yet
integrated in the developed simulator.
• The linear simulator introduced in this work accounts for the digital signals
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from the control blocks as well as the logic gates, added locally in the analog. It
was supposed that the edges of the drivers of the switches were delay-free and
perfectly synchronized with the clock. A delay model based on the current drive
of the logic gates and on the capacitive load on the nodes would be useful to
check the order of arrival of the control signal and to prevent unwanted glitches.
These simulations are commonly used in digital synthesizers to identify critical
paths, but are not extended to the gates included in the analog blocks.
• Model for the charge injection. In this work, the model used was based on results
provided by a transistor-level simulator. Models for clock feedthrough and
charge injection would be valuable to be compatible with several technologies.
The main challenges are the accurate management of the transient of the control
signals and partial compensation of the charges held in both transistors of
analog transmission gates.
• Finally, a graphical user interface would help promoting the software and would
speed up the design of data converters. A feature to import directly the archi-
tecture of the modulator from the low-level simulator netlist would also be
attractive to perform a first validation of the schematics.
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